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unless you have verified the sender and know the content is safe.

NEWS RELEASE

Ontario Extending Call to Arms to Businesses,
Volunteers and Retired Health Professionals

Online and telephone portals connecting Ontarians
and businesses with opportunities to further boost
province's vaccine rollout

December 22,2021
Premier's Office

TORONTO - As the province continues to urgently scale up its capacity to
administer vaccines, the Ontario government is extending its call to arms to
businesses, volunteers and retired health professionals to help further boost
capacity and get more boosters into arms sooner.

"Our best defence against the highly transmissible Omicron variant is a
lightning-fast offence," said Premier Doug Ford. "ln a few short weeks,
Ontario has scaled up its vaccine rollout at incredible speed, but we aren't
stopping there. Everyone has a role to play. lt's all hands on deck as we
boost up Ontario."

As more mass-vax sites, hospital clinics, pharmacies and primary care
clinics come online, Ontario is unleashing the full potential of the province's
businesses, workers and union leaders to support the vaccine rollout by
hosting employer-led clinics. Employer-led clinics must be set up, operated
and funded by employers and meet established criteria to vaccinate
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employees aged 18 and over, their families and retirees, as well as
members of the local and neighbouring communities as capacity allows

Businesses can call the Ontario Together Contact Centre at 1-888-777-
0554 to learn more about hosting a vaccination clinic. Community groups
and places of worship interested in arranging a GO-VAXX mobile bus clinic
visit, can contact GOVAXX@ontario.ca.

The province is also taking action to add more boots on the ground across
Ontario by launching the Ontario COVID-19 Volunteer Portal and permitting
retired health professionals to support the vaccine rollout.

The Ontario COVID-19 Volunteer Portal recruits everyday Ontarians as
volunteers to support health care providers and others at vaccination clinics
across the province. The portal is open to Ontarians 16 years and older
who can register to volunteer in a variety of roles based on their abilities,
knowledge and experience and the needs of their local public health units.

To further ramp up capacity to support Ontario's booster dose rollout, the
Ontario government is making regulatory amendments to allow more
individuals to safely administer the COVID-19 vaccine, such as retired
nurses and physicians, dentists, and firefighters. These individuals are
encouraged to register through the Health Workforce Matchinq Portal.
Supervision will be required by a physician, registered nurse or nurse
practitioner, or pharmacist who is present at the premises where the
vaccine is administered. Individuals who registered with the portal to help
with vaccine administration earlier this year are also encouraged to join the
fight against COVID-19 again by logging in to their account, updating their
profile and renewing their availability to help get boosters into the arms of
Ontarians.

Once identified, Ontario will work to match individuals who signed up
through both the Ontario COVID-19 Volunteer Portal and the Health
Workforce Matching Portalwith public health units according to local
vaccination needs. To ensure safety requirements are met, education and
training courses will be available to the additional vaccinators who need to
br.rild their competency to administer injections.

Quick Facts
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On December 21, more than 230,000 vaccines were administered in

Ontario, well above recent provincial capacity. The province is
continuing to ramp up to administer 200,000 to 300,000 doses per
day based on demand.
As of December 21,2021, more than two million COVID-19 booster
doses have been administered in Ontario. Individuals aged 18 and
over across the province are eligible to receive their booster dose
three months (84 days) after their second dose, and can book their
appointment through Ontario's bookinq portal, by calling the
Provincial Vaccine Contact Centre, through Indigenous-led
vaccination clinics, participatinq pharmacies and primary care
settings.
As of December 21,2021, Ontario has administered more than 25
million doses of the COVID-19 vaccine, with more than 90 per cent
of Ontarians aged 12 and over having received at least one dose
and more than 87 per cent having received a second dose. More
than 39 per cent of children aged five to 11 have received their first
dose.

a

Quotes

"Using the Ontario COVID-19 Volunteer Portal, we can mobilize and
support the countless heroes who stepped up to help their communities,
especially during the pandemic. Every volunteer can make a difference -
not only to protect our province against emergencies, but also to build
healthier and safer communities. We're stronger together."

- Parm Gill
Minister of Citizenship and Multiculturalism

"With the rapid expansion of booster doses to all Ontarians 18 and older,
we're getting boosters into the arms of Ontarians as fast as possible to
protect our hospital capacity and limit transmission of the Omicron variant.
Our province is incredibly grateful to all the dedicated health care
professionals who have given so much for the past 20 months, and further
increasing our capacity to give out boosters is critical in our fight against
this virus."
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- Christine Elliott
Deputy Premier and Minister of Health

"Ontarians have continuously stepped fonrvard to help stop the spread of
COVID-19 and we are now asking you to help in a new way as we face the
dangers of the Omicron variant in our communities. We encourage anyone
who is interested in volunteering to join our frontline vaccination effort and
help get booster doses into arms as swiftly as possible."

- Sylvia Jones
Solicitor General

"Ontario is strongest when we work together. As we continue to tackle the
COVID-19 pandemic and its variants, we need to work together now more
than ever to overcome this challenge. lf your business can host a vaccine
clinic, I ask that you show your true Ontario Spirit and support our efforts to
get as many booster shots into the arms of Ontarians."

- Ross Romano
Minister of Government and Gonsumer Services

Additional Resources

All Ontarians 18+ Elisible for COVID-19 Booster Appointments at
Three-Month lnterval

a

Ontario Takins Action to Protect Aqainst Omicron Variant
Resoondino to Omicron and Protectino Our Prooress
Ontario Acceleratinq Booster Eliqibilitv to Adults Aqed 50+
For public inquiries, please contact the Ontario Together Contact
Centre at 1 -888-777 -0554
For resources in multiple languages to help local communication
efforts in responding to COVID-19, visit Ontario's COVID-19
communication resources webpaqe.
Visit Ontario's website to learn more about how the province
continues to protect the people of Ontario from COVID-19.

a
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ONTARIO REGULATION 9OO/21

madeunderthe

REGULATED HEALTH PROFESSTONS ACT, 1991

Made: December22,202l
Approved: December 22, 2021

Filed: December 22, 2021
Published on e-Laws: December 22, 2021

Printed n The Ontario Gazette: January 8,2022

Amending O. Reg. 107/96
(CONTROLLED ACTS)

1. (1) Subsection 15(1) of OntarioRegulation l07l96is amendedbyadding the followingparagraph:

3. Anyperson, if ahealthprofessionaldescribed in subsection (l.I),
i. is present at the premises where the vaccine is administered, and

ii. is accessible to the person administering the vaccine to discuss questions relating to, or give directions with
respect to, the administration of the vaccine.

(2) Section 15 of the Regulation is amended by adding the following subsection:

(l .l) Thehealthprofessionalsrefenedtoinparagraph3ofsubsection(1)arethefollowing:

l. A memberof the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario.

2. A memberof the College ofNurses of Ontario who is a registered nurse in the general or extended class.

3. A memberof the Ontario College of Pharmacistswho is a Part A pharmacist.

(3) Section 15 ofthe Regulation, as amended by subsections (1) and (2)' is revoked.

Revocation

2. Subsections I (2) and 2 Q\ of Ontario Regulation 9l2l are revoked.

Commencement

3. (1) Subject to subsection (2), this Regulation comes into force on the day it is filed.

(2) Subsection I (3) comes into force on June 30,2022.

Madeby:
Pris par:

La ministre de la Santd,

CHRISTINE ELLIOTT
Minister of Health

Date made: December 22, 2021
Pris le : 22 d5cembre202l
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NEWS RELEASE

Ontario Temporarity Moving to Modified Step Two of the

Roadmap to ReoPen

Time-limited measures needed to preserve hospital capacity as province continues to

accelerate booster dose rollout

January 03,2022

Office of the Premier

TORONTO - ln response to recent trends that show an alarming increase in COVID-'19 hospitalizations, the Ontario

government, in consultation with the chief Medical officer of Health, is temporarily moving the province into stepJvua-gli-ts

Roadmap_le_Beapsn-wft-nsddEalrns that take into account the province's successful vaccination efforts' These time-

limited measures will help blunt transmission and prevent hospitals from becoming overwhelmed as the province continues

to accelerate its booster dose rollout. As part of the province's response to the Omicron variant' StartingJanuary 5' students

will pivot to remote learning with free emergency child care planned for school-aged children of health care and other eligible

frontline workers.

,As we continue with our provincial vaccine booster efforts, we must look at every option to slow the spread of the highly

contagious omicron variant," said premier Doug Ford. "putting these targeted and time-limited measures in place will give us

more opportunity to deliver vaccines to all ontarians and ensure everyone has maximum protection against this virus"'

Unlike other variants throughout the pandemic, evolving data is showing that while the omicron variant is less severe' its

high transmissibility has resulted in a larger number of hospital admissions relative to lcu admissions. staff absenteeism is

also expected to rise and affect operations in workplaces across ontario due to omicron infection and exposure, including in

hospitals and schools. Real-world experience and evidence in ontario reveal that approximately one per cent of omicron

cases require hospital care. The rapid rise of omicron cases, which may soon number in the hundreds of thousands' could

result in the province,s hospital capacity becoming overwhelmed if further action isn't taken to curb transmission' when one

in 100 cases goes to hospital, it means that with this rapid increase in transmission the number of new cases requiring

hospitalization will also rapidly increase daily. For example, 50,000 cases per day would mean 500 hospital admissions per

day. which is greater than the peak daily hospitalization s of 265 per day from last spring, when hospitals were under

significant strain during the third wave of the pandemic'

ln response, the province will return to the modified version of Step Two of the Roadmap to Reopen effective wednesday'

January 5,2o22at 1 2:01 a'm. for at least 21 days(until January 26,2022\, subject to trends in public health and health system

indicators,

These measures include:

o Reducing social gathering limits to five people indoors and 10 people outdoors.

eLimitinscapacityatorganizedpubliceventstofivepeopleindoors.

o Requiring businesses and organizations to ensure employees work remotely unless the nature of their work requires

them to be on-site.

o Limiting capacity at indoor weddings, funerals, and religious services, rites and ceremonies to 50 per cent capacity of

the particular room. outdoor services are limited to the number of people that can maintain 2 metres of physical

distance. social gatherings associated with these services must adhere to the social gathering limits'

r Retail settings, including shopping malls, permitted at 50 per cent capacity' For shopping malls physical distancing will

be required in line-ups, loitering will not be permitted and food courts will be required to close'

o personal care services permitted at 50 per cent capacity and other restrictions. Saunas, steam rooms, and oxygen bars

closed.
o Closing indoor meeting and event spaces with limited exceptions but permitting outdoor spaces to remain open with

restrictio ns.

o Public libraries limited to 50 per cent capacity

8
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' Closing indoor dining at restaurants, bars and other food or drink establishments. outdoor dining with restrictions,
takeout, drive throrrgh and delivery is permitted.

o Restricting the sale of alcohol after 10 p.m. and the consumption of alcohol on-premise in businesses or settings after
11 p.m' with delivery and takeout, grocery/convenience stores and other liquor stores exempted.

r closingindoorconcertvenues,theatres,cinemas.Rehearsalsandrecordedperformancespermittedwithrestrictions.

' Closing museums, galleries, zoos, science centres, landmarks, historic sites, botanical gardens and similar attractions,
amusement parks and waterparks, tour and guide services and fairs, rural exhibitions, and festivals. outdoor
establishments permitted to open with restrictions and with spectator occupancy, where applicable, limited to 50 per
cent capacity.

r ClosinSindoorhorseracingtracks,carracingtracksandothersimilarvenues,outdoorestablishmentspermittedto

open with restrictions and with spectator occupancy limited to 50 per cent capacity. Boat tours permitted at 50 per cent
caPacity,

r Closing indoor sport and recreational fitness facilities including gyms, except for athletes training for the olympics and
Paralympics and select professional and elite amateur sport leagues. Outdoor facilities are permitted to operate but
with the number of spectators not to exceed 50 per cent occupancy and other requirements.

' All publicly funded and private schools will move to remote learning starting January 5 until at least1anuary 1 7, subject
to public health trends and operational considerations.

' School buildings would be permitted to open for child care operations, including emergency child care, to provide in-
person instruction for students with special education needs who cannot be accommodated remotely and for staffwho
are unable lo deliver quallty lnstruction from home.

r During this period of remote learning, free emergency child care will be provided for school-aged children of health care
and other eligible frontline workers.

Please view the regulation for the ftrll list of manclatory pr rhlir: health ancl workplace safety measures.

ln addition, onJanuary 5,2022 tlre Chlef Medlcal officer of Health will reinstate Directive 2 for hospitals and regulated health
professionals, instructing hospitals to pause all non-emergent ancl non-urgent surgeries and procedures in ordcr to preserve
critical care and human resource capacity.

ln recognition of the impact the omicron variant and additional pLrblic health measures have on small businesses, the
government is expanding the new Ontario Business Costs Rebate Program. Eligible businesses that are required to close or
reduce capacity will receive rebate payments for a portion of the property tax and energy costs they incur while subject to
these measures. Ellglble businesses required to reduce capacity to 50 per cent, such as smaller retail stores, will receive a
rebate payment equivalent to 50 per cent of their costs, while businesses required to close for indoor activities, such as
restaurants and gyms, will receive a rebate payment equivalent to 1OO per cent of their costs. A full list of eligible business
types will be made available when applications for the program open later this month. To improve cash flows for Ontario
businesses, effectiveJanuary 1,2022, the government is also providing up to $7.5 billion for a six-month interest- and
penalty-free period for ontario businesses to make payments for most provincially administered taxes, supporting
businesses now and providing the flexibility they will need for long-term planning.

The government is also exploring options for providing further targeted and necessary supports for businesses and workers
impacted by the province's move into a modified Step Two of the Roadmap to Reopen, including grants. The government will
also continue to call on the federal government to come to table and help us support ontario businesses and ontario
workers by allowing eligible businesses to defer HST and to enhance supports available to workers affected by current public
health measures.

'As cases continue to rise at a rapid rate and evidence on the omicron variant evolves, additional time-limited measures are
needed to help limit transmission as Team Ontario continues to get booster doses into arms," said Christine Elliott, Deputy
Premier and Minister of Health. "While this was not an easy decision. these measures will help preserve hospital bed capacity
and prevent our hospitals from becoming overwhelmed.',

"Children will continue to receive live virtual learning during this period, led by their teacher, with full access to school-based
academic and mental health supports," said Stephen Lecce, Minister of Education. ,,We will continue to work closely with the
Chief Medical officer of Health to keep our communities safe and ensure that ontario students get back to in-person
learning as soon as possible."

As of January 2, more than 3.7 million booster doses have been administered across the province. The government is
focusing all efforts to speed up booster doses, including employer-led vaccination clinics and expanded GO-VAXX mobile
clinics. To date, over 4,300 ontarians have registered through the ontario covlD-19 volunteer portal and the Health

I
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Workforce Matching portal and have answered the province's call to arms to businesses, volunteers and retired health

professionals to help further boost capacityto administervaccines and get more boosters into arms sooner.

The province is also continuing to urge the federal government to approve COVID-1 9 antivirals to support Canada's pandemic

response.

,While the risks for severe illness are lower with omicron than with the previous variants of concern, it is far more

transmissible and hospitalizations are expected to continue to increase placing greater pressure on our health system," said

Dr. Kieran Moore, Chief Medical officer of Health. "lt is difficult but necessary to apply additional public health and workplace

safety measures to help stop the spread of the virus and protect our health system capacity. Please follow all public

measures and get vaccinated with your first, second or booster dose if you have not done already."

Quick Facts

r As of January 2,2022, more than 27 million doses of the covlD-19 vaccine have been administered, with more than 90

per cent of Ontarians aged 12 and over having received at least one dose and more than BB per cent having received at

least a second dose. More than 43 per cent of children aged five to 11 have received their first dose and over 3.7 million

booster doses have been administered including to 47 per cent of individuals aged 50 and over and more than 31 per

cent of individuals aged 18 and over.

r ln consultation with the Chief Medical officer of Health, ontario updated its CoVID-19 testing and isolation guidelines

on December 30,2021 .These updates follow recent changes in other jurisdictions in Canada and the United Kingdom

to ensure publicly funded testing and case and contact management resources are available for the highest-risk

settings and to protect the most vulnerable and help keep critical services running.

o The ontario government is amending o. Reg. 263i20 (Rules for Areas at Step 2) under the Reopening ontario (A Flexible

Response to covlD-19) Act,2020 (ROA) to apply additional or modifl7 public health and workplace safety measures, and

amending O.Reg. 363/20 (Steps of Reopening) to move Ontario to the amended Step Two, effective Wednesday, January

5th.

AdditionaL Resources

o Ontario Updaling Public Health Measures and Guidance in Resp-OnSClA-OmjeIa!

. Upda-tedllgibLIlylor ieBJeSlilg and Case and Contact Management Guidance in Ontario

r O nta rio Fu rther Strengthen i n g ResBgnscla-QEleroo

r All Ontarians 18+ Eligible for COVID-19 Booster ABpointments at Three-Month lnterval

. Anyone who meets provincial testing eligibility criteria can go to an assessment centre, participating pharmacy, or

specimen collection centre for testing. Visit ontario.calcovidtestinglocations to find a testing location and for eligibility

criteria to be tested.

. For public inquiries, please contact the Provincial Vaccine Contact Centre at 1-833-943'3900 (TW for people who are

deaf, hea ri ng-impaired or speech-i mpaired: 1 -866-797 -0007)'

r For resources in multiple languages to help local communication efforts in responding to COVID-19, visit Ontario's

covlD-'l 9 communication resources webp-agc.

r Visit Ontario,s website to learn more about how the province continues to protect the people of Ontario from COVID-19'

r Business who have questions about public health and workplace safety measures can call the Stop the Spread Business

lnformation Line at 1 -888-4 44-3659.

. For public inquiries call ServiceOntario, lNFOline at 1-866-532-3161 (Toll-free in Ontario only)

Related Topics

Government
Learn about the government services available to you and how government works. Learn more

HeaLth and Wetlness
Get help navigating Ontario's health care system and connecting with the programs or services you're looking for. Learn more
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Ivana Yelich

Premier's Office

ivana-ycLr-e h (oo$ang"ea

Alexandra Hilkene

Minister Elliott's Ofiice

alexand ra.hilkene@ontario.ca
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden Street, Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.111
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: iowillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

College of chiropractors of ontario ("cco")services continue as staff follow recommended health and safety guidelines related

to the COVID-19 global pandemic. ln-office services are available by appointment only' Please use the email or phone contact

information above or, if you require urgent assistance, please contact Reception by phone al 416-922-6355 ext' 100 or email

reception@cco.on.ca
and your inquiry will be directed appropriately'

CCO is committed to providing inclusive, accommodating, and responsive services and ensuring that individuals are treated

with dignity and respect. please contact us if you require accommodations. Please ensure that all communications with CCo are

respectful and Professional,

Jo-Ann Willson
February 3,202210:35 AM

Rose Bustria

FW: Ontario Working for Workers by Moving Towards Expanding

Health and Wellness Benefits

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any atathments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other

distribution, copying-or disctosurels strictty prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify CCO immediately by reply e-

maif inO Oetetd itt iopies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Ontario News <newsroom@ontario.ca>

Sent: Thursday, February 3,2022 10:02 AM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco'on.ca>

Subject: Ontario Working for Workers by Moving Towards Expanding Health and Wellness Benefits

cAUTloN EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments

unless you have verified the sender and know the content is safe.
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Ontario Working for Workers by Moving
Towards Expanding Health and Wellness
Benefits

Province seeking advice on designing benefits plan
tied to workers, not employers

February 03,2022
Ministrv of Labour. Traininq and Skills Development

QUEEN'S PARK - The Ontario government is seeking advice on
designing a plan that provides workers with benefits such as health, dental
and vision care, even if they change jobs. currenfly, miilions of people,
including those working in retail, the gig economy and hospitality have
limited-to-no benefits coverage. To start, the government intends to create
and appoint an advisory panel to recommend a system- making ontario the
first province in Canada to pursue such a comprehensive benefits program.

"whether you're bussing tables, working the cash, or giving rides, we are
making sure necessities like dental care and affordable medication is within
reach for more families," said Monte McNaughton, Minister of Labour,
Training and skills Development. "The future of work is here, and our
government is working for workers to make sure no one is left behind."

Most workers in ontario with full{ime, permanent jobs have medical
insurance and dental coverage. ln comparison, less than a quarter of those
who work part-time or in precarious jobs have similar benefits, which means
these workers, and their families, often have to make difficult choices
between their health and other necessities like food and shelter.
I ndependent contractors, low-wage workers, newcomers, you nger workers,
and racialized people are also less likely to have workplace benefits.

The proposed advisory panelwill look at how benefits could reside with the
worker and will provide recommendations on how best to administer the
new program. This could be especially beneficial for digital platform and gig
workers, and others in the service industry, who switch jobs more
frequently.

Establishing this panelwas a key recommendation in the Ontario Workforce
Recovery Advisory committee's final report. The committee was
responsible for several items in the government's recent Working for
workers legislation, including being the first province in canada to

2
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introduce the "Riqht to Disconnect", as well as the banninq of non-comoete
clauses.

As we build back a better Ontario, our government is working for workers by
taking steps now to ensure our province remains the best place to work, live

and raise a family.

Quick Facts

Once approved and appointed by spring 2022, the up to five advisory
panel members will conduct research and consultations on how to
create a portable benefits strategy for Ontario, including providing a

final recommendation to the government.
Panel members would have sectoral and technical expertise
including the structure and administration of benefit plans, financial
issues and workplace issues.
Two-thirds of people in Ontario agree that "it is important that we
have government benefits available based on where they live not
who they work for", according to a2021survey by lpsos for the
Ontario Workforce Recovery Advisory Committee.

Additional Resources

Ontario's Workforce Recoverv Advisory Committee: Leadinq the
future of work in Ontario
Portable Benefits Advisorv Panel
The F in Ontari

Harry Godfrey
Minister's Office
harry.qodfrey@ontario. ca

Kalem McSween
Communications Branch
mltsdmed ialine@ontario.ca
41 7405

a

a

a

a

a

Media Contacts

We have recently updated Ontario Newsroom Subscription. You may receive additional emails. lf
you woutd like to update your subscription preferences or unsubscribe, click the 'manage your
subscriptions' or'unsubscribe' links down below'
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Rose Bustria 16
From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S'W., LL.B'

Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden Street, Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7
Tel: (416) 522-6355 ext.111
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

College of Chiropractors of Ontario ('CCO") services continue as staff follow recommended health and safety guidelines related

to the COVID-19 global pandemic. ln-office services are available by appointment only' Please use the email or phone contact

information above or, if you require urgent assistance, please contact Reception by phone al 416-922-6355 ext' 100 or email

reception@cco.on.ca
and your inquiry will be directed appropriately.

CCO is comm:tted to providing inclusive, accommodating, and responsive services and ensuring that individuals are treated

with dignity and respect. please contact us if you require accommodations. Please ensure that all communications with CCo are

respectful and professional.

Jo-Ann Willson
February 10,20221:03 PM

Rose Bustria

FW: Ontario Launches Program to lncrease Hands-On Training

Opportunities for More PSWs and Nurses

CONFI DENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other

distribution, copying or oiscrosureisilriaiy pronioited. lf you have received this e-mail in eror, please notify cco immediately by reply e-

mail and Oetet6'att iopies including any atiachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Ontario News <newsroom@ontario.ca>

Sent: Thursday, February 10,2O221:02 PM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Ontario Launches program to lncrease Hands-On Training Opportunities for More PSWs and

Nurses

cAUTloN EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments

unless you have verified the sender and know the content is safe.
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ontario Launches Program to lncrease Hands-
On Training Opportunities for More pSWs and
Nurses

Program will provide clinical training and career
development for over 16,000 PSW and nursing
students

February 10,2CI22
Ministrv of o-Term Care

ToRoNTo - Today, the ontario government announced a $73 million
investment over three years to train and provide clinical placements for over
16,000 personal support worker (PSW and nursing students as part of the
government's plan to recruit and retain tens of thousands of long-term care
staff. The new program, Preceptor Resource and Education program for
Long-Term care, will provide more opportunities for career deveiopment
within long-term care and ensure PSW and nursing students receive critical
hands-on experience to better serve the needs of residents.

"our government has a plan to fix long-term care and a key part of that plan
is improving staffing and care," said paul calandra, Minister of Long-Term
Care. "This program will support hands-on, clinical training for thouiands of
PSW and nursing students across ontario so they can deiiver the high-
quality care residents need and deserve."

clinical placements are a key part of nursing and psw education and
provide students with critical hands-on experience under the supervision of
experts or existing longterm care staff, also known as preceptors. Positive
clinical placement experience supports recruitment, with many students
taking jobs where they complete their placements. At the same time,
providing existing long-term care staff with more responsibilities and
opportunities to oversee students helps with staff retention by creating more
opportunity for career development and growth.

As part of this initiative, the ontario centres for Learning, Research and
lnnovation (Ontario CLRI), a government-funded organization that supports
education and training for the long-term care sector, will:

. Develop customized clinical training modules for preceptors specific
to long-term care

2
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Reimburse homes for the time nursing and PSW staff spend in
preceptor training and in supervising students, so they may backfill

those positions
Engage with school boards, colleges and universities to create
painerships with long-term care homes to increase the number of
placements available in long-term care homes.

"We are thrilled to lead this project and support successful student clinical

placements in long-term care," said Tina Mah, PhD, Executive Director and
'Executive 

Lead oiQntario CLRI at the Schlegel-UW Research Institute for

Aging. "This project not only supports students in gaining much-needed

s[ittJanO experience in working with older adults but encourages them to

pursue meaningful careers in the long-term care sector'"

The government has a plan to fix long-term care and to ensure Ontario's

seniirs get the quality of care and quality of life they need and deserve both

no* and-in the future. The plan is built on three pillars: staffing and care;

accountability, enforcement, and transparency; and building modern, safe,

comfortable homes for seniors.

This investment supports that plan and the government's Lonq-Term Care

Staffinq Plan, which was launched in December 2020 and sets out actions

that tt,ill educate, train and help recruit tens of thousands of new health care

staff through partnerships with labour partners, longterm care homes, and

education and training providers, so that homes can provide an average of

four hours of direct care per day to residents.

Quick Facts

. The Province launched A Better Place to Live, A Better Place to

Work: Ontario's Lonq-Term Care Staffinq Plan, in December 2020'
At the centre of this plan, the hours of direct care for residents will be

increasing to an average of four hours per day over four years. To

implement this initiative, the government will be making investments

of $4.9 billion bY 2024-2025.
. ln 2021-22, the province invested $201 million to train up to 16,200

add itional personal support workers th roug h pu blicly-assisted
colleges, private career colleges and district school boards.

. ln ZOZI-ZZ, the province also invested $35 million to add up to 2,000

additional nursinq stuclents at publiclv-assisted colleoes and

rrvetr r "..* the province, for the Fall 2021 and Winter 2022

incoming cohorts.
The province is also collaborating with Ontario Health and the

college of Nurses of ontario (cNo) on initiatives to deploy

internitionally educated nurses to hospitals and other health care

a

a

3
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settings to work under the supervision of a regulated health care
provider, such as a registered nurse or doctor. More than 1,200
internationally educated cNo applicants have expressed interest in
participating in these initiatives so far.

Additional Resources

a Read A Better ace to Live. A Better Place to Work: Ontario's Lono-
Term Care o Plan
Learn more about training support for personal support workers
throuqh private career colleges and district schoor boards, and the
province's Accelerated Personal support workers program being
offered by all 24 public colleges.

a

a Learn more about the province's investment
thousands of personal support workers and

to support the training of
nurses who want to

advance their careers in lono-term care.

Media Contacts

Vanessa De Matteis
Office of the Minister of Long-term Care
Va nessa. De M atteis@o nta rio. ca

Ministry of Long-Term Care Media Line
Communications Branch
mltc.med ia@ontario. ca

We have recently updated Ontario Newsroom Subscription. You may receive additional emails. lf
you would like to update your subscription preferences or unsubsciibe, click the 'manage your
subscriptions' or'unsubscribe' links down below.
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NEws RELEASE 20
Ontario Moving to Next Phase of Reopening on February
t7
lmprovements in key indicators allowing province to safely ease public health measures

sooner

February 14,2022

Office of the Premier

TORONTO - With key public health and health system indicators continuing to improve, the ontario government, in

consultation with the chief Medical officer of Health, is cautiously and gradually easing public health measures sooner, with

the next phase of measures being eased on February 17,2022 at 12:01 a'm'

,,Given how well Ontario has done in the Omicron wave we are able to fast track our reopening plan," said Premier Doug

Ford. ,This is great news and a sign of just how far we've come together in our fight against the virus. While we aren't out of

the woods just yet we are moving in the right direction'"

Last month, ontario released its Blen to follow a cautious and phased approach to lifting public health and workplace safety

measures if health indicators continued to remain stable and improve. Positivity rates have fallen and new admissions to

hospital and ICU have been declining week over week, signalling that the Omicron peak is behind us. Over the coming days

and weeks, these trends are expected to continue, allowing the province to safely accelerate its timelines'

,Thanks to the province,s high vaccination rates and the continued sacrifices of Ontarians, we are now in a position where we

can move forward in our plan earlier than anticipated," said Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health''With

hospitalizations and ICU admissions continuing to decline, we are committed to maintaining a gradual and cautious

approach to protect our hospital capacity and ensure patients can access the care they need when they need it'"

Effective FebruarY 17 ,2022

Ontario will further ease public health measures, including, but not limited to:

r lncreasing social gathering limits to 50 people indoors and 100 people outdoors

r lncreasing organized public event limits to 50 people indoors, with no limit outdoors

r Removing capacity limits in the following indoor public settings where proof of vaccination is required, including but not

limited to:
o Restaurants, bars and other food or drink establishments without dance facilities

o Non-spectator areas of sports and recreational fitness facilities, including gyms

o Cinemas

o Meeting and event spaces, including conference centres or convention centres

o Casinos, bingo halls and other gaming establishments

o lndoorareasofsettingsthatchoosetoopt-intoproofofvaccinationrequirements.
r Allowing 50 per cent ofthe usual seating capacity at sports arenas

o Allowing 50 percent ofthe usual seating capacity for concert venues and theatres

o lncreasing indoor capacity limits to 25 per cent in the remaining higher-risk settings where proof of vaccination is

required, including nightclubs, restaurants where there is dancing, as well as bathhouses and sex clubs

r lncreasing capacity limits for indoor weddings, funerals or religious services, rites, or ceremonies to the number of

people who can maintain two metres physical distance. capacity limits are removed if the location opts-in to use proof

of vaccination or if the service, rite, or ceremony is occurring outdoors.

Capacity limits in other indoor public settings, such as grocery stores, pharmacies, retail and shopping malls, will be

maintained at, or increased to, the number of people who can maintain two metres physical distance'

1t3



ln addition, as of 8:00 a.m. on Friday, Februa ry 18, 2022, Ontario is expanding booster dose eligibility to youth aged 12 to 17
Appointments can be booked through the Brovndal_blakngsysleo and the provincial Vaccirre cor.ltact Centre, as well as at
select BhatmaEies administering the Pfizer vaccine. Appointments will be booked for approximately six months (1 6g days)
after a second dose. To book an appointment online, individuals must be 12 years old at the time of appointment.

Effective March 1 ,2O22

Ontario intends to take additional steps to ease public health measures if public health and health system indicators
continue to improve. This includes lifting capacity limits in all remaining indoor public settings.

Ontario will also Iift proof of vaccination requirements for all settings at this time. Businesses and other settings may choose
to continue to require proof of vaccination. Masking requirements will remain in place at this time, with a specific timeline to
lift this measure to be communicated at a later date.

To manage COVID-19 overthe long-term, public health units can deploy local and regional responses based on local context
and conditions.

"Thanks to the efforts of Ontarians to help blunt the transmission of Omicron, our health care indicators suggest a general
improvement in the COVID-19 situation in the province," said Dr. Kieran Moore, Chief Medical Officer of Health. ,We are now
in a position to lift more public health measures, but it is important to stay vigilant, as we don't want to cause any further
disruptiorr to people's everyday lives. We must continue to prevent the transmission of COVID-19 in our communities by
following the measures in place and by vaccinating those who have not yet received their doses.,,

Quick Facts

' Due to a steady decline in COVID-19 relaLed hospitalizatlons and ICU admissions, on February 1O,2\22,the government
lifted Directive 2 to begin a gradual and cautious resrrmption of non-urgent and non,emergent surgeries and
procedures across the province.

r Since Ontario entered modified Step Two, over 202,000 Ontarians have received a first dose and more than 2,575,000
Ontarians have received their booster.

r Tofurthersupporttheprovince'scautiouseasingofpublichealthmeasures,ontarioisexpandingaccesstofreerapid
tests, with 5.5 million rapid tests to be distributed each week for eight weeks through pharmacies, grocery stores, and
commu nity pa rtners in vulnerable commLt nities.

o Effective Jan uary 4, 2022, the use of the enhanced vaccine certificate with QR code and the Verify Ontario app must be
used in settings where proof of vaccination is required.

o Download your vaccine certificate by visiting h:glps://covid-19.ontario.calget-pro_qfl.
r To have your vaccine certificate mailed to you, call the Provincial Vaccine Contact Centre at 1 -g33-943-3900.

' On January 17 , 2022, Health Canada approved the antiviral Paxlovid. Ontario received approximately 1 0,000 courses of
treatment from the federal Sovernment in January with additional allocations of more than 10,000 courses for February
and 33,000 courses for March. Eligibillgljs currentty tocu ighest risk of severe outcomes.

' ln response to the highly transmissible omicron variant, ontario updated its COVID-19 testing and isolation guidelines.
Learn more about what to do if you have symptoms or have been exposed to coVlD-l 9.

Additional, Resources

o Ontario Exp_an_di_ng Access to Free Rapjd Tests for General public

o ontario outlines steps to cautiously and Gradually Ease public Health Measures
o Proof of Vaccination Guidance under the Reop-ct:.tng ontario (A Flexible Resp_anscle_lJtvlD:_L12)leJ, 2020
r All Ontarians 18+ Eligible for COVID-l9 Booster Ap_pointments at Thre

' For public inquiries, please contact the Provincial Vaccine contact centre at 1-833-943-3900 (TTy for people who are
deaf, hearing-impaired or speech-impaired: 1 -866-7 97 -0007).

. For resources in multiple languages to help local communication efforts in responding to COVID-19, visit Ontario,s
COVID-1 9 communication resources webpagg.

r Businesses that have questions about public health and workplace safety measures can call the stop the Spread
Business lnformation Line at 1-888-444-3659.
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2114122, 10:02 AM College of Chiropractors of Ontario

Ontario Government News Retease: Ontario Extending Calt to
Arms and Updated Directives for Certain Health Care Settings

- December 22,2OZl 
'TEM 

6.2 
2g

Ontario Extending Catt to Arms to Businesses, Votunteers and Retired Heatth

Professionats

please see the fottowing Ontario Government News Release "Ontario Extending Caltto Arms to

Businesses, Votunteers and Retired Health Professionals".

The amendments to the Controlted Acts Regutation unde r lhe Regutated Heatth Professions Act, 1991,

is avaitabte at the fottowing [ink.

COVID-19 Directive #1 for Heatth Care Providers and Heatth Entities and

Directive - Revised December 21,' 2021,

fffective December Zt, ZAZL, the Ontario Government released an updated Directive #Ltor Heatth

Care Providers and Heatth Entities to outline revised PPE requirements'

please note, this directive onty applies to heatth care workers who are "providing direct care to or

interacting with a suspected, probable (i.e. ptaced in precautions as high risk contact' in an

outbreak zone of the facitity or recently transferred from a facitity in outbreak) or confirmed cases

of covlD-1g". chiropractors providing in-person care shoutd continue to practise in accordance

with current guidance for the health sector.

As an interim precaution in tight of the uncertainty of the Omicron variant, al[ heatth care workers

providing direct care to or interacting with individuats who have suspected, probabte or confirmed

cases of COVID-l-9 are required to have and use the following PPE:

> Fit-tested, seat-checked N95 respirator (or equivalent);

> Eye Protection (goggtes or face shietd);

> Gloves;

> Appropriate lsolation Gowns.

The fottowing additionat updated directives for specific heatth care settings are

> Directive #3 for Long-Term Care Homes

> Directiv e #4 f or Ambutance Services and Paramedics

> Directive #5 for Hospitats and Long-Term Care Homes

December 29, 2021" UPdate

hftps://cco.on.c at2o2l togl2gtontario-government-news-release-ontario-extending-call-to-arms-to-businesses-volunteers-and-retired-health-profession
1t2
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Ontario Govertrnrent guidance for the heatth sector continues to be avaitable at the fottowing tink.

) CCO continues to monitor updated announcements and directives from the Ontario al A
Government and Ministry of Heatth; Z+

> The current Ministry of Health practice and patient screening guidance continues to be in ptace;

> Updated Ministry of Heatth COVID-19 Case, Contact and Outbreak Management lnterim
Guidance: Omicron Surge is avaitabte;

> Members should review the guidance from Pubtic Heatth Ontario. including the updated
guidance for the Omicron variant. Updated guidance includes that appropriate ppE when
providing direct care for patients with suspect or confirmed COVID-19 inctudes a fit-tested,
seat-checked N95 respirator (or equivalent or greater protection), eye protection, gown, and
gloves;

) Any updates wilt be posted on the CCO COVID-19 webpage.

212
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covlD-19 25

Ptease see the fotlowing resources regarding COVID-L9.

Cotlege of Chiropractors of Ontario

> Guidance for Return to practice for CCO Members when Authorized by Government (During

COVID-19 Pandemic)

> Return to Work lnfographic for CCO Members

> Return for Treatment lnfographic for Patients

> Guidance on Tetecare (excerpt from Aprit t7,2020 President's Message)

> Guidance for Facitities for lndoor Sports and Recreationat Fitness Activities: Written lnstruction

for PhysicatTherapy from a Regutated Health Professional

) Att President's Messages and cco Past Postings re: covlD-19

Ontario Ministry of Health

COVID-19 Guidance and Resources

> Ontario Regulation

> Ministry of Heatth COVID-1-9 Operationat Requirements: Heatth Sector Restart

> Ministry of Heatth COVID-19 Patient Screening Guidance Document

> Ministry of Heatth covlD-19 lntegrated Testing & case, contact and outbreak Management

lnterim Guidance: Omicron Surge

> Ministry of Heatth covlD-19 Reference Document for symptoms

> Ontario Government COVID-19 Setf Assessment

> Ministry of Heatth Guidance for the Heatth Sector

> Ministry of Heatth COVID-19 Orders, Directives and Memorandums

> ontario Government Requirement for covlD-L9 workptace safety Ptan

> Ontario Pubtic Health Units

> Ontario Government Newsroom

COVI D-19 Vaccine I nformation

COVID-19 vaccines in Ontarro wiil be distributed by each tocat public heaith unit. Ptease fol'tow the

tink to a list of Ontario tocat pubtic heatth units for the most up-to-date information about the

distribution of the COVID-1-9 vaccine.

The Ontario Government atso has a portat to regisier for an appointment for a COVID-1"9 vaccine'

https:/icco.on.calmembers-of-cco/covid-1 9/
1t3
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Pleasc sec the foltowing tinl<s to information from specific tocat pubtic health units in Ontario as it
becomes available. These [inks include information about the vaccine rollout in that specific pubtic

heatth unit region, including links to register for the vaccine for chiropractors within that pubtic
health region.

CCO may also email notices from specific pubtic health units to members in specific pubtic heatth
regions if instructed by that public health unit not to make this information pubticty avaitable on
the CCO website.

> Durham

> Eastern Ontario

. lnformation re: Second Vaccine

. FAQ Engtish

. FAQ French

. Social Media Kit Engtish

. Social Media Kit French

. Ca[[for Vaccinators

> Haliburton, Kawartha, Pine Ridge

> Hatton

r llamitton

> Hastings and Prince Edward Counties

I Huron Perth

. Huron Perth Vaccine Booster Dose

> Northwestern

> Pee[

> Peterborough

r Peterborough Vaccine Booster Dose

> Simcoe Muskoka District

> Toronto

> Watertoo

> Wettington-Dufferin-Guetph

> York

. Update to Health Care Providers

26

CCO witt continue to post andlor distribute information about the COVID-19 vaccine distribution as it

https://cco.on.ca/members-of-cco/covid-1 9/ 2t3
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CIecomes avaltapte. Ptease contlnue to vlslt tnls page tor upoates'

> News Retease: ontario Expanding Booster Etigibitity to More Ontarians

> COVID-19 Vaccine Third Dose Recommendations

> COVID-19: Guidance for Prioritizing Heatth Care Workers for COVID-19 Vaccination

> covlD-19 Vaccine-Retevant lnformation and Planning Resources

> COVID-19 Vaccines for Ontario

27

Public Health Ontario

> COVID-19 Pubtic Heatth Resources

> Technicat Brief: lnterim lpAC Recommendations for use of Personal Protective Equipment for

care of lndividuals with suspect or confirmed covlD-19

Government of Canada

> COVID-19 lnformation

Ontario Human Rights Commission

> COVID-19 and Ontario's Human Rights Code

https://cco.on.calmembers-of-cco/covid-1 9/
313
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Royal College of
Dental Surgeons of Ontario

6 Crescent Road

Toronto. ON Canada M4W lTl
T: 415.961.6555 F: 416.961.5814

Toll Free: 1.800.565.4591 lvww.rcdso.org

COVID-19 Vaccination Policy

Published : October 20, 202L

Purpose

COVID-19 is a serious condition and has had a devastating impact on Canadians and others

across the globe. The Royal College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario ("RCDSO") adopts this Policy

to protect the health and well-being of our employees, Council Members and the public.

Ontario employers are bound by the Occupational Health and Safety Act (the "OHSA) to take

every precaution reasonable in the circumstances to protect the health and safety of all

workers.

Application

This Policy applies to all RCDSO employees (regardless of employment status), Council Members,

Committee Members, and service providers and any other individual who will, or may, attend at

the RCDSO premises or any location where the RCDSO conducts its business (the "RCDSO

premises"). This includes the location of any RCDSO-sponsored event. These, collectively, are the

"Covered lndividuals". For purposes of this Policy, the residence of an employee who is working

from home is not considered an RCDSO Premises.

Effective Date

This Policy is in effect as of December 10, 2021 (the "Effective Date").

Policv Requirements

After the Effective Date all Covered lndividuals must be Fully Vaccinated to attend at the RCDSO

premises. For purposes of this Policy Fully Vaccinated means at least 14 days have elapsed since

the individual has completed a full course of a Health Canada approved vaccine (one or two

shots (where applicable)), and includes ensuring the individual receives any subsequent dose,

booster or boosters that may be required or recommended by the provincial government

and/or public health authorities.

The following individuals have the following obligations under this Policy
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RCDSO EMPLOYEES

On or before October 22 each RCDSO employee will be advised into which of the following two
categories they fall:

An employee whose job does or may require them to attend at an RCDSO Premises; or

An employee whose job does not require them to attend at an RCDSO Premises.

Employees in Category L

On or before the Effective Date, any Category 1 employee must provide proof they are Fully
Vaccinated to Human Resources.

lf an employee cannot be Fully Vaccinated for a reason protected by the Ontario Human Rights

Code (such as a medical condition or a religious exemption), they should speak with Human
Resources and will be provided with accommodation to the point of undue hardship. Such

employee may need to provide medical documentation or other proof to support the
accommodation request.

lf an employee refuses to be vaccinated due to personal choice, or if an employee elects not to
provide proof of vaccination as required, the employment of such employee will be terminated
for cause as a result of their willful misconduct, disobedience or willful neglect of duty.

Employees in Category 2

While the RCDSO encourages all employees to become Fully Vaccinated, as Category 2

employees will not be attending at RCDSO Premises, the RCDSO is not requiring such employees
to provide proof they are Fully Vaccinated.

However, should any Category 2 employee wish to attend in person at any RCDSO Premises for
any reason, they must first provide to Human Resources proof they are Fully Vaccinated.

All RCDSO Employees

Any RCDSO employee attending in person at any RCDSO Premises after the Effective Date who
has not first provided proof they are Fully Vaccinated will be disciplined, up to an including
termination of their employment for cause, as a result of their willful misconduct, disobedience
or willful neglect of duty.
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All RCDSO employees (including those who have provided proof they are Fully Vaccinated) must

continue to follow all policies, protocols and public health requirements with respect to physical

distancing, masking and other public health measures related to COVID-L9.

COUNCIT AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS, RCDSO MEMBERS, COUNSEL TO MEMBERS OR

ANYONE ELSE CONDUCTING RCDSO BUSINESS

The above noted individuals must comply with one of the following:

a. provide proof they are Fully Vaccinated to Human Resources prior to in person attendance

at any RCDSO Premises after the Effective Date of this Policy, or

b. attend any meeting, hearing, etc. remotely.

sERVICE PROVIDERS (INCLUDING THEIR EMPLOYEES)

Any Service provider (or any of their employees) must present proof of Full Vaccination, along

with identification, upon arrival at RCDSO premises. Any Service Provider (or any of their

employees) who fails to do so will not be permitted on RCDSO property.

Human Rights Policv

ln accordance with the Human Rights Policy, RCDSO will not tolerate any harassment of any

employee on the basis of their vaccination status, including on the basis that the individual

continues to wear personal protective equipment or is subject to any of the other measures set

out above.

Privacv and Confidentialitv

ln collecting vaccination records or other information as required by this policy, the College will

adhere to its obligations as set out in the Privacy Code. This information is only collected for the

purposes of implementing this policy.

This information will not be disclosed to any anyone outside RCDSO without consent, unless

required by law or for the purposes of complying with RCDSO's obligations.
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lnformation will only be accessible by Human Resources and will be securely stored with
appropriate physical and technical safeguards in accordance with the College's legal obligations
and the College's Privacy Code and related policies.

Onsoing Review and Update

This Policy is subject to review and revision in response to public health guidance or other
measures deemed necessary for the protection of the health and safety of RCDSO staff.

Questions

For any questions about this Policy, please speak to Human Resources.
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2A2L Annual General Meeting

Wednesday, December !, 2o2:-

Videoconference via ZOOM Webinar
1O:OO A.m. - r-2:OO p.m.

Agenda

1. Callto Order

z, Territorial Acknowledgement and Welcome

3. Appointment of Parliamentarian

4. Approval of the Agenda and Standing Rules

5. Approvalof the Minutes
. December z, zozo AGM
r June 5, zozr EGM

. July zo, zoz:-EGM

6. AnnualReport
r Chair's Remarks
r Registrar's Remarks

7. Financial Statements and Auditor's Report

B. Resolutions under S. 35 of the Bylaws

1. Be it resolved that the CCBC board directors update the standards ofthe Professional Conduct

Handbook Section 15 and the Radiographic Equipment Ownership Guide for CCBC Registrants

document to reflect the current evidence, policies, and best practices of the Canadian health

professions. (October 28, zoz;.. - Dr. Shawn Thomas)

z. Be it resolved... That the CCBC take a stand to protect and maintain the right to medical

freedom of choice for all healthimedical interventions for BC registrant chiropractic doctors
(not impose any conditions on licensure) and BC chiropractic patients (not impose conditional
or discriminatory access to chiropractic care). That CCBC registrants and chiropractic patients

in BC maintain the right to choose medical privacy and have honoured their medical privacy,

and further their right to choose whether or not to engage in health/medical procedures free of
coercion, manipulation or mandates. (October zgt 2a2a - Dr. Mark Foullong)

3. Be it resolved; The CCBC leverage the appropriate sections of the HPA of British Columbia to
actively engage other regulated health colleges to facilitate access to Public Health Diagnostic

g0O-200GronvilleStreet r (604) 742-6470 ToLLFREE 18771742-6470 Page | 1

Voncouver, BC V6C 1S4 r (604) 742-647I chitobc.com

oeg
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lmaging PACS systems for registrants of CCBC and actively change any appropriate legislation,
bylaws and PCH under their jurisdiction and make request for chanqe of any pertinent
legislation outside of their jurisdiction to facilitate recognition of access to Public Health PACS

systems in British Columbia. (October zgt 2o2! - Dr. Cameron Allan)

4. Be it resolved; The CCBC will leverage the appropriate sections of the HPA of British Columbia
to actively engage the College of Physicians and Surgeons or other appropriate health
Colleges'or Ministry of Health to facilitate referral rights for registrants of CCBC Chiropractic
Doctors to refer for Diagnostic lmaging services offered by private and public clinics regulated
by Colleges' or the ministry of health other than the CCBC, and actively change any
appropriate legislation, bylaws and PCH under the CCBC jurisdiction and make request for
change of any pertinent legislation outside of CCBC jurisdiction to facilitate recognition of
referral rights of Chiropractic Doctors to Public Health and private imaging in British
Columbia." (October zg,2a2r - Moved by Dr. Cameron Allan)

5. Be it resolved; The CCBC rccognizc thc dcsignation of diplomates and fellows of post graduate
Chiropractic certifications in British Columbia and actively change any appropriate leqislation,
bylaws and PCH under their jurisdiction and make request for change of any pertinent
legislation outside of their jurisdiction to facilitate recognition of Chiropractic post graduate
certifications in British Columbia. (October 29t 2o2r - Dr. Cameron Allan)

6. Be it resolved; The CCBC recognize the designation of diplomates and fellows of Chiropractic
Neurology in British Columbia and actively change any appropriate legislation, bylaws and PCH

under their jurisdiction and make request for change of any pertinent legislation outside of
their jurisdiction to facilitate recognition of Chiropractic Neurology in British Columbia."
(October 29,2c21. - Dr. Cameron Allan)

7. Be it resolved: The board of the College of Chiropractors of British Columbia will establish an
independent arbitration procedure to settle disputes between the board of the College of
Chiropractors of British Columbia and the members of the college" (October zg, zoz:--Dr.
Gordon Case)

8. Be it resolved: The board of the College of Chiropractors of British Columbia will draft and
adopt policy to never fund research. (October 2gt 2o?7. - Dr. Gordon Case)

9. Closing Remarks

900-200 Gronville Street
Voncouver, BC V6C 1S4

r (604) 742-6470
r (604) 742-647t

ToLLFREE 1877], 7 42-6470
chirobc.com
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December 2,2021

A statement from the Board of Directors of the BC Chiropractic Association

The BC Chiropractic Association (BCCA) was disappointed and appalled at the misrepresentation of facts

concerning the safety of the COVID-19 vaccine by those speaking out against the expected vaccination

mandate for regulated health professionals during the College of Chiropractors of BC's December 1,

2021, AGM.

The BCCA has taken a very public stance regarding vaccination, as evidenced by the vaccination and

immunization position statement that appears on the Association's website. We strongly support

preventive health care, the protection of individuals from the serious consequences of infectious disease

and that immunization is a well-established and widely accepted public health policy to protect

individuals against infectious disease, including COVID-19.

The BCCA represents 85% of chiropractors practicing in BC, and the views expressed at the ccBC AGM

are not representative of the Association. Of the over 1,300 licensed chiropractors in British Columbia,

less than 75% of registrants were present at the CCBC AGM'

We are confident that the vast majority of our members understand the importance of protecting their

patients from COVID-19 infection, as evidenced by their diligent adherence to safety protocols and the

fact that there are virtually no cases of COVID-19 transmission linked to chiropractic clinics in British

Columbia.

The BCCA worked diligently with the regional health authorities to disseminate information to our

members regarding the inclusion of chiropractors in the first phases of the province's vaccination plan

and continued this line of communication throughout the rollout of second doses' We heard from many

members who were delighted and relieved to be included in the priority groupings'

Although vaccination itself is not within chiropractors' scope of practice, the Chiropractors of BC strongly

support public health initiatives contrary to what has been depicted in the media. lf chiropractic patients

have questions about immunization, they should be referred to their physician or the public health unit

of the provincial health authority.

The BCCA Board of Directors appreciates and fully supports the efforts of Provincial Health Officer Dr.

Bonnie Henry and Minister of Health Adrian Dix as they navigate the province of BC through this global

health crisis.

Cc Adrion Dix, Minister of Heolth

#125 - 3751 Shell Road, Richmond, BC, V6X2W2 | web: www.bcchiro.com I email: infoCdbcchiro.com

Tel:604.270.1332 | Toll Free: 1.866.256.1474
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B.C. chiropractors vote for regulator to'take a stand

against COVID-l9 vaccine mandate

Resolution at college of chiropractors' annual general meeting reignites

controversy over vacci nes

Bethgny Ljn{tqY' CBC News '

Posted: Dec 02, 2A21 6:0A AM PT I Last Updated: December 3
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Vaccination against COVID-19 is expected to become a requirement for licensing of all regulated
health professionals in B.C. (Maggie Macpherson/CBC)

comments

B.C. chiropractors voted overwhelmingly this week for their professional
regulator to "take a stand" against a promised covlD-19 shot mandate,
bringing a long-running conflict over vaccination back into the spotlight.

At the annual general meeting of the College of chiropractors of B.C. on
Wednesd ay,78 per cetrt of those in attendance voted in favour of a resolution
to "maintain the right to medical freedom of choice" for chiropractors.

The resolution's author, Mark Foullong of Kelowna, told the meeting it would be
"unlawful and unconstitutional" for the college to mandate COVID-19 vaccines,
claiming without evidence that they are not proven to be safe or effective.

Vaccines are expected to be made a requirement for licensing of all regulated
health professionals in 8.c., but that's not a decision that was made by the
college. lnstead, it's been promised in the form of an order from provincial

Health Officer Dr. Bonnie Henry.

College registrar Michelle Da Roza said the board hasn't had a chance to
consider the resolutions passed at Wednesday's meeting, but stressed that
they are not binding.

"The board has not yet been requested or required to implement or enforce a

vaccine mandate. As such, it cannot comment on what its role might be in
relation to such a mandate, assuming there is one," she wrote in an email to
cBc.

The health ministry says an exact date for the mandate has yet to be

determined.
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o Expert says'bold'action needed on B.C. doctors and nurses accused

of anti-vaccine misinformation

Vaccination has been a heated issue for B.C. chiropractors since well before the

pandemic began. Because of their lack of training in infectious disease

treatment and prevention, they are specifically prohibited from providing

advice on vaccination in B.C.

However, there have been issues in the past with college board members

posting anti-vaccine materials online - a problem that led to the resignation of

the board's vice-chair in 2018 after CBC reported on an anti-vaccine video he'd

created.

'lnfringements on our personal freedoms'

During this week's meeting, Foullong and two other chiropractors who spoke

up against vaccine mandates described them as discriminatory and a violation

of informed consent.

"The current narrative has failed to prove and justify their infringements on our

personal freedoms," Cory Hewko of Vernon said.

r Vaccines give COVID-19 survivors a big immune boost, studies show

Those chiropractors also suggested that previous infection with the novel

coronavirus offers better protection against COVID-19 than vaccination does,

which is a matter of considerable scientific debate'

They did not mention the much higher risk of death or long-term disability that

comes with the disease, or the body of evidence that suggests vaccination

offers greater protection against reinfection with the virus for people who've

already been sick.
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Chiropractors aren't trained in treating and preventing infectious diseases, and in 8.C.,
they're forbidden from providing patients with advice about vaccination.
{Shutterstock/Veres Production)

At wednesday's meeting, the only chiropractor who spoke up to dispute the
claims of the anti-mandate faction was Michael Maxwell of Victoria, who said
his colleagues were misrepresenting the science on vaccines and making false
statements.

"lt's troubling to me that we would be reporting on science that we don't have
clear evidence of," he said, pointing out that chiropractors do not have the
expertise to evaluate vaccine research.

The vocal segment of the profession opposed to vaccine mandates is receiving
international support and funding from groups like the Chiropractic Defense
Council, an American non-profit created "to defend the rights of chiropractors,"
according to the organization's website.
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ln his most recent video on the situation in Canada, the non-profit's executive

director Bharon Hoag says he is focused on 8.C., which he describes as home to

a "malignant college" that has displayed "tyrannical behaviour."

He notes that a B.C. lawyer has been hired to draft a "notice of liability" to

college board members, expressing opposition to vaccine mandates.

The lawyer Hoag named has not responded to requests for comment

Other debates resurface at AGM

Wednesday's meeting touched on some other ongoing debates that have split

the B.C. chiropractic world and resulted in two extraordinary general meetings

this year.

Some of the key issues include the routine and repeated use of X-rays, which

was recently limited by the college, and concerns about the motivations of

college board members.

Another successful resolution called for the creation of an independent

arbitration procedure to settle disputes between chiropractors and members

of the board.

o B.C. chiropractors divided over misleading claims, routine use of X-

rays

o B.C. chiropractor under investigation for letter to the editor

spreading false claim about masks

Just last month, Da Roza, the college registrar, was scolded by the Health

Professions Review Board for her handling of complaints about the websites of

two board members.
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ln both cases, Da Roza dismissed the complaints without forwarding them to
the college's inquiry committee for investigation, a decision the review board

described as troubling and unreasonable.

The college was ordered to conduct fresh investigations into both complaints.

&242|. CBC/Radlo-Canada. AlI rights reserved.

Visitez Radio-Canada.ca
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Chiropractors' association'appalled and
disappointed by anti-vaccine statements at B.C.

meeting

173 licensed, practising chiropractors - about 130/o of B.C.'s total - voted for

resolution to oppose mandates

Bethany Lindsay' CBC News'
Posted: Dec 05, 2021 6:00 AM PT I Last Updated: December 5
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The executive director of the B.C. Chiropractic Association says she was shocked by'falsehoods'
about COVID-19 vaccines expressed by some chiropractors this week. (Jorge SaenzlThe
Associated Press)

comments

The largest organization representing chiropractors in B.C. is condemning anti-
vaccine statements made by some practitioners at a meeting of their
professional regulator this week.

At Wednesday's annual general meeting of the College of Chiropractors of B.C.,

78 per cent in attendance voted in favour of a resolution to "maintain the right
to medical freedom of choice" for chiropractors and called on the college to
"take a stand" against an expected public health order mandating COVID-19

vaccination for all regulated health professionals.

Those who spoke in favour of the non-binding resolution claimed, without
evidence, that the vaccines haven't proven to be safe or effective.

Those statements were upsetting to Angie Knott, the executive director of the
B.c. chiropractic Association (BCCA), who attended wednesday's meeting.

"The BCCA was certainly appalled and disappointed at the misrepresentations
made by that handful of chiropractors concerning the safety and science

behind the COVID-19 vaccine," she told CBC News.

"There were just falsehoods around the science and the efficacy of vaccines."

B.c. chiropractors vote for regulator to 'take a stand'against covlD-o

19 vaccine mandate
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The BCCA is a voluntary professional organization that Knott says counts 85 per

cent of B.C. chiropractors among its members.

It has a documented history of working behind the scenes to stop chiropractors

from spread i ng vaccine-related misinformation, i ncl ud i ng raisi ng concerns

about college board members with the provincial government.

,'We know that immunization is a well-established and widely accepted public

health policy to protect individuals against diseases, including COVID-19," Knott

said.

. Expert says'bold'action needed on B.C. doctors and nurses accused

of anti-vacci ne misinformation

Despite some prominent cases of B.C. chiropractors discouraging vaccination

long before the pandemic began, Knott maintains that anti-vaccine views are

held by just a small number of practitioners.

When he was asked about the college meeting at a news conference Friday

morning, Health Minister Adrian Dix said the views expressed by some

chi ropractors were "d isa ppointing and wrong."

"l don't believe they reflect the views of anything like the majority of

chiropractors," Dix told reporters.

College shares concern about 'inaccurate and
mislead i ng i nformation'

According to college registrar Michelle Da Roza, Wednesday's meeting was

attended by 261 chiropractors out of 1,379 fully licensed and practising

registrants in B.C.
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A total of 173 voted in favour of the resolution to oppose mandated covlD-1 9
vaccines for their profession, representing just under 1 3 per cent of B.C.

chiropractors.

Knott said that while she attended the meeting along with other
representatives of the BCCA, she did not feel it was appropriate to comment on
the resolution.

"lt's not our place to make decisions on mandates. That's the purview of the
provincial health officer and the minister, and we defer to them as the experts,"
she said.

Chiropractors aren't trained in treating and preventing infectious diseases, and in 8.C.,
they're forbidden from providing patients with advice about vaccination.
(Sh utterstock/Veres Production)
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Her views are shared by the college, which posted a statement online Friday

addressing the meeting. lt also expressed concern over the "inaccurate and

misleading information about COVID-1 9 vaccination" shared by some of the

chi ropractors who spoke.

"Regulated health professionals occupy a position of public trust due to their

knowledge and training in a specific field of health. Their ethical and

professional responsibility is to provide information that is factual, backed by

science and directly related to their scope of practice," the college statement

says.

It goes on to stress that chiropractors aren't trained in treating or preventing

infectious disease and are forbidden from providing advice to patients about

vaccination.

o B.C. chiropractors divided over misleading claims, routine use of X-

rays

. B.C. chiropractor under investigation for letter to the editor

spreading false claim about masks

"The college recognizes that immunization through the technique of

vaccination is well established and widely mandated in public health policy to

protect individuals against infectious disease. We support and commend the

efforts of the provincial health officer, the minister of health and the

government to curb the spread of COVID-19 in our province," the statement

says.

The health ministry said earlier this week that an exact date for a vaccine

mandate for health professionals to come into effect has yet to be determined.

COVID-19 vaccination is currently required for anyone working or volunteering

at a health-care facility in 8.C., but it does not cover professionals working in
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Chiropractors' statements on vaccines made B.C.

minister question sef-regulation, email shows

Chiropractors'association says Adrian Dix'expressed his extreme displeasure'

in call after college AGM

Bethany Lindsay'CBC News' Posted: Dec 10, 2021 5:AA AM PT I Last Updated: t hour ago
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Health Minister Adrian Dix phoned the executive director of the B.C. Chiropractic Association

after CBC reported on a meeting where chiropractors shared false information about COVID-l9

vaccines. (Ben Nel mslcBC)

The day after a majority of chiropractors attending a meeting of their regulator

voted to oppose a COVID-19 vaccine mandate, B.C.'s health minister told an

industry representative he was starting to doubt the wisdom of self-regulation,

CBC has learned.

On Dec. 1, the College of Chiropractors of B.C. held its annual general

meeting and registrants voted in favour of a non-binding resolution calling for

the regulator to "take a stand" against an expected vaccine mandate for health

professionals.

The next day, CBC published a story about the meeting, including comments

from some chiropractors who argued, without evidence, that the vaccine isn't

safe or effective.

According to a Dec. 3 email to members of the B.C. Chiropractic Association

(BCCA), a voluntary professional organization, from executive director Angie

Knott, Health Minister Adrian Dix then reached out to her in response to what

she described as an "inflammatory" article.

Knott spoke with Dix by phone, and said he "expressed his extreme

displeasure" about the remarks of some chiropractors.

"Minister Dix indicated it was an embarrassment that a health profession

would in such resounding numbers ... support such unfounded and false

claims while people are dying from COVID-19," she said.

ln bold and underlined text, she added, "He also stated that it made him

question the validity of self-regulation."
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o Chiropractors' association 'appalled and disappointed' by anti-

vaccine statements at B.C. meeting

Dix declined to comment on the phone call.

During last week's meeting, 78 per cent of those in attendance voted in favour

of the motion. The college has since provided attendance numbers showing the

meeting was attended by 261 chiropractors out of 1 ,379 fully licensed and

practisi ng registra nts.

A total of 173 voted in favour of the resolution - or about 13 per cent of

chiropractors in B.C.

BCCA representatives chose not to speak out during the meeting because they

didn't feel it was appropriate to comment on mandates, Knott said last week.

She added that they weren't expecting chiropractors to make explicitly anti-

vaccine statements.

Chiropractors are not trained in treating or preventing infectious disease and

are prohibited from offering advice on vaccinations in B.C.

'Potentially devastating impact' of story

Knott's Dec. 3 email lays out a timeline for the next day and a half after the

meeting, as the CBC story was published and then widely shared on social

media, even attracting a satirical treatment from The Beaverton, a news

parody website.

After the phone call with Dix, BCCA leadership drafted a statement responding

to CBC's report "ensuring that the concerns expressed by Health Minister Dix

were clearly addressed," Knott wrote.
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She went on to say that any member chiropractors who were contacted by the
media should direct those inquiries to the BCCA, which she said "has

responded quickly to mitigate the potentially devastating impact this situation
could have."

B.c. chiropractors vote for regulator to 'take a stand'against covtD-
19 vaccine mandate

Early on the evening of Dec. 2, Knott emailed the association's statement to
CBC with a message saying the BCCA "was disappointed to not be contacted"
before the story was published.

During an interview the next day, she said the association was "appalled and

disappointed at the misrepresentations made by that handful of chiropractors
concerning the safety and science behind the COVID-19 vaccine."

A CBC story on some chiropractors'opposition to vaccine mandates and COVID-19
vaccines in general was widely shared last week. (Albina Glisic/Shutterstock)
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Dix made similar comments during a press conference.

Knott told CBC on Wednesday she informed members about her phone call

with Dix in an effort to be transparent.

"We wanted to ensure that our members were well-informed about the

seriousness of this issue, the impact the media coverage made to date, and the

actions being taken on their behalf to ensure that the B.C. Chiropractic

Association's support for public health measures, including vaccination, were

made clear," Knott said.

Previous concerns about self-regulation

This is not the first time health ministry officials have expressed concerns

about the ability of the profession to regulate itself.

ln 2018, CBC reported on an anti-vaccination video that had been created and

shared by the college's then-vice chair AvtarJassal, in violation of college policy

and despite complaints from a member of the public.

A Freedom of lnformation request to the ministry later showed that the day

after the story was published, the ministry's director of regulatory initiatives

wrote an email saying he was asked to outline "what options we have when a

college is not meeting its legal obligation as set out under the HPA [Health

Professions Actl."

o Vancouver chiropractor resigns from college board over anti-vaccine

video

A draft plan was titled "Options to Act when College dysfunctional."
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Those emails also contained messages from the BCCA saying the association

had tried to complain about anti-vaccine statements made publicly by multiple

college board members, but the college hadn't accepted their evidence.

@2021 CBClRadio-Canada. All rights reserved.

Visitez Radio-Canada.ca
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Chiropractors' association says Adrian Dix'expressed his extreme displeasure'

in call after college AGM
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Health Minister Adrian Dix phoned the executive director of the B.C. Chiropractic Association
after CBC reported on a meeting where chiropractors shared false information about COVID-19
vaccines. {Ben NelmslcBC)

The day after a majority of chiropractors attending a meeting of their regulator
voted to oppose a COVID-19 vaccine mandate, B.C.'s health minister told an
industry representative he was starting to doubt the wisdom of self-regulation,
CBC has learned.

on Dec. 1, the college of chiropractors of B.c. held its annual general
meeting and registrants voted in favour of a non-binding resolution calling for
the regulator to "take a stand" against an expected vaccine mandate for health
professionals.

The next day, cBC published a story about the meeting, including comments
from some chiropractors who argued, without evidence, that the vaccine isn't
safe or effective.

According to a Dec. 3 email to members of the B.C. Chiropractic Association
(BCCA), a voluntary professional organization, from executive director Angie
Knott, Health MinisterAdrian Dix then reached out to her in response to what
she described as an "inflammatory" article.

Knott spoke with Dix by phone, and said he "expressed his extreme
displeasure" about the remarks of some chiropractors.

"Minister Dix indicated it was an embarrassment that a health profession
would in such resounding numbers ... support such unfounded and false
claims while people are dying from COVID-19," she said.

ln bold and underlined text, she added, "He also stated that it made him
question the validity of self-regulation."
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o Chiropractors' association 'appalled and disappointed' by anti-

vaccine statements at B.C. meeting

Dix declined to comment on the phone call

During last week's meeting, 78 per cent of those in attendance voted in favour

of the motion. The college has since provided attendance numbers showing the

meeting was attended by 261 chiropractors out of 1,379 fully licensed and

practisi ng registra nts.

A total of 173 voted in favour of the resolution - or about 1 3 per cent of

chiropractors in B.C.

BCCA representatives chose not to speak out during the meeting because they

didn't feel it was appropriate to comment on mandates, Knott said last week.

She added that they weren't expecting chiropractors to make explicitly anti-

vaccine statements.

Chiropractors are not trained in treating or preventing infectious disease and

are prohibited from offering advice on vaccinations in B.C.

'Potentially devastating impact' of story

Knott's Dec. 3 email lays out a timeline for the next day and a half after the

meeting, as the CBC story was published and then widely shared on social

media, even attracting a satirical treatment from The Beaverton, a news

parody website.

After the phone call with Dix, BCCA leadership drafted a statement responding

to CBC's report "ensuring that the concerns expressed by Health Minister Dix

were clearly addressed," Knott wrote.
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She went on to say that any member chiropractors who were contacted by the

media should direct those inquiries to the BCCA, which she said "has

responded quickly to mitigate the potentially devastating impact this situation

could have."

o B.C. chiropractors vote for regulator to 'take a stand' against COVID-

19 vaccine mandate

Early on the evening of Dec. 2, Knott emailed the association's statement to

CBC with a message saying the BCCA "was disappointed to not be contacted"

before the story was published.

During an interview the next day, she said the association was "appalled and

disappointed at the misrepresentations made by that handful of chiropractors

concerning the safety and science behind the COVID-19 vaccine."

A CBC story on some chiropractors' opposition to vaccine mandates and COVID-19
vaccines in general was widely shared last week. (Albina Glisic/Shutterstock)
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Dix made similar comments during a press conference.

Knott told CBC on Wednesday she informed members about her phone call

with Dix in an effort to be transparent.

"We wanted to ensure that our members were well-informed about the

seriousness of this issue, the impact the media coverage made to date, and the

actions being taken on their behalf to ensure that the B.C. Chiropractic

Association's support for public health measures, including vaccination, were

made clear," Knott said.

Previous concerns about self-regulation

This is not the first time health ministry officials have expressed concerns

about the ability of the profession to regulate itself.

ln 2018, CBC reported on an anti-vaccination video that had been created and

shared by the college's then-vice chair AvtarJassal, in violation of college policy

and despite complaints from a member of the public.

A Freedom of lnformation request to the ministry later showed that the day

after the story was published, the ministry's director of regulatory initiatives

wrote an email saying he was asked to outline "what options we have when a

college is not meeting its legal obligation as set out under the HPA lHealth

Professions Actl."

o Vancouver chiropractor resigns from college board over anti-vaccine

video

A draft plan was titled "Options to Act when College dysfunctional."
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Those emails also contained messages from the BCCA saying the association

had tried to complain about anti-vaccine statements made publicly by multiple

college board members, but the college hadn't accepted their evidence.

AZA21 CBC/Radio-Canada. All rights reservecl

Visitez Radio-Canada.ca
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zB.C.doctors went on a COVID-l9 speaking tour.
Colleagues say their misinformation put public at
risk

One doctor says College of Physicians and Surgeons of B.C. needs to do more

to tackle misinformation

Georgie Smyth, Lyndsay Duncombe'CBC News'
Posted: Feb 09, 2A227:AA AM PT I Last Updated:26 minutes ago
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Dr. Stephen Malthouse, left, and Dr. Charles Hoffe are the subject of complaints from fellow
physicians about spreading COVID-19 misinformation. The pair are both practising family
physicians in B.C. and have active licenses. {Georgie Smyth/CBC)

It was a Tuesday night in January in Terrace, in northwestern 8.C., and inside a

small community hall, a crowd had gathered for a talk on COVID-19.

The men on stage were Dr. Stephen Malthouse and Dr, Charles Hoffe - family

doctors in B.C. and the main speakers in a series of events called Doctors on

Tour. The speaking tour, in which the two share their opinions about the

pandemic, public health restrictions and vaccines, has stopped in more than a

dozen communities across the province in December and January.

Both doctors hold active medical licenses and are in good standing, but

several B.C, physicians have filed complaints against them with the provincial

College of Physicians and Surgeons, accusing them of spreading COVID-19

misinformation.

Hoffe, in an open letter last spring posted on the website of the anti-vaccine

group Vaccine Choice Canada, claimed that the COVID-19 vaccine is more

dangerous than COVID-19 itself.

Malthouse, who is based on Denman lsland, has appeared at multiple anti-

mask rallies, and what appears to be his signature was allegedly found on a

fake vaccine exemption linked to a B.C.-based website offering exemptions.

That website is now under investigation by the Chilliwack RCMP.

B.C. doctors urge action on colleague spreading COVID-19

misinformation

o 2B..C. doctors linked to website selling bogus mask and vaccine

exem ption'certificates'
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But that Tuesday night, Malthouse and Hoffe had the attention of about 150

people in person, and more online.

"Bonnie Henry is out to kill us all," said Malthouse as he began his presentation,

referring to B.C.'s provincial health officer.

The crowd laughed

'Dual disappointment'

It's a familiar refrain for Vancouver pediatrician Alistair McAlpine, who says he's

been aware his colleagues have been spreading misinformation online for

months.

McAlpine says he is one of 13 doctors who filed a complaint against Hoffe with

the College of Physicians and Surgeons of B.C. in December 2021. He says the

college acknowledged it received the complaint but has said nothing more

about it since.
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Vancouver pediatrician Alastair McAlpine is pictured in downtown Vancouver. He says the
college is not doing enough to hold physicians to account. (Ben NelmslCBC)

"lt's a sort of dual disappointment," McAlpine said. "Disappointment in my

colleagues, but disappointment in the bodies that should be regulating them."

The college has publicly warned physicians against "sharing anti-vaccine, anti-

mask, anti-physical distancing and anti-lockdown misinformation" at risk of

being disciplined, but McAlpine and others say the warning lacks teeth unless

it's backed by swift action.

Details of investigation protected by B.C. privacy
laws

Details of any of the college's investigations are protected by B.C. privacy

laws. lf an investigation results in disciplinary action, information is disclosed to

the public and remains on public record, the college said in a statement to CBC

News.

The college would not confirm it's investigating Malthouse or Hoffe, and there

is currently no public record of disciplinary measures against them.

However, evidence that the college investigated at least 10 complaints by fellow

physicians against Malthouse emerged last year in a court filing.

ln a petition for judicial review filed in B.C. Supreme Court on June 24,2021,

Malthouse acknowledged that the college attempted to reprimand him for

making public statements that it said violated professional standards and

posed a "risk to the public," and he asked the court to quash that reprimand.
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According to that petition, the college told him in a May 17,2021, letter that he

would be reprimanded under the Health Professiong Act and forbidden from

speaking on issues related to COVID-19.

The college did tell CBC it was aware of online videos showing the Doctors on

Tourpresentations and that the videos have been passed on to its practice

investigations and complaints department "for further review."

WATCH I Why these 2 doctors promPted complaints to College of
Physicians and Surgeons of B.C.:

E.C. dsetors draw crowds witl* CCIViS-19 misfrr"lfsrrnatien

presen{aticns

tr5 hours ag* | v:3&

Two doctors in B.C. have been drawing crowds to presentations where they spout

misinformation about the safety of CoVID-19 vaccines. Other physicians want the College

of Physicians and surgeons of BC to take action to stop them. 7:30

Malthouse's lawyers argued that the college's attempted action violated his

right to free speech and had nothing to do with his medical practice but rather

with his comments on the government's COVID measures.
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a B.C. doctor disci p lined for'harmful' COVID-l9 misinformation claims
free speech violations

ln Hoffe's case, indications that the college is investigating came last November,
when theJustice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms, a legal organization that
has also defended the organizers of the truck protest in Ottawa, published a

letter in which it said it is representing Hoffe as he is being investigated by the
college for "allegedly promoting 'vaccine hesitancy."'

Complaints usually trigger preliminary review

Malthouse would not comment on the college investigation when
CBC approached him in Terrace.

Hoffe replied to questions on the college's investigation into the complaints
against him by saying he has many patients who depend on him and that he
continues to provide health care for them over the phone as his family practice
burned down in the Lytton fire onJune 30.
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About 150 people attended a talk by Hoffe and Malthouse in Terrace, 8.C., in lateJanuary

Some physicians in B.C. are concerned the pair is freely spreading COVID-19

misinformation while remaining fully licensed family physicians. (Georgie Smyth/CBC)

Any member of the public can make a complaint against a college registrant.

Each complaint triggers a preliminary review before the college contacts the

physician under investigation for a response, according to the college website.

The Health Professions Act does empower college inquiry committees to take

interim action while an investigation is ongoing by imposing restrictions or

suspending a doctor's registration. But that can only be used as an

"extraordinary remedy," says the college, "to protect the public based on a real

risk."

McAlpine says he acknowledges the college has protocols to follow, but he says

potentially dangerous theories and misinformation being circulated during a

pandemic must qualify as a risk to the public.

"lf this isn't an extraordinary time and if these doctors are not directly placing

the public at risk, then I don't know what is," he said.

"The fundamental mandate of the college is to protect the public, and in my

opinion, they're simply not doing that."

'Hearing both sides'
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Lauralee Davis, left, brought her daughter to the talk by Malthouse and Hoffe. She says her
family is not vaccinated and that she found the presentation 'informative and refreshing.'
(Georgie Smyth/CBC)

The speaking tour is promoted by a group founded last year called Frontline

Canada, which purports on its website to represent "frontline workers who

were being forced to inject the experimental COVID 'vaccination."'

It made stops in 14 towns in B.C. during December and January, predominantly

in rural communities in the lnterior and northwest. Towns such as Terrace

have a vaccination rate as high as B.C.'s average, with 85 per cent of those over

the age of 12 vaccinated with two doses, according to the B.C. Centre for
Disease Control regional surveillance dashboard.

CBC News attended two of the Doctors on Tourlalks in Terrace and spoke to

several audience members.

Paula Morrison used to work with people with disabilities in Terrace before she

lost her job last October when it became mandatory for B.C. health care

workers to be vaccinated against COVID-19.
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She sat through the doctors' three-hour presentation

and called the talk "excellent" and "informative." She said some people

gravitate toward the doctors because they're unsure about getting vaccinated.

Lauralee Davis brought her 13-year-old daughter. She says her family has had

COVID-19, but they "came out fine" and don't want to get the vaccine. She, like

others in attendance, talked about the importance of "hearing both sides" and

learning about "alternative treatments" for the virus.

"l think we all need to know what we're doing when we make our medical

choices and how it might affect us or might not," Davis said.

An impact on beliefs and behaviours'

Tim Caulfied, a law professor at the University of Alberta in Edmonton and

Canada Research Chair in Health, Law and Policy, who is known for debunking

pseudoscience, watched an online presentation by the doctors in Terrace.

He said several of the claims in the presentation were wrong, such as

when Malthouse told the audience that ivermectin, an antiparasitic agent,

could help prevent and treat COVID-'19.

o lvermectin is a wonder drug but not for COVID - and

misinformation is causing a shortage

. Alberta Health Services says advisory group notes problems with
ivermectin studies

There is no good evidence to support that claim, said Caulfield, who specializes

in medical misinformation.

"lf ivermectin really was as effective as these people suggest, we would know,"

he said. "We would have the clinical data to back it up, and it just doesn't exist
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Audience members watch a talk by Hofie and Malthouse in Terrace on Jan. 26,2422
(Georgie SmythlCBC)

Health Canada has issued warnings against using ivermectin and says there's

no clinical evidence to suggest it prevents or treats COVID-19. The agency also

notes that there have been cases of people ingesting high concentrations of a

veterinary version of the product, intended for horses, which can cause serious

health problems, including vomiting, diarrhea, dizziness and even death.

Caulfied says he can see why people could be misled by a "convincing"

presentation by two registered physicians who emphasize a small set of data to

support their arguments while ignoring the large body of evidence to the

contrary.
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Presenting data in this way can have a significant impact on people who may

be weighing the risks and benefits of getting the vaccine for themselves or for a

member of their family, says Caulfied.

"We know this is dangerous," he said.

"We know that misinformation can have an impact on beliefs and behaviours."

Claims about vaccine harm prompted complaint

Among the claims made by Malthouse at the Terrace event was that the

ingredients of the vaccines approved for use in Canada are

unknown. lngredients for all authorized vaccines in Canada are iisted on the

government's public health website.

Another claim, this one made by Hoffe, is that a third dose of a COVID-

19 vaccine actually makes the virus's Symptoms Worse when someone is

infected than if someone hadn't been vaccinated at all.

That flies in the face of widespread vaccine monitoring across the country and

is what prompted McAlpine and others to ask the college to take urgent action

against Hoffe.
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Hoffe, far left, and Malthouse, right, arrive at a community hall in Terrace onJan. 26, as
part of their Doctors On Tour roadshow across the province. (Georgie Smyth/CBC)

Courts are a long shot, lawyer says

McAlpine says the mechanisms of professional oversight are outdated and
inappropriate in light of social media and a fast-moving public health
emergency. He says he and other colleagues are looking at ways to hold the
college to account.

"Who guards the guardians? Who monitors the guardians when the guardians
are asleep at the wheel?"

Courts might be one option, but that's a long shot, according to Danny Kastner,

an employment lawyer at Kastner Lam LLp in Toronto.

"Those processes are long; they're expensive; they're challenging," he said. "The
court does not lightly interfere with the internal regulatory workings of these
colleges."

ln interviews, both doctors denied they are deceiving people and say their
claims are based on research they found. lnformed medical decisions, such

as getting the vaccine, cannot be made through "censored" media, said

Malthouse.
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"l will never deceive people," said Hoffe. "l do what I do because I love my

patients."

A bus carrying Malthouse and Hoffe leaves Terrace. (Georgie SmythlCBC)

With files from Bethany Lindsay

Avital dose of the week's news in health and medicine, from CBC Health.

Delivered to your inbox every Saturday morning.

Email address:

Enter your email address
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B.C. bringing in vaccine
mandate for all remaining

health-GElre workers

Amy Judd and Richard Zussman 7 hrs ago
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More than three months after promising to require all

health-care workers to be vaccinated against COVID-

19, the province is finally implementing the policy.

Provincial health officer Dr. Bonnie Henry announced

on Wednesday family doctors, dentists,

ch i ropractors, p hysiotherapists a nd pha rmacists

will be required to be vaccinated by March 24,2022.

Henry said there is a process in place for medical

exemptions, which can be submitted to her office

"We have been working with the colleges to sort

through the details on the notice we put forward in

October. lt is about creating a standardi Henry said.
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Health Professions Review Board
Suite 900, 747 Fort Street, Victoria, BC V8W 3E9

CITATION: Complainant v. Gollege of Ghiropractors of British Golumbia (No. 1)'

2021 BCHPRB 125

Fl LE NO. : H P RB-H PA -20-A1 43, H PRB-H PA- 20-A1 44 Grou ped File : H PRB-H PA-20-

G020

DATE: November 16,2021

ln the matter of an application (the "Application") under section 50.6 of the Health
professions Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 183, (the "Act") for review of a complaint disposition

made by, or considered to be a disposition by, an inquiry committee
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BETWEEN:

AND:

AND:

BEFORE:

HEARING
DATE:

APPEARING:

The Complainant

The College of Chiropractors of British Columbia

A Chiropractor

A Chiropractor

Brenda L. Edwards, Panel Chair

Conducted by way of written submissions closing
on September 21,2021

FortheComplainant: Self-Represented

COMPLANANT

COLLEGE

REGISTRANT 1

REGISTRANT 2

REVIEW BOARD

For the College: Donald B. Lebans, Legal Counsel

For Registrant 1: Self-Represented

For Registrant2 Self-Represented

Review of lnquiry Commiftee Disposition - Summary:

Sfage 2 hearing of an application for review of an inquiry committee disposition under

s.SO.O of the Health Professions Acf - remitted back to the lnquiry Committee with

directions. The Complainant fited complaints with the College aboutthe marketing
practices of the Regisfranfs . Without notifying the Registrants about the complaints, the

'Registrar 
dismissed them as other than serious mafters subiect to investlgation by the

tnq:uiry Committee. The Panel noted that although the College certified the Record of its
invesiigation to be complete, it submitted a request to add seven additional documents

to thekecord. The Panet accepted and assigned appropriate weight to the additional
relevant information and disregarded the remainder as it was not required for a full and

fair disclosure of the matters under review. The Panelfound that the Record and the
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Additions to the Record consisf of the complaints, the Coltege's acknowledgement of
the complaints and the Registrar's affirmed evidence that she, on some unknown date,
lgoked at the Registrants'urebsifes. Neither the legal advice obtained by the Deputy
Registrar nor the Deputy Regisfrar's belated email to the lnquiry Committee after tie
Registrar dr'sposed of the complaints, form a part of the investigative record. The tnquiry
Committee did not have sufficient information before it to understand the comptaint in
context and determine whether to endorse the Registrar's recommended disposition or
direct further investigation before concluding the matter. The tnquiry Committee's
screening role applies equally to any screening carried out by a registrar authorized to
act under section 32(3) of the AcL The Registrar appears to have been motivated to
dr'spose of the complaints as quickly as possrb/e so that the Registrants would not be
barred by the College's election rules from standing for office on the Cotlege Board. The
Registrar did not seek direction from the lnquiry Committee regarding referralto an
independent, arms-length investigator, although she uras aware that was done in
previous complaints involving Board members to avoid any perception of bias or
partiality. lnstead, she chose not to refer the matters to the lnquiry Committee either
before investigating, or after investigating but before lssurng the dispositions. As fhe
Registrar did not keep a record of what she obseryed on the Regr'sfranfs' websites, the
only evidence of what was on them is the Complainant's screenshofs. There is no
d_ocumentation supporting the Regrsfrar's asserfion that "some" of the tnquiry
Committee members purportedly endorsed her action after the fact. The sfeps taken by
the Deputy Registrar after the Regrsfrar's dispositions wereissued catt into question
their legitimacy. Ihe Registrar did not notify the Inquiry Committee of the Complainant's
concerns about his complaints being treated impartially and fairty; that the tnquiry
Committee had appointed an independent third party to investigtate and report back in
previous complaint involving a Board member, or that the Registrants had not been
afforded an opportunity to respond to the comptaints. The College's investigation was
not adequate. The Regisfrar's reasoning process regarding the complaints about
Registrant 1 is flawed;ft does not offer a clear and cogenf basis for her conclusion and
is not iustifiable based on the facts and the law. Atthough the Registrar's summary of
the complaint allegations is accurate, her decisions fo dismiss the comptaints against
Registrant 1 summarily was unreasonable. Neither disposition is clear and cogent; nor
are they iustifiable on the facts or the law. Rather, the Registrar's conclusions
concerning Registrant 2 appear to contradict the College's bylaws. The Panel referred
both matters backto the lnquiry Committee with directions fo oyersee fresh
investigations recognizing the Registrants' positions as Board members at the time, and
in keeping with its practice when investigating complaints involving Board members.
The lnquiry Committee r's a/so directed to give the Registrants an opportunity to respond
to the complaints, give the Complainant an opportunity to review and comment on fhose
responses, and ensure that the lnquiry Committee consrders a written report of the
investigation and proposed dispositions before approving any dispositions of the
complaints or directing further actions.
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t1l On August 31,2020, the Complainant filed two separate complaints with the

bottege aboul Registrant 1 and Registrant 2, also collectively referred to as. "the

Regis-trants." Both-complaints concerned allegations that the Registrant violated

pro"uirionr of the College's Bylaws and Professional Conduct Handbook (the "PCH") in

respect of marketing. Both complaints referred to the Registrant's position as a Board

member of the College and asked that the complaint be reviewed by an independent

third party, not the Registrant's peers.

l2l On September 17,2020, the Registrar of the College wrote the Complainant in

i"!ponr" to each of the complaints and advised him that she had decided to dismiss

the complaints under s.32(3)(c) of the Act. For the purposes of my review, the

Registrar's letters will be referred to as "the Dispositions." The Dispositions addressed

the-complaints made in respect of the Registrants' marketing practices. They were silent

on the iegistrants' positions as Board members and the request that an independent

third party review the comPlaint.

l3l The Complainant filed applications for review of the Dispositions on October 9,

2dZO ltn" "Applications for Review"). The Applications for Review adopted every point

compllined oi before the College. They also emphasized allegations of bias, abuse of

power, and conflict of interest in tne College decision-making process. They were also

silent on the question of whether the Registrant should be able to represent the

profession as a Board member.

t4l On November 25,2020, the College provided the Review Board with documents

that it referred to as its "investigation record" for each of the complaints (the "Records").

t5l On December 10, 2020, the Chair of the Review Board wrote the parties and

i"f.eO whether any party objected to joining the Applications for Review for a hearing. ln

the absence of any objection from any of the parties, the Chair directed that the matters

be joined pursuanl to Rule 35 of the Review Board's Ru/es of Practice and Procedure

under the Health Professions Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 183 and s'37(1)(a) of the

Administrative Tribunals Act. The Chair also provided the Records to the parties and

advised them that the Review Board would review the matter at Stage 1 (based only on

the Complainant's Applications for Review and any additional submissions he wished to

make).

t6l On January 13,2021, the Complainantemailed the Case Manager and advised

inat ne had nothing to add to his Applications for Review.

l7l The review of these matters was first assigned to another member of the Review

board, but that member subsequently resigned from the Review Board.

tSl On July 23,2021, and after seeking the views of the parties, the Chair of the

iteview Board re-assigned these matters to me as the Panel Chair to review them

afresh and determine wnether they could be decided at Stage 1 or ought to proceed to

Stage 2 of the review process (i.e., with submissions from all parties).
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Lgt On August 24,2021, I wrote the parties advising them that, after reviewing the
Records and the Complainant's Applications for Review, I was unable to concludl my
review of the matter fairly and appropriately at Stage 1. I directed the matter to Stage2
of the review process (with submissions from the College and the Registrants, and final
submissions, in reply from the Complainant). I set a schedule for submissions, and I

invited comment on certain topics.

II INVITATION TO COMMENT AND CLARIFY

t10l In my letter directing the matters to Stage 2 of the hearing process, I directed that
the Complainant clarify what he meant in his letters dated October 4,2020, to the
Review Board, appended to his Applications for Review when he stated:

Again, I feel because of their positions, the complainee and the Registrar acted in clear
abuse of power.

[11] I noted that in his Applications for Review, the complainant stated:

The inquiry committee should not be a peer/friend because there could be bias, but an
independent third party person.

Because this inquiry is ongoing, the rules of the election state that [Registrant 1] should
be removed from the current election ballot candidacy.

(and)

Because this inquiry is ongoing, the rules of the election state that [Registrant 2] should
be removed from the current election ballot candidacy.

[The Registrar] should be dismissed from her position as Registrar because of her
inability to act fairly to the profession and the public.

l12l I then noted the following for the parties:

Please be aware that the Review Board's role is defined in section 50.6(5) of the Act and
is restricted to reviewing the adequacy of the investigation of your compiaint and the
reasonableness of the disposition of it. The Review Board has no role in the College's
governance or matters related to the employment of staff.

t13l Further, I invited comment from the College and the Registrants on several
matters. I directed the parties to reference any documents in support of their
submissions by page number in the Records, or by citing the applicable legislation or
policy. I added that if the parties were making submissions that are not supported by the
Records, they could apply to me, as Panel Chair, to add documents to the Records-or to
file an affidavit in support of their submission.

114l specifically, I invited comment in response to the following questions:

The Colleqe:
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4. ls the Record comPlete?

(a) The Record does not appear to include a final copy of the lnquiry
committee Minutes of october 30,2020, at which the two registrants'

matters were discussed. Please comment.

(b) The Record of investigation does not appear to include the solicitation

of any input regarding the complaints from the Registrants or any
response from them. Please comment'

(c) Please also confirm whether there are any other dates at which the

lnquiry committee met to consider these complaints and review any

report and recommendation from the Registrar;

(d) The Record does not appear to include the section 32(4) report from

the Registrar to the lnquiry Committee. Please comment'

b. How can I determine from the Record the information that was before the

Registrar when she made her decision to dispose of the complaint under section

32(3Xc) of the Act?

6. How am I able to determine from the Record the steps taken to

investigate the comPlaint?

7. How can I determine from the Record the information that was before the

lnquiry Committee when it met to consider the complaint on October 30, 2020, or

on'any other date? For example, did the lnquiry Committee have a Registrar's

written report (s.32(4)); or a copy of the complaints?

8. The Minutes of October 30,2020, indicate:

Item 20-50 (Registrant 1 ) ... Motions Dismissed by Registrar, HPA s. 32(3)"; and

Item 20-52 (Registrant 2) ... Motions Dismissed by Registrar, HPA s. 32(3)"

ls that the precise wording of the motions? Please explain what action the lnquiry

Committee is directing by its motion.

The Reqistrants:

g. When did you first become aware of the complaint against you?

10. Were you provided with the opportunity to respond to the complaint. lf so,

did you respond? Please provide a copy of any response you may have sent to

the College.

(A) The Complainant's response to my letter

t15l The Complainant responded to my letter stating b-y "complainee(s)" he meant

itegistrant t and Registrant 2. He adds that by "abuse of power," his view is that the

Registrar answers to tne Board of Directors and, especially the Chair of the Board' He

further states that because of the reporting relationship, he believes that the Registrar

was in a conflict by deciding on a complaint against "her boss." He adds that there is "at
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least an apprehension of bias" such that a registrar from another college ought to have
vetted the complaint or passed it along to the inquiry committee. ln his view, faiting to
pass the complaint to the inquiry committee amounts to "inherent bias among people
that work together and rely on each other in the workplace."

t16l The Complainant adds:

The abuse of power is the influence the Board members, and especially the chair have
over the staff of the college, and the power the statf has to intervene oiinterfere with
justice with every complaint in particular those involving those who in effect write their
pay cheque and also control the size of their pay cheque.

I think the Registrar clearly acted differently with the complaints about [Registrants 1 and
21, calling them trivial.

114 The Complainant acknowledges my comments regarding the limits to my
jurisdiction by stating that "l was made aware of all those points at the beginning of this
whole process."

(B) The Registrants'response to my letter:

t18l Registrant 1 responded to my letter by writing to advise me that he first became
aware of the complaint on September 17,2020 (the date of the Registrar's Disposition).
ln his letter, Registrant 1 further states that he was not provided the opportunity to
respond to the complaint. He adds that the Registrar emailed him indicating thit she
had dismissed the complaint under s.32(3) of the Act and advised him to contact the
Registrar if he had any questions. He submits that he was satisfied with the disposition
of the complaint.

[19] Registrant 2 responded to my letter in similar terms. He states that he, too
became aware of the complaint on September 17,2020, and that, like Registrant 1, he
was not provided with the opportunity to respond to the complaint. Registrant 2
indicates that he had follow-up questions regarding some of the recommendations the
Registrar made and that he would be happy to provide me with those questions if I

wished. Registrant 2 made no submissions on the adequacy of the investigation or the
reasonableness of the Dispositions.

(C) The College's submissions in response to my letter:

l20l ln response to the questions I posed, the College submits that the Records it
provided are complete. The College asks that I admit the additional documents and
information identified in Form 11 (see discussion below). The College further submits
that the copies of the minutes of the Inquiry Committee's meeting OiteO October 30,
2020, that were included in the Record are final. The College stales that this is the only
meeting at which the lnquiry Committee considered the complaints. The College
confirms that the Registrar did not contact Registrant 1 or Registrant2 as partbf the
investigatory process - she did not see the need. lnstead, she read the complaints and
looked at the registrants' websites.
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l21l The College submits that the lnquiry Committee was provided with the

tomplaints, the Deputy Registrar's acknowledgment of the complaints, the Registrar's

Dispositions and cover emails to the Complainant and Registrants.

l22l Finally, the College submits that the Minutes of the October 30,2020, meeting of

ine-lnquiry iommittee contains errors and that the lnquiry Committee motion should

have been recorded as "Reaffirmed by Committee, Carried." The College submits that

the correct wording would have indicated that the committee was approving of the

Registrar's Dispositions.

III FORM 11 - APPLICATION TO ADD DOCUMENTS OR INFORMATION TO

THE RECORD

t23l In response to my letter directing these matters to Stage 2, counsel for the

botl"ge provided the Review Board with submissions and a supporting affidavit affirmed

by the Registrar on September 13, 2021. The College also filed a Form 1 1 (a request to

add documents to the record in a proceeding)'

l24l The College says that the Registrar's affidavit and exhibits ought to be added to

ihe-Record as they provide information in support of the College's response to:

(a) the questions posed by the Panel Chair;

(b) the allegation of bias made by [the Complainant] in both Applications for
Review; and

(c) [the Complainant]'s reference to the College's management of past

complaints against Board members.

l21t The College further submits that it is waiving (for the limited purpose of these

ieviews) solicitor-client privilege over a legal opinion appended to the Registrar's

affidavit concerning the management of the complaints.

126l The College says that the information provided in the affidavit is intended to

issist me in understanding the facts of the underlying matters, particularly in light of the

Complainant's allegations in his Applications for Review.

(A) Decision re Form 11: Additional Documents

l27l I have considered whether the "Additional Documents" that the College seeks to

lrave added to the Record are reasonably required by me for a full and fair disclosure of

all matters related to the issues under review. I am mindfulthat reviews under section

50.5 of the Act are "on the record" (see s.50.6(6)). That is to say, that the Review Board

reviews the record of the investigation that the College conducted, and the

reasonableness of the disposition arrived at by the Registrar/lnquiry Committee. Section

50.6(7) of the Act authorizes the Review Board to hear evidence that is not part of the

recoid'as reasonably required by the Review Board for a full and fair disclosure of all

matters related to the issues under review. ln considering such an application, the

Review Board considers whether the additional evidence is relevant to the matters at
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issue on the review, would prejudice one of the parties if admitted, and would render the
disclosure more full or complete so as to enable the Review Board to render a full, fair,
and proper decision: complainant v. college of Registered Nurses of 8C,2010
BCHPRB 6, para 71; Complainant v. College of Naturopathic Physicians of British
Columbia (No. 1),2021 BCHPRB 1 18, para24.

l28l The College submits that the Record is complete (i.e., that no documents were
overlooked). Yet, as noted above, the College seeks to have me admit the Registrar's
affidavit as an "additional document or information" that is reasonably required by the
Review Board for a full and fair disclosure of all matters that are related to the isiues
under review. The Registrar's affidavit appends seven documents that it says are
relevant to the issues before me and ought to be "added" to the Record. I will address
each of those documents in the context of the affidavit.

l29l The affidavit begins in paras 1 to 4, with a description by the Registrar of her role.
I find this information merely reflective of the legislative scheme of the Act with which I

am familiar. To the extent that it explains the Registrar's understanding of her role in the
complaint process, it is admitted.

[30] Paragraph 5 includes a stipulation that there is no role for the Board under part 3
of the Act (inspection, inquiry and dispute processes). Paragraph 6 speculates on what
the Registrar "might" do when there is a complaint involving a Board member. These
paragraphs do not refer to any documentation that ought to have been included in the
Record but was omitted through some oversight. lndeed, there is no documentation
referenced in these paragraphs. These paragraphs appear to seek to justify the
Registrar's unilateral decision not to have the complaints reviewed by an independent
third party despite the complainant's request that they be so reviewed. As I have noted
above that decision is not explicitly addressed in the Dispositions. The question before
the Review Board is not whether the Dispositions were correct or justifiable, but whether
it was reasonable. Reasonableness is primarily concerned with transparency and
justification. These paragraphs do not assist in answering that question as they set out
a justification that was not provided in the Dispositions. Section 50.6(7) of the Act
cannot be used to bolster the reasons for decision. I do, however, admit these
paragraphs for the purpose of addressing allegations of procedural unfairness and bias
in the decision-making process.

t31l Under the heading, "Procedure in lnvestigation and Disposition of Marketing
Complaints" at paras 7 to 11 of her affidavit, the Registrar affirms the College's general
practice with respect to marketing complaints and advises that the Inquiry Committee
has obtained resolutions by consent in respect of marketing violations, the resolutions
have typically involved a reprimand, fines and an undertaking to comply with certain
conditions, in future. Further, para 11 states that the College complies with s.39.2 of the
Act (placing disposition letters on registrant's files for future consideration). The
Registrar's affidavit does not append any document that the College seeks to have
added to the Records in support of her statements (e.g., the Registrar does not append
Minutes of the lnquiry Committee, previous Dispositions, Letters of Undertaking or any
other document.) Nevertheless, insofar as these paragraphs assist to understand the
basis on which the Registrar concluded the complaints were other than a serious matter
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subject to investigation by the lnquiry Committee, and to address the Complainant's

argument that the Registiar acted with procedural unfairness and bias, they are relevant

and admitted.

t32l One of the issues advanced by the Complainant in his Applications for Review is

irrai tne treatment of his complaints was inconsistent with the treatment of similar prior

complaints addressed by the College. These prior complaints are addressed in the

Registrar's affidavit at paras 12to 16 under the heading "Marketing Complaints

Coicerning Past Board Members." Here, the Registrar confirms the Complainant's

assertion that the College has received marketing complaints against three registrant

Board members in the fast and describes how those complaints were investigated and

disposed of by the lnquiry Committee. To the extent that these matters provide a

contrast to the investigation and disposition of this complaint by the Registrar, they are

of some relevance to ihe issues before me. That said, the Registrar's affidavit does not

append the previous complaints, minutes of the lnquiry Committee regarding the

investigatory process followed in those instances, or the dispositions reached in those

instanCes. In other words, the College does not provide me with any documents to add

to the Record. Nevertheless, I admit these paragraphs as reasonably required for a full

and fair disclosure of all matters related to the issues under review.

t33l I pause to note that if the College had concerns regarding providing 
_

doiumentation that would disclose personal information about a member of the public

or another registrant, it could have applied to have that information received by me !n
confidence and not disclosed to the registrants and the Complainant. The College did

not make such an aPPlication.

t34l Under the headings, "Other Complaints against [Registrant 1]" and "Email

ifegarOing [Registranl2t at paras 17 lo 24, the Registrar discusses other marketing

coriplainGina[tne College has received regarding Registrant 1 and Registrant 2-The
College appended the "other complaints" and the Registrar's dispositions of those

compTaints (Exhibits "N', "8", "C" and "D"). The College seeks to add those exhibits

to the Recoids. I note that the College did not apply to have this documentation

received by me in confidence and to the exclusion of the other parties but, instead

redacted information from the documents before submitting it to the Review Board.

t35l The College is not permitted to unilaterally redact information that it puts before

lhe-Review Board. At paras 30 to 37, the Registrar affirms that she had concerns

regarding the similarities in the within complaints with these prior complaints and the

tiriing of-them. The Registrar deposes that these concerns together with the positions

held 6y the Registrants led her to seek independent legal advice as to the appropriate

rrn"g"r"nt oi tfre complaints. She appends correspondence from the College to legal

"orns-"; 
seeking advice on how to address the complaint (Exhibit "E':). She also

appends the legal opinion received in response to the request (Exhibit "F"). lt is
apparent from this correspondence that the Deputy Registrar sent these other

complaints together with the within complaints to legal counsel when seeking advice

about how to best manage the complaints.
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[36] The other complaints (Exhibits "A", "B", "c" and "D") should have been produced
as part of the Record considered in deciding to dispose of the complaint under
s.32(3)(c) of the Act without referral to an independent third party. These records
appear to have been "part of the college's investigation file". Although I am mindful that,
from my review of the Records and the Registrar's affidavit, it does not appear that any
of these documents were put before the lnquiry Committee, they should have been
produced to the parties under Rule 14 of the Rules. Paragraphs 17 to 24 and Exhibits A,
B, C and D are admitted permitting a full and fair disclosure of all matters related to the
issues under review.

[37] Paragraphs 30 to 37 and Exhibits E and F appear, in part, to be an attempt to
justify the Registrar's decision to dispose of the complaints herself rather than refer
them to either the Inquiry Committee or an independent third party as the Complainant
requested. I note that the College has submitted that the legal opinion was included with
the Registrar's affidavit "in response to (my) questions and the Applicant's allegation of
bias" yet the legal opinion does not speak to the issue of bias or how to manage any
perception that the Registrar might be biased if she were to investigate and dispose of
the complaint. The opinion also does not address the Registrar's obligations under the
Act to report to the lnquiry Committee nor does it suggest raising the issue of bias with
the lnquiry Committee and seeking its direction. To the extent that the Registrar sought
out and obtained legal advice regarding how to deal with both complaints that are the
subject of my review, and other complaints, she could have said so in her Dispositions -
she did not. In her affidavit, the Registrar says only that she received the requested
legal opinion on September 11,2020, and she purports to summarize the advice she
received.

t38l In my view, the fact that the Registrar chose to seek legal advice from counsel
(either in house or external counsel) prior to disposing of the complaints, is not a matter
for my review. The Registrar is, of course, entitled to obtain legal advice at any time
during the course of carrying out her duties. That said, the College's investigation of a
complaint does not become adequate, and the Registrar's disposition does not become
reasonable merely because legal advice was sought (whether or not the advice was
followed). Legal counsel is not the decision-maker, and the Registrar cannot delegate
her decision-making authority to counsel. Again, I pause to observe that neither the
request for a legal opinion nor the opinion obtained appears to have been put before the
Inquiry Committee. Paragraphs 30 to 37 and Exhibits E and F are admissible for the
purpose of addressing questions of procedural unfairness and bias at the College and
not to bolster the Registrar's reasons.

[ggt Finally, I note that although the College unilaterally redacted personal information
from Exhibits A-D, it did not redact what appears to be some of the same information
from Exhibits E and F. I am concerned that the privacy of other complainants may be
jeopardized by the College's actions. I stress that there is a process to provide
information to the Review Board, in confidence, and I encourage the College to consider
using that process in future.

[40] Next, under the heading "Registration and Complaint History of [Registrant 1 and
Registrant 21," at paras 25 to 29, the Registrar notes the dates that each registrant
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gained registration status with the College, the complaints made by other members of
the public and the absence of a "discipline history" for either registrant. To the extent

that information is relevant to the determination made by the Registrar, I would have

expected it to be referenced in the Dispositions. The information in paras 25 to 29

appears to be offered, in part, in an attempt to justify the Dispositions to me; however,

the issue before the Review Board is not whether the Registrar can now justify the

Dispositions, but whether the complaints were adequately investigated and the

Dispositions, as written, were reasonable as that term is understood at law. This

additional evidence which is not referred to in the Dispositions and not contained in the

Records is not relevant to that assessment and it is not admitted.

l41l Paragraphs 38 to 39 simply describe the investigation and disposition process.

these paragraphs are responsive to my Stage 2 questions and they are admitted as

reasonably required for a full and fair disclosure of all matters related to the issues

under review.

l42l The Registrar further affirms in paragraph 40 of her affidavit that the Deputy

Registrar advised the lnquiry Committee of the Registrar's dismissal of the
Complainants' complaints the day after those Dispositions were made, on September
18,2020, by email. She further affirms that the Deputy Registrar provided the lnquiry

Committee with copies of both complaints and the Dispositions in accordance with

ss.32(4) and (5) of the Act. I admit this paragraph but note that no exhibits are attached

to this correspondence nor is there a page reference to the Record supporting this

assertion.

l43l I note that the Record for each Registrant (see Record, p. 17 re Registrant 1 and

Reiord, p. 16 re Registrant 2) contains a one-page email (dated September 18,2020)
from the Deputy Registrar to six individuals. To the extent that document in the Record

at page 17 is the email referenced by the Registrar at para 40 of her affidavit, it is

already in the Record. I note that the Registrar's affidavit does not identify the members

of the inquiry Committee. I am further aware from the Record that three of the named

individuals in tne email were noted as members of the Inquiry Committee in its Minutes

dated October 30,2020. The Deputy Registrar's emails indicate that the email
contained a pdf attachment entitled with the name of the Registrant and the
Complainant and a file number. My review reveals that the pdf document purportedly

appended to the Deputy Registrar's email is not included in the Record and the College
is not applying to "add" the attachments through the Registrar's affidavit.

l44l The Registrar further affirms, at para 41, that some members of the Inquiry

bommittee responded to the Deputy Registrar's email (i.e., three members responded

regarding Registrant 1; four members regarding Registrant 2). She adds that the Deputy

Registrai provided those responses to the full Inquiry Committee. The affidavit does not

attach the referenced correspondence from the Inquiry Committee members to the

Deputy Registrar. I am satisfied that this information is reasonably required by me for a
full and fair review of the matters before me.

l45l The Registrar's affidavit, at paras 42lo 46, piovides further information regarding

iteps that she took with respect to the complaint regarding Registrant 2, after she
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disposed of the complaint against him. She does not explain the relevance of these
steps to the investigation of the complaint or the reasonableness of the disposition
regarding Registrant 2. The Registrar does not explain why she did not take similar
steps with respect to the complaint regarding Registrant 1. That said, the information
deals directly with the subject matter of the complaint and provides useful information
on the steps taken by the Registrar in addressing one of the complaints. I admit these
paragraphs.

[46] Finally, the Registrar's affidavit affirms, at paras 47 to 49, that the copy of the
lnquiry Committee Minutes dated October 30,2020, that are in the Record are "final" as
they were adopted without change by the lnquiry Committee on December 2,2020 (see
Exhibit "G"), The Registrar speculates as to why the october 30,2020, minutes may
not be labelled as final. However, the Registrar affirms that the Minutes in the Record
are not accurate in that information in the table was inserted in the wrong row by the
Deputy Registrar. The Registrar says that she understands that the phrase "Reaffirmed
by Committee, Carried" was meant to describe the lnquiry Committee's decision to
approve of the Registrar's Dispositions. I am satisfied that this information is reasonably
required by me for a full and fair review of the matters before me.

l47l In sum, I find that the Registrar's affidavit includes both relevant and irrelevant
information and documentation touching on matters that are the subject of my review. I

will admit those portions of the affidavit identified above. From this point forward in this
decision, I will refer to the additional documentation and information that I have admitted
as the "Additions to the Record."

[48] I turn next to the central issues in these reviews, i.e., the adequacy of the
College's investigation of the complaints and the reasonableness of the Registrar's
disposition of the complaints.

IV COMPLAINT AND INVESTIGATION

(A) Complaints

l49l On August 31,2020, the Complainant filed complaints with the College alleging
that (the Registrants) had violated s.85 of the College's bylaws and Part 14 of the PCH
(i.e., advertising health benefits of their services without acceptable evidence that the
benefits can be achieved; claiming a level of competence greater than actually held and
making unverifiable and misleading statements).

[50] ln general, the Complainant alleged that the Registrants, through their clinics'
websites, engaged in inappropriate marketing of themselves and the benefit of the
services that they could provide.

[51] Specifically, the Complainant alleged that each Registrant's website "has multiple
claims that are unsupported, misleading, misrepresenting, unsupported,
unsubstantiated, and they do not follow the standard guidelines provided by the
College." Further details of the complaint include:
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(a) the homepage of Registrant 1's website claimed that it was "the [urban

areal's Leading Clinic." The Complainant asserts that this is an unverifiable

and misleading claim;

(b) Registrant 1's personal page on the website stated that his team was' ' 
"spicialized". The Complainant notes that there is no recognized specialty

listed;

(c) Registrant 1 claimed to be able to "prevent future pain." The Complainant' ' 
questions whether this is even possible and, in any event, says such a claim

is unsubstantiated;

(d) Registrant 1's website claims to be able to provide chiropractic care of' ' 
patients with certain conditions (eighteen conditions are listed by way of
example, in alphabetical order from "Achilles Tendonitis" to "Torticollis"). The

Complainant says there is "insufficient acceptable evidence" to claim that
these conditions can be effectively treated with "Active Release Techniques";

(e) Registrant 1's website "uses many testimonials for conditions with insufficient

accePtable evidence";

(f) Registrant 2's website stated: "[Two Cities]'s Pain relief Specialist" without
referencing a sPecialtY degree;

(g) Registrant 2's website claims that a variety of conditions (twelve are listed)'-' 
mat be effectively treated with chiropractic for which there is "no acceptable

evidence to prove efficacy." The Complainant states he is unaware of any

research substantiating the claims; and

(h) Registrant 2 also lists nine conditions that may be effectively treated with
"Graston Technique" (asserting positive outcomes in75% - 90% of all

conditions treated). The Complainant asks where the evidence is to support
these claims.

l12l The Complainant attached screenshots that he says are of the clinics' websites'

in aOOition, in his complaint regarding Registrant 1, the Complainant asked that the

matter be reviewed (which I understand to mean investigated and determined) "by an

independent third party" since Registrant 1 was, then a member of the College's Board.

That request is not repeated in the complaint regarding Registrant 2, but the

Complainant notes that Registrant2 was also a member of the College's Board at the

time. Finally, the Complainint alleges that the Registrants ought not to be permitted to

be a Board or committee member.

(B) The Record(s) of the investigation

l53l As I noted in the "lntroduction and Procedural Background," theCollege provided

ihe-Review Board with what it described as the "lnvestigation Record" for each

complaint on November 25,2020. The College provided me with an index to the Record

for each complaint. The index lists eight documents that the College asserts comprise

the Records for this review.

I54l The first record listed in each index is the complaint.
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[55] The second listed record in each matter is an email dated September 3,2020,
from the Deputy Registrar of the College to the Complainant. The emails are very brief.
Each stated:

[Complainant]

Thank you for sending this to the [College]. lt is being processed in accordance with part
3 of (the Act) and we will contact you shorfly.

[56] The Deputy Registrar's emails do not describe the investigatory process, next
steps, or possible outcomes. There is no record of the College notifying Registrant 1 or
Registrant 2 of the complaints, nor did it seek their responses to the complaints.

[57] The third listed "record" is an email dated September 17,2020,from the
Registrar to the Complainant attaching the Disposition. This document advises the
Complainant that the matter has been disposed of by the Registrar, i.e., it is the
Disposition. lt is not part of the investigation. The fourth listed document is an email
dated september 18,2020, from the Deputy Registrar to the lnquiry Committee
members (an attachment is indicated on the face of the email but is not attached). This
document is not part of the investigation.

[58] The fifth document listed is a copy of (redacted) minutes of the lnquiry
Committee's meeting dated October 30,2020, noting three members present. The
Registrar was not in attendance. Under the heading, "New Business," the minutes
record that the Registrar dismissed the complaint. No date is noted for the Registrar's
dismissal. The minutes do not reflect any material (documents or legislation) that was
before the lnquiry Committee when it considered this matter, nor do they reflect any
authorization by the lnquiry Committee for staff to act. This document is not part oflne
investigation.

t59l The seventh and eighth listed "records" are excerpts from College's bylaws and
the PCH. They do not form part of the investigation.

t60l I find that there is no record of any investigative steps taken by the College after
the Deputy Registrar acknowledged receipt of the complaints apart from the information
contained in the Registrar's affidavit indicating that she looked at the Registrants'
websites.

[61] I further find that the Record and the Additions to the Record, for the purposes of
my review, consist of the complaints, the College's acknowledgement of the complaints
and the Registrar's affirmed evidence that she (on some unknown date prior to the
Dispositions) looked at the Registrants' websites.

162l The actions taken by the Deputy Registrar to obtain a legal opinion, provide that
opinion to the Registrar and inform the lnquiry Committee of the outcome of the
Registrar's review of the complaints (i.e., the Dispositions) do not form a part of the
investigatory process. While the Deputy Registrar is entitled to seek legaladvice at any
time, that advice does not form a part of the investigative record.
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163l Similarly, the Deputy Registrar's belated email to the lnquiry Committee (after the

itegistrar disposed of the complaints), does not form a part of the investigative record'

The Registrar is statutorily obligated to provide a written report to the lnquiry Committee

if she intends to dispose of a complaint. That reporting typically includes a description of
the complaint, the steps taken to investigate the complaint, the results of the

investigation, and the recommended disposition of the complaint. At a minimum, the

lnquiry Committee must have sufficient information before it to allow the Inquiry

Committee to understand the complaint, in context, and determine whether it will

endorse the Registrar's recommended disposition or require further investigation before

concluding the matter.

(C) The Dispositions of the complaints

164l The Dispositions acknowledge the complaints, summarize their content, advise

ine-Comptainant that his complaints are being dismissed and then offer reasons for that
dismissal.

i. Reasons for dismissing the complaint re Registrant 1

lOSl The Registrar offered reasons for her dismissal of what she identified as the key

issues in the complaint, i.e., use of the term "specialist" and "specialized;" comparison to

other chiropractors; treatment of conditions and efficacy and use of "testimonials." The

Registrar notes that she dismissed the complaints under s.32(3Xc) of the Act' Her

reasons included the following:

t66l Regarding use of the term "specialist," the Registrar began setting out the

relevant provision in the College's bylaws, i.e., s.85(6)(a) which states:

85(6) Unless otherwise authorized by the Act, the regulation, these bylaws, or the board,

a registrant,

(a) Must not use the title "specialist" or any similar designation suggesting a

iecognized special status or accreditation on any letterhead, or business card or in

any other marketing.

16Zl The Registrar notes that the complaint did not reference the complete statement

irom Registrant 1's website. The Registrar notes that the full sentence read:

Chiropractors are specialists in the assessment, diagnosis, treatment and prevention of

conditions relating to the spine and musculoskeletal system (MSK) of the body.

168l The Registrar concludes that while it may be more prudent to say, "chiropractic

involves the assessment," it was not apparent to her that the word "specialist" was being

used in a way that violated s.85(6)(a) of the bylaws.

169] Further, Registrant 1's use of the word "specialized" in the phrase 'OUR TEAM,

bRirlruc, DEDI6AIED, SPEclALlzED" appeared to her to be a "slogan" that appeared

on the biographical page for all the healthcare professionals at the clinic. The Registrar

concludeslhat "it is not clear [Registrant 1] is using the term "specialized" as a title that
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suggests he holds recognized special status or accreditation. She concludes, "l do not
see that this use of the word "specialized" violates section 85(6)(a) of the bylaws."

[70] The Registrar next considers the Complainant's concern that Registrant 1's
website violated the College bylaws by claiming that his clinic was the "leading" clinic in
the urban area in which it is located. The Registrar quoted s.85(3)(c) of the Bylaws
which provide:

85(3) Without limitation, marketing violates subsection e) rt it

(c) implies that registrants can obtain results

(i) not achievable by other registrants,

(d) compares the quality of services provided with those provided by another
registrant.

l71l The Registrar states that the use of the word "leading" in the phrase, "[urban
area]'s Leading Clinic" on the website "could be seen as comparing the quality of [the
Clinicl's services with those of other health care professionals. She notes that the
statement is not identified with any chiropractor or Registrant 1, in particular. She does
not conclude whether Registrant t has breached the bylaws.

l72l The Registrar then considered the complaints regarding claims of treatment
efficacy. She quoted the relevant provision of the PCH as:

M.1(n Chiropractors must not advertise health benefits of their services when there is
not acceptable evidence that these benefits can be achieved.

[73] The Registrar notes that the Complainant questions Registrant 1's efficacy
claims relating to a list of conditions. The Registrar notes that "all of the conditions listed
on this page are musculoskeletal in nature and fall well within the chiropractic scope of
practice as defined in the Chiropractors Regulation. She adds that she finds it
"surprising" that a practising chiropractor would assert that "there is no acceptable
evidence to support chiropractic care of patients with chronic non-specific neck pain,
acute and chronic low back pain', let alone the other listed conditions."

l74l The Registrar then states the importance of context of the messaging and looks
at the preceding and following statements on that page of the website before
concluding:

This context is important to consider as the crux of the messaging seems to be that (1)
[the Clinic] sees more than patients who just present with back pain but may present
with a range of other physical complaints and injuries, and (2) the clinic's chiropractors
work as part of a complement of health professionals.

[75] The Registrar next states that, "contrary to what is alleged in the Complaint, the
"Chiropractic" page on [the Clinic]'s website does not include an assertion that the
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"Active Release Technique @ can be very effective for many musculoskeletal

conditions." lnstead, it identifies the technique as one form of treatment that

chiropractors at the Clinic use when treating their patients. She concludes that the

assertion does not offend s.14.1(f) of the PCH.

t76l The Registrar considers the complaint that the phrase "Prevent Future Pain" is

unsunstantiated. The Registrar observes that the Chiropractors Regulation defines

"chiropractic" by referenclng common practices aimed at "promotion" and "maintenance"

of patient health and thereby prevention of future "nervous system, muscular and

skeletal diseases, disordersand conditions" and associated pain. She then concludes

there is no breach of s.14.1(f) of the PCH.

lTTl As to Registrant 1's use of testimonials on his clinic's website, the Registrar

not-es that s.14.3 of the PCH requires that testimonials only be used with permission

and must be "truthful, accurate, in good taste and otherwise conform to the provisions of

the Handbook and section 85 of the Bylaws"'

l78l The Registrar quotes from the screenshot of the website submitted by the

bomplainant. Sne then notes that neither of the testimonials refers to any conditions nor

is it evident that they relate to Registrant 1. She concludes that "l do not see any

evidence in supporlof your allegation regarding the testimonials on the website or any

other breach of s.14.1(3) of the Professional Conduct Handbook."

tTgl Finally, the Registrar says she found no support for the Complainant's assertion

inai ft'e website was in violatioh of s.85(2) of the Bylaws by having "multiple claims that

are unsupported, misleading, misrepresenting [sic], unsupported, unsubstantiated, and

they do not follow the standard guidelines provided by the College"'

ii. Reasons for dismissing the complaint re Registrant2

tSgl As she did with the complaint regarding Registrant 1, the Registrar offered

reaions for disposing of what she identified as the key issues in the complaint, i.e., use

of the term "specialist;" listing conditions as treatable with chiropractic for which there is

no acceptable evidence to piove efficacy, including listing conditions as treatable with

Graston Technique; and claiming positive outcomes in 75-90% of conditions treated

with Graston Technique. The Registrar notes that she dismissed the complaints under

s.32(3Xc) of the Act. Her reasons included the following:

tgll As she did with Registrant 1, the Registrar quotes s.85(6Xa) of the Bylaws before

it"iing, "ln the Complaint, you incorrectly quote the statement on (the Clinic)'s

nome-page as "[Two Citiesj Pain relief Specialist" when in fact the statement is "[the

Clinicj: [iwo Ciiies] Pain R-eliet Specialists." She interprets that statement by stating, "ln

other words, the st-atement refers to the clinic and not solely to [Registrant 2]." The

Registrar then concludes, "l do not see that the word 'specialist' is being used as a title

to Juggest a recognized special status or accreditation contrary to s.86(6Xa) of the

Bylaws."
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[82] ln contrast to the reasons offered for dismissing the complaint against Registrant
1, the Registrar in this case follows her conclusion with an acknowledgement thal the
statement provides the "potential for misunderstanding." she adds that, as a result, she
intends to write Registrant 2 and recommend that he revise the statement to remove the
word "specialists."

t83l The Registrar then deals with those aspects of the complaint regarding treatment
of conditions and efficacy. As she did in her reasons for dismissing the compiaint
against Registrant 1, the Registrar quotes s.14.1(f) of the PCH. The Registrar then
notes that the Complainant questions the efficacy claim on the "Chiropractic" page of
the clinic's website. The Registrar notes that, to be accurate, there is an introduCtory
sentence to that page which relates to chiropractic care generally, and not Registraht
2's care in particular. The Registrar concludes that the conditions listed fall within the
scope of practice as defined in the Chiropractors Regulation.

[84] The Registrar then states that she finds it "surprising" that a practising
chiropractor would assert that there is no acceptable evidence to support chiropractic
care for the listed conditions. She suggests that the Complainant refer to websites for
the Canadian Chiropractic Association and the World Federation of Chiropractic.

t85l The Registrar then states,

Certainly, the College rules do not require a registrant to include on his or her website
evidence in support of any and all statements made there concerning the efficacy of
care. However, a registrant should be prepared to substantiate such statements ln the
face of reasonable concerns about their truth or accuracy.

[86] The Registrar adds that she does not see a reasonable basis for requiring that in
this case. Further, as to the "Graston" page of Registrant 2's website, the Registrar
concludes that the listed conditions all involve musculoskeletal conditions; soit tissue
treatment is a broadly accepted part of chiropractic practice; instrument assisted soft
tissue mobilization (whether Graston Technique or some other form) is commonly used
by chiropractors and other healthcare professionals; and Graston Technique is taught at
chiropractic college.

[87] The Registrar concludes by stating, "l do not see that an assertion that the listed
conditions can be treated with Graston Technique offends s.14.11 (f) or Appendix "N" of
the Profes sional Conduct Hand book."

[88] Finally, the Registrar sets out ss.85 (2Xa) to (e) of the Bylaws which state:

85(2) Any marketing undertaken or authorized by a registrant in respect of his or her
professional services must not be

(a) False,

(b) lnaccurate,

(c) Unverifiable,

(d) Misleading,
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(e) Representative of the effectiveness of any technique, procedure, instrument

or device.

t89l The Registrar then states,

ln considering, the Complaint, I have not been able to identify clear evidence in support

of the assertion found on the "Graston" page of [the Clinic]'s website that "[h]istorically,

the Graston Technique has had positive outcomes in 75-90% of all conditions treated."

tgOl The Registrar notes that the above statement is made on the Graston
TeChnique's website and "on the websites of numerous different kinds of practitioners

who utilize Graston Technique." She adds that,

As yet, the College has not been able to locate an objective scientific study that verifies

the positive outcome rate that is asserted on the website.

tgll The Registrar notes that the College's practice when unverifiable claims are
made in marketing, has been to follow-up with registrants "to ascertain if there is

acceptable evidence to support the claim, and if there is not, to get them to remove the

claim and warn them about the need for accuracy in marketing." The Registrar implies

that this practice has changed. She states:

More recently, the College has taken a stricter approach to marketing that involves

claims to treat conditions falling outside the scope of practice or that are specifically
identified in the College's Efficacy Claims Policy. However, before taking disciplinary

action against registrants in those cases, the College did provide registrants with time to

remove offending material from their websites'

tg2l The Registrar concludes her consideration of this aspect of the complaint by

stating:

Here, it is my intention to follow up with [Registrant 2] to ascertain whether he is aware

of acceptable evidence that would substantiate the assertion regarding positive

outcomes with Graston Technique that is found on [the Clinic]'s website. lf he can

identify such evidence, then the assertion can remain on the website. lf he cannot, then I

intend to advise [Registrant 2]to remove the assertion and lwill provide him with a
warning as outlined above. ln support of this plan of management, I confirm that

[Registiant 2] does not have a prior history of marketing complaints and has not been

warned previously about inaccuracies in his advertising.

Once I have interacted with [Registrant 2] as indicated, I will follow up with you to

confirm the final management of this aspect of the Complaint.

tg3l There is no correspondence with the Complainant in the Records in follow-up or
to confirm "the final management" of this aspect of the complaint'

tg4l The Dispositions close with a short section advising the Complainant of his right

to apply to the Review Board for a review of the Dispositions.

V LEGISLATION
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[95] The Act provides for the investigation of complaints regarding the conduct or
competence of registrants of the College.

(A) The role of the lnquiry Gommittee

t96l Section 32(1) of the Act provides that complaints against registrants must be
made in writing and delivered to the registrar of the College. Section 32(2) of the Act
notes that, as soon as practicable, the Registrar must deliver the complaint to the
inquiry committee of the College together with an assessment of the complaint and any
recommendations for disposition of the complaint.

[97] Despite s.32(2) of the Act, the Registrar may, in certain circumstances, dismiss a
complaint without referring it to the lnquiry Committee for investigation:

32 (3) Despite subsection (2), the registrar, if authorized by the board, may dismiss a
complaint, or request that the registrant act as described in section 36 (1),
without reference to the inquiry committee if the registrar determines that the
complaint

(a) is trivial, frivolous, vexatious, or made in bad faith,

(b) does not contain allegations that, if admitted or proven, would constitute a
matter subject to investigation by the inquiry committee under section 33(4),
or

(c) contains allegations that, if admitted or proven, would constitute a matter,
other than a serious matter, subject to investigation by the inquiry committee
under subsection 33(4).

[98] In this case, the Registrar is authorized under section 62 of the College's bytaws
to act under s.32(3) of the Act.

t99l The Act further provides in s.32(4) that, if the registrar acts under subsection (3),
"the registrar must deliver a written report to the inquiry committee about the
circumstances of the disposition. Further, under s.32(5) a disposition by the Registrar
under s.32(3) of the Act "is considered to be a disposition by the inquiry committee
unless the inquiry committee gives the registrar written direction to proceed under
subsection (2)."

[100] Under s.36(1) of the Act, the Inquiry Committee may request, in writing, that a
registrant undertake not to repeat the conduct to which the matter relates (s.36(1)(a));
undertake to take specified educational courses (s.36(1)(b)); consent to a reprimand
(s.36(1Xc)); or undertake or consent to any other specified action (s.36(1Xd)).

[101] Under s.36(2) of the Act, if a registrant refuses to give an undertaking or consent
requested under subsection (1) or fails to comply with an undertaking or consent given,
the inquiry committee may direct the registrar to issue a citation for a hearing by the
discipline committee regarding the matter.

11021 After reviewing the complaint, and looking at the Registrants'websites, the
Registrar wrote the Complainant that she had decided to dispose of his complaints by
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dismissing them under s.32(3)(c) of the Act. The Registrar did not deliver a written

report about the circumstances of the Dispositions to the lnquiry Committee. After the

Registrar disposed of the complaints, the Deputy Registrar notified the lnquiry
Committee of the Dispositions. The lnquiry Committee did not have an opportunity to

exercise its authority under the Act to consider the complaint and the proposed

dispositions and determine whether to adopt the Dispositions or direct further action
before the Dispositions were sent to the Complainant and the Registrants'

(B) The role of the Review Board

t103] The Act provides the Review Board with authority to review lnquiry Committee
dispositions of complaints: Act, s.50.53(1 Xc).

t1041 The Review Board is a specialized tribunal, independent of the College. Review

Board members are not members of any of the health professions: Act, s.50.51(3). The

Board's purpose is to provide a neutral, arm's length review of college registration
committee decisions and inquiry committee dispositions'

t1051 Under s.50.6(1) of the Act, a complainant may apply to the Review Board for a

review of a disposition of the lnquiry Committee'

t106l Section 50.6(5) of the Act sets out the responsibility of the Review Board when

conducting a review:

50.6(5) On receipt of an application under subsection (1), the review board must conduct

a review of the disposition and must consider one or both of the following:

(a) the adequacy of the investigation conducted respecting the complaint;

(b) the reasonableness of the disposition'

t1071 My task, on behalf of the Review Board and as described in s.50.6(5) of the Act,

is to review the adequacy of the College's investigation of the complaints, the
reasonableness of the disposition, or both. On completion of my review, I may make an

order under s.50.6(8) confirming the decision, directing the inquiry committee to make a

disposition that it could have made on the matter, or sending the matter back for
reconsideration with directions: Act, s.50.6(8)

t1081 The Complainant asked that I review both the adequacy of the investigation and

the reasonableness of the disposition. That is what I have done'

110gl As noted earlier in this decision, reviews conducted by the Review Board, are

ieviews on the record: Act, s.50.6(6) That is to say that reviews are based on the

College's record of the investigation. The Review Board may consider additional
evidence if it is satisfied that it is reasonably required for a full and fair disclosure of all

matters related to the issue under review: Act, s'50'6(B)'

VI ADEQUACY OF THE INVESTIGATION
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[110] The Complainant submits that the investigation of his complaints was
inadequate. He is critical of the Registrar's decision not to put his complaint in front of
the Inquiry Committee "and follow due process." He believes the Registrar's decision to
act alone constituted a conflict of interest because of the close working relationship
between the Registrar (an employee of the College) and the College Board (the
Registrar's employer). The Complainant submits that the Registrants were not provided
the opportunity to respond to his complaints or to have their responses put to the Inquiry
Committee.

(B) TheRegistrants'submissions

11111 The Registrants confirm that they were not aware of the complaints until
September 17,2020, when they received the Dispositions. They further confirm that
they were not given the opportunity to respond to the complaints.

(C) The Gollege's submissions

11121 The College submits that in addition to the complaints, the Registrar was able to
view the Registrants'websites. The College does not say when this occurred, what was
observed, or if the Registrar created a record of her viewing. The Registrar decided that
she did not need to contact Registrant 1 or Regislrant2.

[1 13] The College submits that the investigation was adequate as the Registrar had
sufficient information to dismiss the complaints. The College asserts that the Supreme
Court of British Columbia has previously found that the Registrar is not required to
conduct a comprehensive investigation in order to dismiss a complaint under section
32(3)(c): The College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia v. The Health
Professions Review Board,2018 BCSC 2021 ("Dawson").

11141 The College submits that there was no need for a third-party investigator to
address the Complainant's concern that the Registrar might be biased. The Registrar
sought legal advice on the "processing" of the complaints. The College says the
Complainant did not provide a factual basis for his allegations of bias.

[115] Further, the College acknowledges that the Review Board has previously found
that where the Registrar disposes of a complaint under s.32(3), that disposition is
subject to the review "and approval" of the lnquiry Committee under ss.32(4) and (5) of
the Act. The College submits that to the extent the Registrar departed from that
process, the Review Board ought to remedy that defect by approving of the Dispositions
under s.50.6(8)(a) of the Act. The College does not provide any rationale for this
assertion.

(D) My findings

[116] The Review Board's role in reviewing the adequacy of an investigation of a
complaint by a college is to ensure accountability by the health professions' colleges in
the conduct of their investigations. These investigations are carried out as part of an
inquiry committee's role in screening complaints made to the college. ln some
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instances, health professions' colleges delegate authority to screen less serious
matters, (i.e., matters provided for in s.32(3) of the Act), to the Registrar. In this

instance, the College Board has authorized the Registrar to screen matters under

s.32(3) of the Act for the lnquiry Committee'

11171 The screening role was described in Review Board Decision Complainant v.

Cottege of Regisfe red Psychiatric Nurses of British Columbia,2018 BCHPRB 52

(CanLll), at para 18:

...An inquiry committee plays a critical role in the exercise of a professional health

college's laiger public interest mandate. "screening" is not simply about whether to send

the matter to a discipline hearing - a rare event. Screening also involves inquiry

committees making provisional findings and assessments whether evidence supports a

determination that a registrant's conduct had fallen below the regulatory standard.

...Screening is also about whether, in order to protect the public interest, the inquiry

committee ihould seek to exercise one of the several other remedial options reflected in

ss.33(6)(b), 33(6Xc) and 36(1) of the Act, which remedies are no less important just

because they depend on a registrant's consent.

11 18] | find this descriptor of the screening role to apply equally to any screening

carried out by a registrar authorized to act under s.32(3) of the Act.

11 1gl ln determining the adequacy of an investigation, the Review Board applies a

proportionality test. This means that what is adequate in one case may not be adequate

in another and what falls short of adequacy in one case may satisfy the test in another.

Adequacy is contextual and requires a consideration of factors including the nature of
the compiaint, the seriousness of the harm alleged, the complexity of the investigation,

the availability of evidence and the resources available to the college: Review Board

Decision Complainant v. Cotlege of Registered Nurses of 8C,2010 BCHPRB 6.

l121l The British Columbia Supreme Court, in Dawson stated that "the adequacy of an

investigation conducted by the College must be assessed by the Review Board on a

reason-ableness standard."l The Court in that case directed that the question before the

Review Board is whether the College exercised its investigative discretion reasonably,

having regard to all the circumstances of the complaint.2 That decision, currently under

appeal, is binding unless and until set aside.

11211 Based on the law as described above, the question before me is whether the

bollege exercised its investigative discretion reasonably having regard to all the

circumstances of the comPlaint.

11221 I note that in his complaints, the Complainant alerted the College to the fact that

he was concerned that Registrant 1 and Registrant 2 would receive preferential

treatment from the College because of their status as (then) Board members. ln the

complaint regarding Registrant 1, the Complainant specifically asks that the matter be

investigated 
-by 

"an independent third party." ln the complaint regarding Registrant 2, the

1 See, Dawson, para 179
2 Dawson at para 181.
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Complainant expressed his hope that the College would treats the issue as a "serious
matter" (i.e., a matter requiring consideration by the lnquiry Committee).

U23l I am mindful that the legal test to be applied to allegations of bias (such as were
made here), requires only that a "reasonable apprehension of bias" exist. The test is an
objective one, namely whether an informed person, viewing the matter realistically and
practically, and having thought the matter through, would have a reasonable
apprehension of bias: Commiftee for Justice & Liberty et alv. Canada (Nationat Energy
Board), [1978] 1 s.c.R. 369 , at page 394; wewaykum lndian Band v. Canada,l2oogl2
S.C.R. 259 , at para. 60.

11241 ln the context of these matters, College staff received complaints regarding
members of their governing body, the College Board. The Registrar's affidavit makes
clear that she was aware that, at the time the complaints were received, the nomination
process for Board elections was just closing. Further, the Registrar affirmed that she
suspected that the complaints were politically motivated, and that the Complainant
might have coordinated with members of the public to bring complaints and raise
concerns about the Registrants' eligibility to stand for election while being investigated.

11251 The Registrar raised concerns about the "timing" of the complaints from the
Complainant and others in her affidavit and when seeking a legal opinion. Her actions
give the appearance of having been motivated to dispose of the complaints as quickly
as possible so that the Registrants would not be barred from standing for office due to
the College's election rules.

t126) ln my view, another consideration in these matters, is the fact that both the
Registrar and the Complainant were aware that the Inquiry Committee had previously
considered complaints involving Board members and had determined that it was
appropriate to have an independent, arms-length investigation of those complaints
carried out by a third party to avoid any perception of bias or partiality. The Registrar
was further aware that the lnquiry Committee had previously disposed of complaints of
this nature by seeking undertakings from registrants to comply with certain terms, or by
issuing reprimands and/or fines to registrants. The College submits that the details of
the earlier marketing complaints were different from the complaints involving the
Registrants.

1127J lt is frequently the case that self-regulating bodies (e.g., police agencies, the
judiciary and health professionals) refer complaint matters involving the leadership of
their members to an independent third party for investigation to avoid the very concern
that arises in this situation, i.e., that the complaints were treated favourably because of
the Registrants'status and their relationship to the investigating body. For example, a
complaint regarding the Chief Judge of one province may be referred to the
investigative body in another province to avoid any apprehension of bias. lt would have
been entirely appropriate for staff (e.9., the Registrar or Deputy Registrar) to raise these
complaints with the Inquiry Committee and seek its direction as to whether a third-party
referral was appropriate in the circumstances. That did not occur.
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11281 ln my view, an informed person, viewing the matter realistically and practically,

and having thought the matter through, would have a reasonable apprehension of bias

knowing the relationship between the College staff (including the Registrar) and the
Board, the history of other such complaints being treated differently by the lnquiry
Committee, and given the implications of an ongoing investigation for candidates in a

College election. That said, the question for me is not whether the Registrar was, in fact
partial, but whether the Registrar acted reasonably in her screening role in the face of
an allegation of bias.

11291 I have considered that staff such as the Registrar are accountable to the Board

and are not arms-length from the Board as is the Inquiry Committee. Further, the staff,
in this instance, chose not to refer the matters to the Inquiry Committee either before
investigating, or after investigating but before issuing the Dispositions. By acting as she
did, the Registrar (perhaps unwittingly) prevented the Inquiry Committee from carrying
out its obligations under the Act and contributed to the Complainant's already existing
concern that his matter would not be investigated impartially'

t1301 | have reviewed the complaints. I cannot review whatever information was on the
Registrants' websites at the time that the Registrar viewed the sites. The Registrar has

affirmed that the websites have been changed since she viewed them and there is no

record of what the Registrar observed. Absent such a record, I am left to review the
complaints and the screenshots of the relevant websites submitted by the Complainant.
Based on my review, I cannot reasonably conclude that there was no need to seek the
Registrants' responses to the complaint, notify the lnquiry Committee and seek its
direction, or take any other investigative steps.

t1311 In the circumstances as I have described them, I am not satisfied that the
Registrar reasonably exercised her investigative discretion when she relied solely on

the complaint and her perusal of the websites mentioned without taking any other
investigative steps.

11321 ln my view, an adequate investigation would have, at a minimum, included
seeking the Registrants' written response to the complaints. The Registrants ought to
have been queried (either in writing or during an interview) as to the evidence they had

that the advertised benefits of treatment could be achieved. The Registrants' responses
ought to have been considered prior to the Registrar disposing of the complaints.

t1331 I also considered whether the further steps that the Registrar took after disposing
of the complaint cured this inadequacy. I am mindful that the Registrar invited comment
from the Registrants about the disposition after she disposed of the complaints. She
also sought information from Registrant 2 about the complaint. Further, the Registrar
"recommended" that Registrant 2 take certain steps including removing the term
"specialist" from his website (no similar request was made of Registrant 1). Still further,
Registrant 2 was asked to provide evidence in support of his website claim that "the

Graston Technique has had positive outcomes in 75-90% of all conditions treated."
Registrant 2's response to the Registrar is not in the Records, but the Registrar affirmed
that Registrant 2 was not able to provide acceptable evidence of his claims and he was
directed to remove the claim from his website. There is no evidence in the Records that
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the Registrar made a similar recommendation to Registrant 1 (i.e., that he remove
references, or provide evidence in support of claims made, on his website). Further,
there is no evidence that the Registrar advised the Complainant that the College was
dissatisfied with the evidence provided by Registrant2 or that the Registrar had directed
any further action despite her commitment to follow-up with the Complainant in the
Disposition regarding Registrant 2.

[134] lt is apparent to me from the steps the Registrar took after disposing of the
complaint that she recognized that there were issues raised in the complaints which
required further investigation. She appears to have recognized that there was a
legitimate concern raised regarding the Registrants' use of the terms "specialist" yet she
did not investigate the matter. Further, the Registrar failed to investigate whether the
Registrants had acceptable evidence to support the claimed benefits of treatment
advertised on their websites. The steps that the Registrar took after disposing of the
complaint serve only to reinforce my view that there were key aspects of the complaints
which required addressing during the investigatory process. That did not occur.

[135] | am mindful that other College staff notified the Inquiry Committee that the
complaints had been disposed of by the Registrar. I understand that the Deputy
Registrar purportedly provided the lnquiry Committee with the complaints and the
Registrar's closing correspondence to the Complainant and the Registrants. I also
considered the Registrar's assertion that "some" of the lnquiry Committee members
purportedly endorsed her action after the fact, although there is no documentation of
such endorsements.

[136] ln sum, I find that the steps taken by the Registrar and/or her staff after the
Dispositions, failed to remedy the inadequacy of the investigation. lf anything, their
actions serve only to call into question the legitimacy of the Dispositions.

11371 I find that for the investigation of the complaints to have been adequate in the
circumstances, the lnquiry Committee which relies on the College's staff (such as the
Registrar) to investigate complaints in a fair, impartial and transparent manner, ought to
have been apprised by the College's staff of the allegations, the results of the
investigations (or lack thereof), and the Registrar's proposed disposition of the
complaints. The Inquiry Committee should have been asked whether it endorsed the
Registrar's proposed disposition or was otherwise directing staff to act further.

[138] lt would have been appropriate for the Registrar to notify the Inquiry Committee
that the Complainant had expressed concerns regarding whether his complaints would
be treated impartially and fairly. lt would have been better had the lnquiry Committee
been reminded of the investigatory process followed previously when complaints were
received regarding a Board member and direction sought as to whether the matter
ought to similarly be referred to an independent third party to investigate these matters
and report back. The lnquiry Committee should have been apprised that the Registrants
had not been afforded the opportunity to respond to the complaints. Had these steps
been taken, the Inquiry Committee could have made an informed decision about
whether to endorse the Registrar's disposition (thereby rendering it a disposition of the
lnquiry Committee under s.32(5) of the Act), or direct that the Registrar take further
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action (e.g., seek the Registrants' response to the complaints, or appoint an inspector

under d.Zg of the Act to independently investigate on the lnquiry Committee's behalf).

t13gl For all the above reasons, I find that the College's investigation of the complaints

was not adequate.

VII REASONABLNESS OF THE DISPOSITION

(A) The Complainant's submissions

1140] The Complainant clearly disagrees with the Dispositions of his complaints. He

Ooes not specifically address why he finds the decisions to be "unreasonable". That

said, I understand the following assertions in the Complainant's submissions to

represent his reasons for asserting that the Disposition is unreasonable. He states:

I believe this determination was made because [Registrant 1] is (a member of the

College Board)

I feel the decision of the Registrar represents a serious conflict of interest as the

Registrar would be working alongside [Registrant 1] in the regular runnings of (the

Coiiege and this 'shielding' or'protection' of [Registrant 1] and his practice by this

decision to dismiss repreJents a clear and unquestionable abuse of power where the

College acted to protect'it's own'.

The Registrar's decision to consider [Registrant 1] insulated of any obligation to follow

the guidllines of [the College]through his website marketing and unsubstantiated claims
just-because he runs a mutii-disciplinary clinic with multiple practitioners and claiming his

website doesn't represent him exclusively is laughable.

I don't feel a professional should be insulated from claims they make or claims made

about them on their website, especially a professional that is in a position of power.

(The Registrar dismissed the complaint first and then gave a recommendation. ls that

usual procedure or is it giving preferentialtreatment to a director who the Registrar is

employed by? Using the term specialist was obviously a violation)'

This, I believe, was a case of Dismiss first, investigate later'

The Registrar elected to diminish the importance of the allegations.

There is the appearance of preferential treatment given by an employee the registrar) to

her bosses (Registrant 1 and Registrant 2)'

Complaints against directors should have a policy and procedure that the complaint

against a direltor is managed by another person of another regulatory college.
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(B) TheRegistrants'submissions 102
t1411 Registrant 1 submits that he was "satisfied" with the Registrar's Disposition. I

take his submission as supporting the reasonableness of the Disposition (regarding the
complaint against him).

[142] Registrant 2 made no submissions on the reasonableness of the disposition. He
indicated that he had follow-up questions for the College regarding the Registrar's
recommendations to him.

(C) The Gollege's submissions

[143] The College submits that the Disposition was reasonable and should be upheld
by the Review Board. The College submits that the Supreme Court of Canada has
clarified and revised the reasonableness standard in Canada (Minister of Citizenship
and lmmigration) v. Vavilov,2019 SCC 65 ("Vavitorl'). The College submits that the
Court in Vavilov found that a reasonable decision is "one that is based on an internally
coherent and rational chain of analysis and is justified in relation to the facts and law
that constrain the decision maker:" (para 85), and that it is not enough for the outcome
to be justifiable, the decision must also be justified, intelligible and transparent to the
individuals subject to it (para 86).

t1441 The College further submits that the Registrar's decisions to dismiss the
complaints under s.32(3Xc) of the Act "fall within the range of reasonableness" and
were fully and plainly explained to the Complainant.

t1451 Specifically, the College submits that the Registrar faidy summarized the
complaints, applied the appropriate College standards, meaningfully grappled with each
of the allegations, and provided clear and cogent reasons for dismissing the complaints
under s.32(3)(c) of the Act.

[146] The College adds that despite dismissing the complaints, the Registrar
recognized a potential for misunderstanding in relation to Registrant 2's use of the word
"specialist" on his website and raised concern about evidence supporting a claim about
patient outcomes. As a result, the Registrar and Deputy Registrar followed up with
Registrant 2. The College does not say how that "follow-up" impacted the Dispositions.

(D) My Findings

11471 A helpful explanation of the task of the Review Board in assessing the
reasonableness of a disposition was set out in Review Board Decision, Complainant v.
College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia,2014 BCHPRB 129, where the
Panel stated at para 13:

The test the Review Board has traditionally applied to determine reasonableness is
whether the lnquiry Committee's disposition "falls within the range of acceptable and
rational solutions, and is, viewed in the context of the whole record, sufficiently justified,
transparent and intelligible to be sustained." I see no basis to depart from this view. I

only note that the "range of acceptable and rational solutions" and what is "sufficient"
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justification, transparency and intelligibility in a particular case is a question to be 103
determined by the Review Board on a case by case basis, applying its expertise and
specialized role in good faith, and not simply by comparison to how a generalist court
might apply the test on judicial review.

t1481 As the Review Board noted in Complainant v. British Columbia College of Nurses
and Midwiyes (No. 1),2021 BCHPRB 49 at para.62, "[a] reasonableness review by the
Review Board has two aspects, the first of which is to determine whether the disposition
transparently explained the outcome, and the second is to determine whether the
outcome itself was reasonable. Both aspects are key to a determination of
reasonableness."

t1491 I have already found that there was an inadequate investigation of the complaints
in the circumstances. The Records and the Additions to the Record illustrate that the
Registrar did nothing more than read the complaint and "view" the clinics'websites
before concluding that she had all the information she needed to dispose of the
complaints. When that viewing occurred and what content was viewed is not apparent
from the Records or the Additions to the Records. lt appears that the College did not
inquire into the ownership and control of the website, whether the registrants were
aware of and endorsed the content of the website, or whether the website had been
changed and if so when that change occurred.

[150] I think it useful at this juncture to reiterate key aspects of the Dispositions.

i. Disposition re Registrant 1

[151] The Disposition of the complainant against Registrant 1 accurately summarizes
the allegations in the complaints:

(a) The registrant's clinic claims on its website that it is the "Leading Clinic" in the
city;

(b) Registrant 1 claimed to be "specialized";

(c) the website listed many conditions for which there is no acceptable evidence
to support chiropractic care as an effective treatment and, in particular the
use of "Active Release Techniques" has not been proven to be effective.

11521 As to the first allegation, the Disposition identifies the applicable provisions in the
College's bylaws. Bylaw ss.S5(3)(c) and (d) prohibit registrants from making marketing
statements implying that they can obtain results not achievable by other registrants or
comparing their quality of services with those provided by another registrant. The
Registrar concludes that the use of the word "leading" in the phrase "(the metropolitan
areas)'s leading clinic" could be seen as comparing the quality of services offered by
Registrant 1's clinic to those of other health professionals. She then qualifies her
conclusion by observing that the claim is not identified particularly with Registrant 1. The
Disposition fails to conclude whether Registrant 1 breached bylaw s.85(3Xc)or (d). ln
other words, the Registrar's Disposition does not provide clear and cogent reasons for
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dismissing this aspect of the complaint. lt does not allow the reader to understand the
decision-maker's thinking process or the outcome. lt is not reasonable.

[153] The Registrar notes that bylaw s.85(6)(a) prohibits registrants from using the title
"specialist" or "any similar designation suggesting a recognized special status or
accreditation" on any marketing. She then observes that Registrant 1 uses the term
"specialized" on his bio page, and the website in question further references that
"Chiropractors are "specialists" in the assessment, diagnosis, treatment and prevention
of conditions relating to the spine and musculoskeletal system of the body." Despite her
observations, the Registrar concludes that these statements do not violate s.85(6Xa)
because it is not apparent that the terms are being used as a title that suggests special
status or recognition. The Registrar further states that Registrant 1's intention was not
clear.

[154] To the extent that the Registrar was unclear what was meant by the claim, she
ought to have sought a response to the complaint from Registrant 1 and considered that
response before reaching a conclusion. Her conclusion that Registrant 1 can claim to be
"specialized" without suggesting that he has some special status or accreditation is
confusing. Registrant 1 is a chiropractor and his clinic's website describes him as a
"specialist" in certain areas of care. Those facts appear to bring Registrant 1's
marketing into conflict with the College's bylaw. lt appears that the Registrar has
ignored the clear wording of the Bylaws or, at the very least, chosen to give a strained
interpretation to the bylaw such that the result is not critical of Registrant 1. I find this
aspect of the Registrar's disposition to be lacking in clarity and not justifiable on the
evidence or the law.

[155] The Registrar considered the Complainant's concern that Registrant 1's
marketing claim to be the "leading" clinic in the described urban area is not
substantiated, unverifiable and misleading. Again, the Registrar appears to
acknowledge the merits of the complaint when she states that the claim "could be seen
as comparing the quality of [the Clinic]'s services to those of other health care
professionals." However, she interprets the statement as a "general statement" that
does not relate to Registrant, in particular. The Registrar fails to conclude whether the
claim violates the College's bylaws. She implies that could be the case, but she appears
to have chosen to interpret it in a way that is favourable to Registrant 1. I find this
aspect of the Registrar's disposition to be lacking in clarity and not justifiable on the
evidence or the law.

[156] As to the claims of efficacy, the Registrar notes that Appendix "N" to the PCH
prohibits chiropractors from advertising health benefits of their services absent
acceptable evidence that those benefits can be achieved. The Registrar notes that the
Complainant's concern is with respect to the efficacy of chiropractic care for conditions
that fall within the chiropractic scope of practice. The Registrar further states that she
finds the Complainant's comments "surprising" given that he is a practising chiropractor
The Registrar further notes the importance of the context of the statements on the
website. She notes that the efficacy claim is qualified by statements indicating that the
technique is used with other soft tissue techniques and in conjunction with exercise
therapy. Further, the Registrar notes that the website refers to chiropractic care being
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often complemented with treatment from one of the clinic's other health care 1 05
professionals.

t1571 The Registrar next addresses the complaint that Registrant 1's website claims

in"t he is ableio "Prevent Future Pain" - something that the Complainant says is

unsubstantiated and may not even be possible. She then references the Chiropractors

Regulation's definition oi "chiropractic" and asserts that it provides examples of common

pr"iti""r in chiropractic aimed at "promotion" and "maintenance" of patient health and

inereny prevention includes the prevention of "future nervous system, muscular and

skeletal diseases, disorders and conditions and associated pain." lfind the Registrar's

assertion to be a mischaracterization of the definition of "chiropractic" in the regulation

which does not refer to the prevention of future pain. Rather the regulation speaks to

assessing, treating and advising or counselling patients:

"chiropractic" means the health profession in which a person provides, for the purposes

of promotion, maintenance and restoration of health, the services of

(a) Assessment of the spine or other joints of the body and the associated tissue, and

the nervous sYstem,

(b) Treatment of nervous system, muscular and skeletal diseases, disorders and

conditions through manipulation or adjustment of the spine or other joints of the

body by hand oiby using devices directly related to the manipulation or adjustment,

and

(c) Advice and counselling on matters related to the condition of the spine or other
joints of the body and the associated tissue, the nervous system and the overall

health of the individual.

t1581 The Registrar concludes that, in the context they are made, the efficacy

assertions do not offend s.14(1)(f) of lhe PCH.I do not find the Registrar's disposition of

this portion of the complaint to be justified, transparent and intelligible. The Registrar

does not offer a clear chain of reasoning that is cogent and justifiable based on the facts

and the law.

tl Sgl ln sum, I find that the Registrar's reasoning process with regard to the

bomplainant's complaints about Registrant 1 is flawed - it does not offer a clear and

cogent basis for hei conclusion and is not justifiable based on the facts and the law' As

a r-esult, I find that her decision to dismiss the complaints against Registrant 1

su mmarilY was unreasonable.

ii. Disposition re Registrant2

t1601 The Disposition of the complainant against Registrant 2 accurately summarizes

the allegations in the comPlaints:

(a) Registrant 2 inappropriately uses the term "specialist" on the homepage of

his clinic's website;
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(b) on his website Registrant 2 listed several conditions for which there is no

acceptable evidence to support chiropractic care as an effective treatment (in
particular "Graston Technique")

(c) Registrant 2 claims to get "positive outcomes in75-90% of all conditions
treated with Graston Technique.

[161] As to the first allegation, the Registrar in the Disposition asserts that the
Complainant incorrectly quoted from the website. She does not indicate in the
Disposition how she gained this knowledge. She says that the website states "[The
Clinicl: [Two Cities] Pain Relief Specialists." The Registrar concludes that she ;does not
see the word "specialist" is being used as a title to suggest recognized special status or
accreditation contrary to Bylaw s.86(1)(a). Despite "not seeing" a breach of the bylaws,
the Registrar acknowledges that the statement on the website could lead to
misunderstanding. In making this statement, the Registrar appears to acknowledge that
the marketing statement could be misleading (in other words it could be a violation of
the bylaws). Without explaining how her statements can be reconciled, the Registrar
continues by expressing her intention to write Registrant 2 "recommending" thit ne
remove the word "specialist" and revise the statement on the website. I find this aspect
of the Registrar's disposition to be lacking in clarity and not justifiable on the evidence or
the law.

11621 As to the second allegation, the Registrar in the Disposition again questions the
accuracy of the Complainant's assertion of the website's content. The Registrar notes
that the efficacy assertion on the website is introduced by a statement thai makes clear
that the efficacy claim relates to chiropractic care, in general. Further, the Registrar
asserts that all of the conditions listed are within the scope of chiropractic scope of
practice as defined in the Chiropractors Regutation. As she did with the disposition
regarding Registrant 1, the Registrar then comments that she finds it "surprising" that a
practicing chiropractor would make such a complaint since she expects that he also
treats many patients with the same conditions. She suggests that the Complainant may
want to refer to the websites for the Canadian Chiropractic Association and the World
Federation of Chiropractic for research relating to chiropractic efficacy relating to these
conditions. The Registrar implies that those websites offer research evidence of
chiropractic efficacy. She adds that a registrant should be prepared to substantiate such
efficacy claims but saw no reasonable basis for requiring that in this case.

[163] ln my view, by framing her analysis in the way she has, the Registrar appears to
be dismissive of the complaint. By suggesting that it is "surprising" thai the Complainant
would make the complaint since he is a practising chiropractor, the Registrar appears to
be asserting that the issue is so obvious as to not require addressing. inis impression is
reinforced by the comment that follows, i.e., suggesting that the Complainant research
the matter further. The Registrar does not clarify whether she has reviewed the
websites she suggests, and if she did, what she learned and how that information
assisted her in disposing of the complaint. I find this aspect of the Registrar's disposition
to be lacking in clarity and not justifiable on the evidence or the law.
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t1641 The Registrar further states that, as the Complainant is "well aware," soft tissue

lreatment (including Graston Technique) is a broadly accepted part of chiropractic
practice. Further the Registrar asserts that Graston Technique is commonly taught at

chiropractic colleges, forms part of the current curriculum at the Canadian Memorial

Chiropractic College (website link provided) and is commonly used by chiropractors,
physiotherapists, occupational therapists, and others. The Disposition does not indicate

ihe source of the Registrar's opinion. She concludes that she does not see how the

assertion on Registrant 2's website that the listed conditions can be treated with

Graston Technique offends s.14.1(f) or Appendix "N" of the PCH. I find this aspect of

the Registrar's disposition suffers from the same defects as identified in para 162, i.e',
the tone is dismissive of the complaint, and it is lacking in clarity and not justifiable on

the evidence or the law.

t165l The Disposition states that the Complainant asserted that Registrant 2's website

6reabhes bylaws ss.85(2)(a) to (e) in that it "has multiple claims that are unsupported,

misleading, misrepresenting, unsupported, and they do not follow the standard
guidelineJprovided by the College". The Registrar states that she has not been able to

identify clear evidence in support of the assertion that "[h]istorically, the Graston

Technique has had positive outcomes in 75-90% of all conditions treated." This appears

to be a conclusion that Registrant 2's marketing claim breaches the College's bylaw.

11661 The Disposition continues, however, by noting that the College has typically

iddressed issues such as this by following up with the registrant to ascertain if there is

acceptable evidence to support the claim. lf there is not, the registrant is directed to

remove the claim and will be warned about the need for marketing accuracy. The

Disposition highlights that more recently, the College has taken a stricter approach with

some registrants io complaints of marketing claims to treat conditions outside of the

chiropractic scope of practice or that are specifically identified in the College's Efficacy

Claims Policy. The Registrar noted that she intended to follow-up with Registrant 2' lf he

could identify evidence in support of his assertions regarding the efficacy of the Graston

Technique, it could remain on his website. "lf he cannot, then I intend to advise

[Registrant 2]to remove the assertion and will provide him with a warning as outlined

above." The Registrar committed to following up with the Complainant "to confirm the

final management of this aspect of the complaint."

1167] On the same date that the Disposition was written, the Registrar wrote Registrant

2, re-commended that he remove the term "specialist" from his website and "fonrvard to

me evidence to support that "the Graston Technique" has had positive outcomes in 75-

90% of all conditions treated." There is no record of Registrant 2's response to the

Registrar's letter apart from the Registrar's affidavit evidence affirming that on some

unlinown date the Deputy Registrar concluded that the Registrant 2had not provided

"acceptable evidence" of his claim and that Registrant 2 deleted the claim from his

websiie. There is nothing in the Record or the Additions to the Record that indicates that

the Registrar followed-up with the Complainant "to confirm the final management" of this

aspect of his complaint.

t1681 | find that the Disposition with respect to Registrant 2 is not clear and cogent' lt is

not justifiable on the facts or the law. ln fact, it appears to fly squarely in the face of the
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clear statutory prohibitions regarding use of the term "specialist" and making
unverifiable assertions of treatment efficacy. Further, to the extent that the Registrar
properly decided that there was a legitimate issue regarding Registrant 2's efficacy
claims with respect to the Graston Technique, she ought to have investigated further
and sought a response from Registrant 2 before deciding how to dispose of the
complaint. She ought not to have dismissed the complaint.

[169] The Registrar's affidavit makes clear that, after hearing from Registrant 2, the
Deputy Registrar did not find the efficacy claim to be supportable. She implies that the
Deputy Registrar directed Registrant 2 to remove the claim from his website. lf that was
the case, the communication between the Deputy Registrar and Registrant2 ought to
have been included in the Record, or at the very Ieast, the Additions to the Record.
Further, the Registrar ought to have waited until she had that information to determine
how to dispose of the complaint. The Registrar implied in her Disposition that she might
dispose of the complaint by directing Registrant 2 to take certain steps and warning him
regarding the need to comply with the bylaws if he could not support his claims with
research. Yet, the Registrar disposed of the complaint without waiting for Registrant 2's
response.

[170] On balance, and for all the reasons stated above, I find that the Registrar's
Dispositions are unreasonable.

(E) The Decision-making process

t1711 | am troubled by the handling of these complaints. I am concerned that the
Registrar disposed of the complaints on a summary basis without hearing from the
Registrants and without reporting to the lnquiry Committee and seeking their approval
for her proposed disposition. The Records indicate that the Registrar did not investigate
the complaints. The Additions to the Records indicate that the Registrar asserts that she
viewed the websites on an unknown date, made no record of what she observed, and
concluded that nothing further needed to be done to investigate the complaints.

11721 The Registrar also provided affidavit evidence establishing that the Inquiry
Committee had recently taken a serious view of allegations of misleading marketing by
registrants and had disposed of other complaints by requiring registrants to enter into
undertakings or by issuing fines and reprimands. Yet, the Registrar did not refer these
complaints of misleading marketing to the lnquiry Committee. Further, despite having
concerns about acceptable evidence to support an efficacy claim on Registrant 2's
website, the Registrar dismissed the complaint and, only later, learned that there was
no acceptable evidence for the claim.

11731 I am further concerned that the lnquiry Committee was unable to discharge its
duty to screen complaints regarding the College's members. The Registrar is not a
member of the Inquiry Committee; she is a senior member of the College's staff
delegated with the authority to dismiss certain matters subject to the lnquiry
Committee's approval or contrary direction. The Registrar must be taken to know the
limits to her authority, yet she did not provide the Inquiry Committee with a written report
of the circumstances of the Dispositions, nor did she afford the committee the
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opportunity to instruct her (adopting or rejecting her proposed dispositions). Further,

oniy "sore members" of the Inquiry Committee belatedly endorsed her Dispositions. I

do not consider these after-the-fact endorsements by some Inquiry Committee

members to meet the requirements of s.32(5) of the Act.

U74l Further, I am troubled by the fact that the Registrar did not alert the lnquiry

bommittee to the Complainant's concerns regarding whether his complaint would be

addressed in an unbiased and impartial manner, despite knowing that the lnquiry

Committee had taken steps to shield the committee from allegations of bias in prior

instances of complaints involving Board members. lnstead, she decided to act under

s.32(3Xc) of the Act by dismissing the complaints without acknowledging the

Complainant's reasonable apprehension of bias.

t17Sl ln all the circumstances, I find that the Dispositions based on the inadequate

investigation of the complaints are not reasonable.

vilt coNcLUsloN

t1761 I have concluded that the investigation of the complaints was not adequate, and

ine Oispositions were not reasonable. As a result, I decline to confirm the Dispositions

under s.50.6(8)(a) of the Act.

11771 I have considered what the appropriate remedy is in the circumstances.

t17Bl I have concluded that it would be unreasonable for me to dispose of these

mattbrs based on an inadequate investigation. I decline to direct the lnquiry Committee

to make dispositions that it could have made under s.50'5(8)(b) of the Act.

t17gl I reluctantly conclude that I am left with no option but to send the matters back to

ine lnquiry Committee for reconsideration under s.50.6(8)(c) of the Act with directions

as follows:

(a) I direct that the lnquiry Committee oversee fresh investigations of the

complaints involving the marketing practices of Registrant 1 and Registrant 2

using a process that recognizes the Registrants' positions as Board members

1as of the date of the complaints) and is in keeping with the lnquiry
Committee's practice when investigating complaints involving such matters.

(b) | further direct that the Inquiry Committee afford procedural fairness to the
parties including by providing the Registrants with the opportunity to review

and respond to the complaints and offering the Complainant the option to

review the Registrants' responses and provide any final comment.

(c) | further direct that if the lnquiry Committee delegates the investigation of the

complaint to the Registrar or an inspector under the Act, that the lnquiry

Committee consider a written report detailing the circumstances of the

complaint, the results of the investigation and any proposed disposition of the

complaints, prior to approving any dispositions of the complaints or directing

further action.
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[180] I understand that the Inquiry Committee's task may be rendered more difficult by
the passage of time since the complaints were filed with the College. The evidence
before me suggests that the Registrants'websites may have been altered since the
complaints were filed and the websites viewed by the Registrar. That is unfortunate and
will need to be considered by the lnquiry Committee as it charts its way forward. That
said, the Complainant was entitled to have his complaints properly investigated and
disposed of in accordance with the Act. That did not occur, and it should have. It is in
the public interest that complaints be adequately and fairly investigated and that
complainants receive reasonable dispositions of their complaints.

"Brenda L. Edwards"

Brenda L. Edwards, Panel Chair
Health Professions Review Board
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3 Ontario nurses disciplined for social media posts related to
pandemic launch $nn libel suit

Canadian Nurses Association, B.C. media company Together News lnc. are named as

defendants

colin Butler. cBC News .Posted:Jan 10, 2A224:AA AM ET I Last Updated:January 10

ontario registered nurses Kristal pitter, Kristen Nagle and Sara Choujounian, left to right, have been investigated

by the nursing regulator for social media posts during the CovlD-19 pandemic. A libel suit has been filed against

their professicnal association and a B.C. media company. (CBC News)

https://www.cbc.cainews/canada/london/ontario-nurses-pandemic-libel-suit-1 '6307238
1t6
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Three Ontario nurses who have faced discipline for their stances on the pancJemic are suing
the Canadian Nurses Association (CNA) and a media outlet in British Columbia, with the libel
suit seeking $1 million.

112
Kristen Nagle of London, Kristal Pitter of Tillsonburg and Sara Choujounian of Toronto have
been investigated by the College of Nurses of Ontario (CNO) for sharing their controversial
views about the pandemic on social media.

All three nurses are entitled to practise in Ontario without restrictions.

Pitter, a nurse practitioner and former nursing home inspector for the Ontario Ministry of
Long-Term Care, has been cautioned by the CNO, along with Nagle, about spreading
misinformation on social media about the pandemic.

Nagle, a former neonatal intensive-care nurse at London Health Sciences Centre, was fired last
january after she was charged by law enforcement for failing to comply with Ontario's
emergency pandemic health restrictions in November 2A2A. She was charged again in April
2021.

3 are members of Canadian Frontline Nurses

Choujounian, a former practical nurse with a Toronto home-care agency, will face a CNO

Ollcintlngry hearilS thisJune for professional misconduct in connection with a dozen social
media posts related to the pandemic, including claims surgical masks increase the risk of
cancer, the COVID-19 pandemic is a hoax and COVID-19 vaccines are "unsafe."
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Nagle and choujounian, first and second on the left, are shown with other members of Global Frontline

Nurses in this tnstagram photo from Janua ry 2A21. (Sarah Choujounian/lnstagram, 
1 1 3

Nagle and Choujounian were also investigated by the Ontario_ nursing regulator for making a

trip to Washington with a group of peers, during lastJanuary's non-essential travel ban, for

allegedly promoting theories that the pandemic is a hoax and hospitals had a role to play in

misrepresenting it.

All three nurses are part of Canadian Frontline Nurses (CFN), an offshoot of Global Frontline

Nurses, that was created to "empower health-care workers who disagree with lockdowns,"

according to the CFN's Facebook page.

The statement of claim was filed in a Toronto court on Dec. 13,2021, by the CFN on behalf

of Pitter, Nagle and Choujounian, and names four defendants:

. The CNA.

. CNA president Tim Guest.

. CNAs chief executive officer, Michael Villeneuve.

. The B.C. media company Together News lnc., which supplies online news for four

communities in the Comox ValleY'

The lawsuit claims the defamatory statements against the plaintiffs were made by

each organization separately in September 2021, against a backdrop of anti-lockdown

demonstrations at hospitals across Canada,

https://wwrv.cbc.calnews/canada/london/ontario-nurses-pandemic-libel-suit-1 '6307238
3/6
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CNA article didn't refer to nurses by name 114
ln its allegations against the CNA, the lawsuit claims the organization made defamatory
statements about Pitter, Nagle and Choujounian on its website on Sept. 9,2021, in an
anonymous opinion piece titled "Enough is enough: professional nurses stand for science-

based health care."

Nagle, left, was charged by authorities in connection with this anti-lockdown rally in Victoria park in London,
Ont., in November 2A2O. (Sofia RodriguezlCBC News)

The articie does not name Pitter, Nagle or Choujounian. lnsteaci, it makes reference to "the
reckless views of a handful of discredited people who identify as nurses," saying they "have
aligned in some cases with angry crowds who are putting public health and safety at risk."

The CNA post also refers to the demonstrators at the September hospital protests as "surly
mobs" who "harass, threaten, and even assault health-care workers coming and going in the
business of saving lives."

The lawsuit says that while the CNA article did not explicitly refer to the plaintiffs by name, it
"was intended" and "could be understood to refer to them," claiming the CNA "knew or ought
to have known" the statements were libel.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/london/ontario-nurses-pandemiciibel-suit- 1 .6307299 4t6
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The statement of claim said the cNA article was "meant and was understood to mean" the

plaintiffs ,,are not nurses," are "anti-science," "put public health and safety at risk" and "formed

part of a crowd that was intent on causing trouble or violence" through harassing and

threatening health-care workers. 
1 15

Suit claims plaintiffs faced 'ridicule, hatred'

ln its allegations against Together News lnc., the lawsuit claims, the company made defamatory

statements in an anonymous opinion piece published on Sept. 11,2021, entitled "Quack!

Quackl These pro-virus nyrses have, Qangerou5- ideas,'i

The article explicitly names Canadian Frontline Nurses, Pitter, Nagle and Choujounian

The statement of claim alleges the article paints the three nurses as "disgraced," "highly

disturbed and unstable" and that all three women were "terminated because their employers

did not trust them."

The lawsuit also claims the TNI article suggests "Pitter was responsible for COVID deaths in

long-term care facilities," and paints Nagle and Choujounian as participants in theJan. 6,2021,

protest that resulted in an attack on the U.S. Capitol Building.

The lawsuit says pitter, Nagle and Choujounian have been subjected to "ridicule, hatred and

contempt,,, and have been "injured in their feelings, their personal and professional character

and reputation."

Court documents also say the three nurses "continue to suffer personal embarrassment and

humiliation, and have experienced great emotional anxiety" as a result of the publications.

Lawsuit asks for $1 M in damages

The plaintiffs are asking for $750,000 in general damages and $250,000 in punitive damages.

CBC News contacted the CNA on Friday. Through a spokesperson, the organization said via

email it couldn't comment because it "had no knowledge of this lawsuit and has yet to be

served."

hftps://www.cbc.calnews/canada/london/ontario-nurses-pandemic-libel-suit-1 .6307238 5/6
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Also Friday, Together News lnc. said in an email that it would not comment on the matter as it
had yet to receive court documents. 4 A E116
"We have not been served, so don't have sufficient detail to comment at this time," the email
said.

CBC News also spoke with Alexander Boissonneau-Lehner, the lawyer for the plaintiffs, on
Friday.

'As the matter is before the courts, it would be inappropriate for me to comment at this time,"
he said

Corrections

' An earlier version of this article stated that Together News lnc. operated four small town newspapers in
the Comox Valley of 8.C., when in fact it is a media company that runs a website that supplles online news
to four communities in tlre Corlox Valley.

Jan 10,2A22 3:34 PM ET
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Sudbury

Ontario doctor leaving pracflce after unfounded
claims she denied care to unvaccinated patients

Storm of abuse on social media got 'very nasty,' mayor says

Kate Rutherford 'CBC News'
Posted: Nov 30, 2A21 4:AA AM ET I Last Updated: November 30
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Dr. Gretchen Roedde is a family physician who has worked in global health in Sudan and New
Guinea. Most recently she has practiced in Latchford, Ont. isubmitted by Maxime Cannon)

The only full-time family physician in a small northern Ontario town says she

feels personally attacked after a spate of COVID-19 misinformation and anti-
vaccination sentiment set off by a town councillor.

Dr. Gretchen Roedde, 69, says, as a result, she plans to close her practice in
Latchford on March 31.

Latchford Mayor George Lefebvre says Coun. Scott Green made a mistake
when he wrote a Facebook post claiming Roedde wasn't seeing unvaccinated
patients.

Lefebvre says the post was unwarranted and unleashed criticism and anger
against the doctor on social media.

"lt became very nasty. People should not use social media to express their
concerns," said Lefebvre.

Green says he put letters of apology in 300 mailboxes in Latchford - a town of
some 300 people, 130 kilometres northeast of sudbury - but won't say what
he wrote in them.
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Mayor George Lefebvre says Latchford town council hopes to recruit a new doctor to

replace Roedde by the end of March. (Bienvenu Senga/Radio-Canada)

He says he wants to move on and avoid stirring up another storm of

controversy.

As for Roedde, she says she doesn't want to dwell on the councillor's remarks

but does want to wrap up her stint in Latchford earlier than planned'

She says she has provided care, and made accommodations for her

u nvacci nated Patients.

,,We had said if people are not vaccinated, we would look at alternatives," said

Roedde.

,,We would do phone [calls], when we could. We've had people come at the end

of the day, like I had a new mom who wasn't vaccinated. We had her at the very

end of the day, we sort of wiped down everything. This is for the protection of

the unvaccinated, as well as for the protection of other patients that come in."

6 6 \Mren youre tired, You lmow doing
house calls every day over aweel(end
... worrying about yolx own safety You
just sort of thirk, it's enough.lt

- Dr, Gretchen Roedde
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She says she's also seen unvaccinated patients outside in the clinic's parking lot
and has been making house calls to unvaccinated seniors and those who have
tested positive.

"l have had a very sick man with COVID. He was a staunch anti-vaxxer. He got
quite sick. I've been looking after him at home for 12 days of his illness, and
then his oxygen level suddenly dropped. so I was seeing him yesterday. we
arranged for him to transfer by ambulance to the hospital where he's now in
intensive care."

Roedde says the final straw was a call from the body that regulates doctors to
notify her of complaints from two patients who said she was denying care to
the unvaccinated.

She says the College of Physicians and Surgeons of ontario (CPSO) discussed
her protocols with her and declined to open an investigation.

A spokesperson for the CPSO says it can't comment.

Roedde says it's all become overwhelming and she's exhausted, especially since
she has gone above and beyond to provide care to her patients.

"lt's personally painful. And when you're tired, you know, doing house calls
every day over a weekend, over the next weekend, you know, worrying about
your own safety. You just sort of think, it's enough," she said.

As a result, Roedde says she'll help in the search for a new doctor for her 800
patients in the cobalt, Latchford, coleman Township area but has set a
deadline of March 31.

Patients say she will be missed.
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Terrance lnglis says Roedde is a dedicated doctor, saying it's rare for a doctorto

do house calls in this era and the community will feel the loss.

Amjindar Cheema said he only had to walk two blocks for an appointment and

wonders what will haPPen.

"Losing her, I know they're going to replace her but still it can take some time.

But still she was the best."

The Ontario Medical Association (OMA) and the Canadian Medical Association

(CMA) have recently said abuse and harassment of doctors during the

pandemic has been growing and is unacceptable'

o Ontario doctor accused of spreading COVID-19 misinformation

barred from providing vaccine, mask exemptions

o Doctor vows to fight back after anti-vax death threats

. The danger of COVID-19 misinformation is'mind'boggling,'says Dr'

AnthonY Fauci

Dr. Adam Kassam of the oMA says the rage displayed in Latchford is not

isolated.

,'l think we have deep fractures in our communities right now. lt's been

amplified by the pandemic," said Kassam.

He,s urging elected officials to fulfil their responsibility to ensure that the public

is getting the best information possible, based on expertise from scientists'

Roedde says after she leaves, she plans to care for her 96-year-old father in

Toronto and maybe pick up some shifts in that area, and maybe finish

a novel she's writing.



40 Ontario physicians currently being
investigated for COVID-l9 issues: College
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By Ashleieh Stewart Global News
Posted January 19,2022 5:11 Pm
Updated January 20,2022 9:32 am

WATCH: Ontario Health Minister Chrstine Elliott on Wednesday addressed reports that doctors

were spreading misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines, calling it "unacceptable." Elliot said

she would be sending a letter to the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario oourging them

to do that is an end to this behaviour."

More than 40 physicians are currently being investigated by the College of
and Su ntario c for promoting unproven

treatments for COVID-1 or sharing unverified information about its9

T

vaccines, Global News can reveal.
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The revelation comes after Ontario Health Minister Christine Elliott publicly
urged the CPSO to crack down on a group of doctors accused of spreading
unverified medical information about the vaccines, after the situation was
brought to lig ht in a Global News investioation.

During a press conference on Wednesday morning to update Ontarians on
the province's fight against the Omicron variant, Elliott labelled the reports
"extremely concern ing. "

"At a time when it's never been more important for Ontarians to have
confidence in the safety and effectiveness of vaccines, this is
unacceptable," she said.

READ MORE: COVID-19 disinformation s arinq bv Canadian doctors
'extremelv concernino' : Ontario health minister

Elliott said she would be sending a letter to the CPSO "urging them to do
everything that is possible to put an end to this behaviour."

"They should consider all options in doing so, including reviewing the
licences of physicians found to be spreading misinformation," Elliott says.

But the CPSO says they are already doing that.

Currently, more than 40 physicians are being investigated in regards to
their conduct relating to COVID-19 vaccines and treatments, a CPSO
spokesperson said. Some are the subject of multiple complaints.

READ MORE: Revealed - How a web of Canadian doctors are
underminino the fio ht aqainst GOVID-I9

Seven have suspensions or restrictions placed on their medical licences
The rest can continue to practice without any additional restrictions.

However, the bar to suspend or restrict a medical licence is set high and
must demonstrate that a physician's conduct "exposes patients to harm" or
was necessary to warrant immediate disciplinary action to "protect the
public," a CPSO spokesperson said.

2
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The spokesperson said the CPSO "takes these issues very seriously" and

court orders had been sought in "several cases" to ensure they are fulfilling

their mandate and ensuring "the public is protected."

"The College has been clear about our concerns related to physicians who

are utilizing tfrelr unique positions of trust to promote unsupported,
unproven treatments for COVID-19; and who are undermining public health

measures," he said.

2:02

COVID-19: Ontario sees 'glimmers of hope' in Omicron fight, health

minister says

According to the CPSO's last annual report , in 2020, the College received

complaints about 2,832 physicians over the course of the year.

The CPSO spokesperson said almost half of these were resolved early,

which meant they did not represent a threat to patient safety'

Allegations of inappropriate prescribing of COVID treatments and the
issulnce of frauduient vaccine exemptions represent "significant concerns"
for the CPSO because of the "extraordinary risk" to public safety that they

represent, the spokesman said.

There are currently 35,543 active physicians in the cPSO

3
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2:41

Ontario family physician says more must be done to hold doctors with anti-
vaccine views accountable - Jan 1 8,2022

Global News' investigation revealed that a number of doctors - mostly
loeated in B.C. and Ontario - are sharing unverified information on blood
clots and myocarditis side effects, while others have been accused of
issuing false medical exemptions for wearing a mask or receiving a
vaccine. Several have claimed the vaccine "kills children."

All of the doctors, except one, have active medical licences

The College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia (CpSBC)
refuses to release the number of complaints they have received in relation
to COVID-19

4
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COVID-l9 disinformation sharing by
Canadian doctors 3extremely concerning':
Ontario health minister

8y Ashleigh Stewart . Global News
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Ontario Health Minister Chrstine Elliott on Wednesday addressed reports that doctors
were spreading misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines, calling it "unacceptable." Elliot
said she would be sending a letter to the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario
"urging them to do everything that is possible to put an end to this behaviour."

a+o E + .A A+

Ontario's health minister is urging the regulatory body overseeing the
province's health professionals to crack down on a group of doctors
spreading unverified medical information about the COVID-19 vaccines,
after the situation was brought to light in a Global News investigation.

Christine Elliott made the comments during a press conference on
Wednesday morning to update Ontarians on the province's fight against
the Omicron variant.

'At a time when it's never been more important for ontarians to have
confidence in the safety and effectiveness of vaccines, this is
unacceptable," she says.

READ MORE: How a web of canadian doctors are undermining the
fight against COVID-19

Some doctors are sharing unverified information on blood clots and
myocarditis side effects, while others have been accused of issuing false
medical exemptions for wearing a mask or receiving a vaccine. Several
have claimed the vaccine "kills children."

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT
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All of the doctors, except one, have active medical licences.

During the press conference, Elliott labelled these reports "extremely

concerning."

2:A2

COVID-19: Ontario sees 'glimmers of hope' in Omicron fight, health minister says
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TRENDING STORIES

Ontario to reopen restaurant dining at 50% capacity beginning
Jan.31, sources say

Omicron COVID-19 variant is infectious for up to 1O days, Tam
says

Elliott said she would be sending a letter to the College of Physicians
and Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO) "urging them to do everything that is
possible to put an end to this behaviour."

"They should consider all options in doing so, including reviewing the
licences of physicians found to be spreading misinformation," she says.

"This behaviour takes away from the unceasing efforts of the vast
majority of physicians who are working to protect us all. I want all

Ontarians to know that our vaccines are safe and effective. They're the
best protection."

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT
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2i41

Ontario family physician says more must be done to hold doctors with anti-vaccine views

accountable

Elliott went on to say Ontario was seeing "glimmers of hope" in its fight

against the Omicron variant and because of that, the government will be

making an announcement later this week on the public health measures

that were put in place earlier this month.
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She says cases are expected to peak this month, with a peak in
hospitalizations and ICU admissions to follow.

READ MoRE: The great covlD-19 infodemic - How disinformation
networks are radicalizing Canadians

Canadian cases
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Doctors undermining COVID-19 fight need
regulation, not'meaningless' statements:
experts

By Ashleigh Stewart . Global News
Posted January 20,2022 4:43 pm -&
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WATCH: Experts are calling for transparency and change after Global News revealed
doctors in Ontario and BC are spreading information about COVID-19 that contradicts
public health advice,.. and some were alleged to be heading out falsified mask and

vaccine exemptions. As Jamie Mauracher reports there is concern having Canadian
physicians and surgeons as self-regulating professions is part of the problem.

ato E + .A A+

Experts are calling for an overhaul of the regulatory bodies that oversee

Canada's health professionals, as provincial health ministries and

Colleges shirk responsibility for doctors accused of spreading unverified

medical information about COVID-19 vaccines.

A Global News investigation this week revealed a web of doctors, mostly

based in B.C. and Ontario, have been sharing unproven medical

information about vaccine side effects in an attempt to persuade the
public not to get vaccinated, while others have been accused of issuing

false vaccine exemptions or prescribing unverified treatments.

As a result, Ontario Health Minister Christine Elliott on Wednesday

publicly urged the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO)

to crack down on its members, labelling the reports "extremely

concerning."

READ MORE: 40 Ontario physicians currently being investigated for

COVID-19 issues: College

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT
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But experts say such comments don't go far enough in addressing the

problem.

"This is meaningless," Wayne Petrozzi, Professor Emeritus in the

Department of Politics at Ryerson University, says.

"There's a limit to how much they have to listen to you. So assuring the

public you're going to talk to them, that you're going to raise your voice

with them, is no assurance at all," Pelrozzi says.

40 physicians under investigation

Elliott's comments came as B.C. and Ontario's health ministries and

Colleges appear to be shifting the blame onto each other to stem the

flow of disinformation.

Elliott said on Wednesday she would be sending a letter to the CPSO

"urging them to do everything that is possible to put an end to this

behaviour."

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT
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"They should consider all options in doing so, including reviewing the
licences of physicians found to be spreading misinformation," Elliott says

But the CPSO says they are already doing that.

Currently, more than 40 physicians are being investigated in regards to
their conduct relating to CoVID-19 vaccines and treatments, a CpSo
spokesperson said. Seven have suspensions or restrictions placed on

their medical licences.

Elliott and the Ministry of Health have so far refused to answer all

questions from Global News on provincial doctors sharing unverified
medical information and issuing vaccine exemptions. Questions around
what more the CPSo could be doing to address this have also gone
unanswered.

CPSBC refuses to release investigation numbers

In B.c., the college of Physicians and surgeons of British columbia
(CPSBC) continues to refuse to release the number of COVID-related
complaints it has received.



STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT
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None of the B.C. doctors Global News highlighted for sharing unverified

medical information or issuing false vaccine exemptions have restrictions

or suspensions placed on their licences.

Under BC's Health Protection Act, the CPSBC has the power to suspend

a physician's licence, or impose limits or conditions on it, before a

hearing, if it is necessary to "protect the public."

The CPSBC did not respond to questions about why it has declined to do

READ MORE: COVID-19 disinformation sharing by Canadian doctors

'extremely concerning': Ontario health minister

ln Augusl2O2O, an all-party steering committee made its final report on

how to overhaul the way B.C.'s health-care workers are regulated -
which provincial Health Minister Adrian Dix said would "bring health

professional regulation into the 21st Century."

SO
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The changes would reduce the province's 20 regulatory Colleges to six,

changing the governance of college boards to allow for equal public and
professional membership and creating a new oversight body tasked with

setting standards across Colleges and acting as a disciplinary authority.

TRENDING STORIES

93 possible burial sites found in initial search at former B.C.

residential school site

As trucker convoy rolls to Ottawa, grocery stores say supply
issues have'started to ease'

It has not yet been brought to the legislature.

When asked about the need for tighter laws in regards to disinformation,
the CPSBC said it had "made recommendations to the tri-party steering

committee," including amendments to the Health Professions Act, bul
"only the government can update legislation."

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT
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2:41

Ontario family physician says more must be done to hold doctors with anti-vaccine views

accountable - Jan 18,2022

The B.C. Ministry of Health declined to answer specific questions.

When asked if it needed outside help to stem the flow of disinformation

and to speed the investigation process up, which can take years, the

spokesperson simPlY said "no."

"Some people think the College isn't doing enough and an equal

number think the College is overstepping," the spokesperson said.

'The system may not be workingr

ln Ontario, the Regulated Health Professions Act was amended in 2017

to allow the Health Minister greater power in regulating College



139committees and panels and expanding the purposes for which the
Minister can require the CPSO to collect information from members.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

But experts say these amendments should go further.

Dr. Kerry Bowman, a bioethicist at the University of Toronto, said he was
"shocked" at the number of doctors being investigated for covlD-
related issues in the province.

"This is evidence that the system may not be working," Bowman said.

"When we look at the effect in a prolonged public health crisis they're
very severe."
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3:1E

Doug Ford satisfied with CPSO process restricting Ontario doctors - Oct 18,2021

Bowman said the argument in favour of freedom of speech "is not

relevant" in this context, as it's "medical information that moves against

the principles of medicine."

"There'S a difference between freedom of speech aS a citizen and

freedom of speech as a profession. Physicians have absolutely a highly

elevated ethical responsibility to the community, and the very nature of

medicine itself is the platform is evidence-based science and research."

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

Trudo Lemmens, Scholl chair of health law and policy at the University of

Toronto, said Colleges are currently doing more to sanction members for
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misinformation than they have done in the past, but they "need to be

more proactive."

He says, in the past, a lack of action has sometimes had drastic
consequences.

"Canadian physicians have been involved in misrepresentation of
findings and in contributing to the overprescription of drugs, including,
for example, in the opioid context, which is... the contributing factor to
the opioid crisis that we currently have."

READ MORE: B.C. paramedics, dispatchers responded to record-

setting 35,525 overdose calls in 2021

However, Lemmens says the Colleges must ensure they "walk a fine
line" so they are not "stifling a normal debate."

"You want to be careful not to impose on the Colleges an excessive level

of policing that would lead them to interfere with normal debate within
the medical community about the safety and efficacy of medications or

vaccines," he says.

'We shouldn't be comfortable being the chickens'

Petrozzi said Elliott's comments were "meaningless" and more concrete
action needs to be taken.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT
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"[We need] the government of Ontario to put in place an accountability

framework that's meaningful, substantial and that's transparent for the

various self-regulating professions in this province," he says.

Self-regulated professions, such as in health care, need "much more in

the way of transparency than we currently get" as self-regulatory bodies

grapple with protecting both the public interest and its own, Pelrozzi

says.

READ MORE: The great COVID-19 infodemic: How disinformation

networks are radicalizing Canadians

He added an overhaul was necessary to allow government

representatives to investigate the professions, increase openness and

transparency in its activities and decision making and put stricter rules in

place for the timeliness of investigations.

"What we have in place now across ...self-regulating professions is a

system in which the good foxes are put in charge to keep an eye on all

the other foxes - and to act if they come across a bad fox that wants to

hurt the chickens. [t is] absent of a robust system of transparency and

robust processes of outside evaluation.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT



"We shouldn't be comfortable being the chickens."

Canadian cases
CONFIRMED DEATHS
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College says it has been asking Ontario
government for help since 2019 to address

doctor complaints

144

By Ashleigh Stewart Global News

Posted January 24.2022 3:27 Pm
Updated January 25,2022 8:15 am

WATCH: Ontario Health Minister Chrstine Elliott on Wednesday addressed reports that doctors

were spreading misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines, calling it "unacceptable." Elliot said

she would be sending a letter to the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario "urging them

to do everything that is possible to put an end to this behaviour."

The regulatory body for Ontario's doctors says it has been asking for

legislatlve chingessince 2019 to address complaints, asihe_authority and

pr6vince clash over the spread of disinformation about COVID-19 vaccines

The accusation comes aS pressure mounts on regulatory Colleges to

properly investigate physicians sharing unproven medical information about

vaccine side effects and issuing false medical exemptions, after the

situation was brought to light in a Global News investigation'

Ontario Health Minister Christine Elliott last week labelled the reports
"extremely concerning" and publicly called on the College of Physicians and

Surgeongof Ontario (CPSO) to crack down on its members, announcing

she would be sending them a letter "urging them to do everything that is
possible to put an end to this behaviour."

READ MORE: Revealed - How a web of Canadian doctors are

undermining the fight against GOVID-I9

But the CPSO argues the onus is on the provincial government to adjust

legislation to allow them to properly deal with complaints.

L
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"Since 2019 - and every year since - the cpso sought the support of
government for greater discretion to investigate complaints, as well as
process improvements to streamline the handling of complaints," CPSO
Registrar and CEO Nancy Whitmore wrote in a letter of reply to Elliott,
obtained by Global News, on Friday.

"These requested improvements require government support in the form of
legislative and/or regulatory changes."

CPSO accuses province of inaction
Whitmore's letter was sent the same day Elliott wrote to the CPSO asking
to "better understand what steps the college is taking" to address the
conduct of the doctors in question, as well as "what it is doing to ensure
physicians understand their roles, responsibilities and accountabilities."

"l would also like to know what actions the College will be taking to ensure
that this type of behaviour ceases so that the public can continue to have
confidence that physicians are providing them with the best possible care at
this unprecedented time," Elliott wrote.

2



Moore says 'absolute minority' of doctors spreading COVID-19
misinformation - SeP 29,2021

The CPSO says actions to reprimand physicians in other provinces, such

as in Alberta where the College was performing unannounced inspections
of medical clinics where there have been complaints related to COVID-19,
"are not possible under the current legislative and legal frameworks in place

in Ontario."

Whitmore then outlined several actions the government could take to
"enable us to more effectively investigate and regulate members." These
included adjusting rules for the CPSO to investigate "frivolous and
vexatious" complaints, which is currently a lengthy process that often

requires "more Committee resources than a more earnest and credible
complaint."

The CPSO requested changes to this process in March 2019 and again in

June 2021, Whitmore wrote.

"[This] would enable us to better focus our resources on cases that should

be prioritized, including those related to the dissemination of
m isinformation. "

Doctors' FAQ'updated 93 times'
The CPSO had been communicating with health professionals consistently
on misinformation, Whitmore said, including sending three direct messages
herself and also "updating our COVID-19 Frequently Asked Questions
posted on our website 93 times to ensure Ontario's physicians had access

to timely information throughout this pandemic."

The CPSO is investigating more than 40 physicians for issues related to the

COVID-19 vaccines and has issued three licence suspensions and four
restrictions.

But Whitmore said the CPSO was "limited in its actions" when physicians

refuse to cooperate with investigations, forcing them into "lengthy legal
proceedings in order to engage in the basic enforcement of our oversight
duties."

146
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READ MORE: 40 Ontario physicians currently being investigated for
COVID-19 issues: Gollege

Whitmore asked the government to amend legislation to address these
challenges, too.

A Ministry of Health spokesperson did not answer specific questions but
said the province "remains very concerned about the irresponsible
behaviour of some Ontario physicians."

"We are actively reviewing all options, including potential legislative and
regulatory amendments, to protect the protect the public interest and
ensure misleading information about the COVID-19 vaccine is not being
spread by physicians," the spokesperson said.

"At the same time, it is our expectation that the College continues to review
its existing policies and communications with the profession to ensure that
every reasonable measure is being taken to ensure that the expectations
and repercussions of spreading misinformation are clearly understood."

Gourt rules doctors must comply with investigations
This month, a hearing for four ontario doctors - Rochagne Kilian, Mary
O'Connor, Mark Trozzi and Patrick Phillips - took place at the Ontario
Superior Court after legal proceedings were brought against them by the
CPSO late last year.

Trozzi, o'Connor and Kilian were accused of failing to comply with
investigations into allegations they issued false medical exemptions for the
COVID-1 9 vaccine.

Phillips was facing two investigations from the CPSo: one prompted by
comments the CPSO labelled "incompetent" on social media, including
comparing Canada's Covid restrictions to Nazi Germany, and the second
after he posted a tranche of allegedly confidential CPSO documents from
the investigation on Twitter, including the names of a medical officer of
health and CPSO staff.

4



As a result, Phillips' followers sent threatening and abusive messages to
CPSO staff, calling them "Nazis" and saying they would face trial for
Nuremberg code violations. 148

The CPSO sought a publication ban on Phillips re-posting the documents

3:18

Doug Ford satisfied with CPSO process restricting Ontario doctors - Oct
18,2021

In his ruling, released on Wednesday evening, Justice Edward Morgan said

Trozzi, Phillips and O'Connor must comply with investigations into their
conduct. Kilian's case was postponed as her lawyer, Rocco Galati, was

hospitalized.

However, Morgan dismissed the majority of the CPSO's application on

Phillips's social media use, stating that Phillips should not be held

accountable for the actions of his followers as it was a "form of guilt by

ideological association."

As such, the court ordered a publication ban for the identity of sources and

witnesses involved in the CPSO investigation, but not in relation to CPSO

staff involved in the investigation.
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'Nazi' now just a 'lowbrow insult'
Morgan said statements by Phillips' followers that CPSO personnel would
face Nuremberg-style trials for administering COVID vaccines were
"ridiculous" and an "utterly absurd analogy," and as such, were unrealistic

He also objected to the use of the word "Nazis" but dismissed it as having
"unfortunately passed into general discourse as a commonplace form of
lowbrow insult."

"Analogizing an Ontario regulator's enforcement of vaccine and other health
policies to history's most genocidal regime is so outlandishly wrongheaded
that it does not require me to even articulate a contrary argument," Morgan
said.

But Morgan found that the tweets did not "truly threaten" CPSO personnel.

Ruling a 'game-changer': lawyer
Phillips and his lawyer, Michael Alexander, did not attend the Jan.7 hearing
and did not provide a reason for their no-show. Morgan labelled the move
an "abandonment" on Alexander's part.

Alexander previously told Global News that Phillips and Trozzi have not
issued "'fake' medical exemptions" and were outspoken about the COVID-
19 vaccines because they believe they are "not safe and effective."

Speaking after the decision was released, Alexander offered no comment
on Trozzi's case, but said Phillips' was a success.

6
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2:00
Ontario doctor accused of spreading COVID-19 misinformation - Sep 28,

2021

"Justice Morgan's decision vindicates Dr. Phillips' position that the College
does not have the statutory authority to prevent him from publishing his

investigative materials by ruling that College officials are 'public' officials
who cannot avoid public scrutiny and accountability," Alexander says.

"This decision is a game-changer for the College and the profession as a
whole because it heralds a new era of transparency in College
proceedings."

Kilian's husband, Abrie Kilian, has declined to comment on the court
hearing. O'Connor's lawyer, Michael Swinwood, did not respond to
questions.

The CPSO welcomed the court's decision, but said hearings such as these
were becoming an "increasing problem" and requested assistance from
Elliott's office to address them.

7
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Vaccine exemption system late
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New rules for vaccine exemptions were due to be brought in on Jan. 10,
with people with such exemptions needing verified certificates with a QR
code. Doctor's notes will no longer be accepted.

The system would help with investigations into doctors issuing false vaccine
exemptions. Such cases would be referred to the CPSO to investigate.

1:25

COVID-19: Ontario to only accept QR codes as proof-of-vaccination as of
Jan.4 - Dec 10,2021

However, it does not appear to have been implemented.

A CPSO spokesperson said he had not been notified by the Ministry of
Health that it was in place.

The Ministry of Health refused to answer questions on vaccine exemptions
and whether the QR-code system was implemented. The ministry, and
Elliott, have so far refused to answer all questions from Global News in
relation to these issues.

8



Medical regulator investigates co-founder of Govid
Care

152
Toronto Star ' 29 Jan 2022 ' LEX HARVEY

Toronto physician Dr. Ira Bernstein, co-founder of the Canadian Covid Care

Alliance, is under investigation by the province's medical regulator.

Shae Greenfield, a spokesperson for the College of Physicians and Surgeons of

Ontario, confirmed the investigation Friday, but said he could not disclose fur-
ther details.
Bernstein, who has a family practice on Lawrence Ave. W., co-founded the alli-
ance, a group knovrm for spreading anti-vaccine misinformation and promot-

ing unproven COVID-19 treatments, such as ivermectin and hydroxy-

chloroquine.
Bernstein is family practice division head, mental health, at Humber River

Hospital, and a member of the family practice executive committee. He is also

an adjunct clinical lecturer at the University of Torontots medical school.

Bernstein is linked to Canadian Covid Telehealth, a covert prescription network

that prescribed the Star ivermectin, despite scientific evidence that it doesntt

work.
In a video of a speech from November 2021, Bernstein announced the creation

of the service. "We are going against the regulators, and the agencies are all

battling us," Bernstein said. "Health Canada does not approve. Theytve issued

a statement against ivermectin, itts not based on any credible science.tt

Bernstein could not immediatelybe reached for comment Thursday.

Canadian Covid Telehealth's listed address matches Bernstein's Toronto prac-

tice.
In a joint email to the Star last week, Bernstein and other Canadian Covid Tele-

health leadership said their "health care professionals are providing evidence-

based services that have been proven in many clinical trials to reduce risk of

hospitalizationand death. What is disturbing is that most Canadian patients

have not been able to find access to early outpatient COVID care elsewhere."

Two other physicians have been reprimanded this week, the college revealed.

On Thursday, the college suspended Dr. Christopher Hassell, a Richmond HilI

physician who was banned from giving out vaccine exemptions after he

reportedly drew crowds by charging $5o for them last fall. Hassell will not be
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able to practise medicine until the suspension is lifted, the college said. Hassell
runs Angel's Heart Medical with Dr. Patrick Phillips, another Ontario physician
who is restricted from prescribing ivermectin and giving out vaccine exemp-
tions. Angel's Heart, which describes itself as ((caring physicians and a net-
work of allied healers," was started inzozo after Phillips was first faced sanc-
tions by the medical regulator, according to its website.
The college said it has also restricted Toronto physician Dr. Akbar Khan from
prescribing ivermectin and providingvaccine exemptions. Khan is cofounder
of Medicor Cancer Centres, an organization that gives ((naturopathic 

and off-
Iabel therapies" to cancer patients.
He faces additional restrictions on his licence from zoLT,limiting his ability to
provide chemotherapy.
The college is investigating more than 4o physicians for COVID-I9 miscon-
duct, including the promotion of unproven treatments like ivermectin and the
issuance of inappropriate exemptions, and has restricted or suspended the
licences of eight.
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ln addition to the six commendable practices identified
by the Ministry, it also pointed out a number of notable
practices that demonstrated excellence in professional

regulation. Below are some of the notable practices

that might be of interest to regulators generally.
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The Report Gard is Out -
P art 2 Notable Practices

by Bernie LeBlanc
November/December 2021 'No. 261

As reported in the last issue of Grey Areas, earlier this
year the Ontario health regulators filed and published

detailed repofts on their own performance. The reports
were based on the College Performance
Measurement Framework (CPMF) issued by the
Ministry of Health in 2020. The Ministry promised to
issue a summary of the trends and observations it
made in reviewing the reports. That "report card" was
released on October 8th,2021.

Governance

The repori identified the Ontario College of
Pharmacists, the College of Physicians and Surgeons
of Ontario, the College of Medical Radiation and

lmaging Technologists of Ontario (CMRITO)' the
College of Nurses of Ontario (CNO) and the Royal
College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario (RCDSO) as all

having taken steps to modernize and improve their
governance structures. Most commonly, these
regulators established competencies for Council and
committee members and introduced measures, such
as a nominations and recruitment process, to facilitate
selection of individuals who possessed those
competencies.

Staff Development

A second notable practice related to learning
development processes for regulatory staff. The
report:

highlighted a notable practice by the
College of Massage Therapists of Ontario
(CMTO) related to learning development
processes for College staff. The CMTO
reported that it uses an internal learning
management system to ensure it has a

capable and competent staff complement' The
CMTO's learning management system
provides a curated and self-directed learning
program to all staff on administrative and
management toPics to ensure skill

development and the development of a shared
leadership culture. The Working Group noted
that human resources are central to day to day
operations and managing an organization's
workforce is required to support organizational
success.

Pandemic and SafetY Initiatives

Some notable practices related to the regulators'
responses to the pandemic. A number of regulators
created return to practice guidance for former
practitioners wishing to contribute during the crisis'

Other regulators built 'Joint resources related to
procurement and shared data collection and analysis
services" to minimize resource duplication amongst
small and medium sized regulators'

The CNO "worked to implement the recommendations
of the 2018 Long-term Care Homes Public lnquiry,
developing and sharing multiple resources on
preventing intentional patient harm that are relevant to
all regulated health professionals."

Another exciting initiative of the CNO is its

collaboration "on the development of a national
database for sharing nurse registration and discipline
information. The database will enable proactive

sharing of information about nurses across
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The report also commented on the privacy and
confidentiality initiatives of the RCDSO, in particular:

its implementation of a range of privacy and
confidentiality policies intended to ensure the
College's legal obligations are met. Policies
include a focus on information security,
acceptable use of systems and related
services, records management, and workplace
social media conduct. The College also
provides information technology (lT) security
awareness training for staff and planning for
the possibility of lT security breaches. Lastly,
the RCDSO has a designated Privacy Officer
and privacy lead who consults with staff
regarding the management and disclosure of
confidential and private information.

Policy Making

The report commented on the policy making process
of the College of Midwives of Ontario (CMO).

The CMO uses a rigorous and structured
process for the development and revision of
guidance that is based on the principles of
good regulation. This ensures that:

1. Regulation is proportionate to the risk
of harm being managed,

2. Regulation is evidence-based and
reflects current best practice, and

3. Regular and purposeful engagement is
undertaken with partner organizations,
midwives, and the public throughout
the policy making process.
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The [College of Massage Therapists of
Ontariol CMTO makes information about the
complaints process available in multiple
languages, and also provides information in an
audio format. The College of Naturopaths of
Ontario (CONO) publishes anonymous
complaint information on its website, including
the date when the complaint was filed, the
issues or concerns included in the complaint
and the current stage of the complaints
process. When a complaint is closed, the
College provides the outcome of each matter
and the date of closure.

Risk Management

Risk management is an important tool used by many
regulators. The report commented on the College of
Medical Laboratory Technologists of Ontario's
(CMLTO) use of a publicly available governance risk
register.

Approximately every two years the CMLTO's
Council reviews risk trends to update its
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jurisdictions and will enhance public safety in a time of
increasing labour mobility."

Registration

ln terms of registration processes, the report noted
Privacy

The CMRITO has developed a career map for
international applicants that provides step by
step instructions on the application process,
the evaluation process and sets out what
documentation is required to support an
application for registration. This career map
also provides the timing associated with
registration and what is required of applicants
at each stage of registration.

Complaints Process

For enhancing access to the complaints process, the
report indicates:

Page | 2
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governance risk register and to ensure there
are no key gaps in its policy parameters or in
actions Council should be taking. The Working
Group noted that the use of a risk-based
approach drives regulatory effectiveness by
clearly articulating the College's role in

understanding and addressing the current and
emerging risks to clients/patients. Additionally,
it was noted that regular review of regulatory
and profession-specific risks can be done
using both internal and system-level data and
allows Colleges to identify and proactively
respond to risks to the organization.

On a related note, the report identified as a notable
practice the use of risk-based processes for Quality
Assurance (QA) programs.

... the College of Occupational Therapists of
Ontario's (COTO) and the College of
Optometrists of Ontario's (CoptO) risk-based
processes for selecting registrants to undergo
a continuing competency assessment as part
of the QA Program. The Working Group noted
that ihese processes are aligned with the
principles of right touch regulation and identify
higher risk registrants. The COTO's process
includes categorizing risks into four categories,
assigning a risk rating to registrants and using
this data as a basis for selection of registrants
who will undergo a competency assessment.
The CoptO uses its complaints data to identify
areas of practice that may pose a higher risk
and incorporates this into how it selects
registrants to participate in the QA Program.
Additionally, QA activities focus on areas of
practice that provide the most accurate picture
of a registrant's practice and allow for less
intensive reviews unless an assessment
identifies a comprehensive review is needed'
The College of Dietitians of Ontario and the
RCDSO have incorporated methods for
registrants to self-assess risk and follow up on

areas that need improvement into their QA
processes.

These notable practices can give other regulators
ideas for enhancing their own performance.

The Ministry's report can be found at:

https://health.oov.on.calen/pro/proqrams/hwrob/CPM
F summary_report.aspx.
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Adverse lmpact ameliorated by subsequent attempts available
to retake the MPT.

by Rebecca Durcan
January 2022- No.262

While the term "adverse impact" has a well-known
meaning amongst human rights lawyers, it is still not
widely recognized in the regulatory world. That may be

about to change.

An adverse impact occurs when an apparently neutral
requirement, say a math test, has a disproportionate
impact on ceftain protected groups' Equity principles,

and in certain circumstances the law, requires that the
requirement be removed or modified so that it has a
more equitable impact.

ln Ontario Teacher Candidates' Council v' The Queen,
2021 ONSC 7386, https://canlii.calVjlcvq the
Divisional Court declared that a requirement for
applicants for teacher certification to successfully
complete a Mathematics Proficiency Test (MPT)

violated the equality provisions found in s. 15 of the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The Court
declared that applicants for teacher certification who
met all other requirements should be certified by the
regulatory body.

The Court's overview of the case nicely sums up the

outcome of its analysis.

The question on this application is whether the
MPT has a disproportionate adverse impact on

entry to the teaching profession for racialized
teacher candidates and if so, whether il can be
justified under s. 1 of the Chafter.

The evidence points to significant disparities in

success rates of standardized testing based on

race, including statistical evidence of racial
disparities with respect to the MPT specifically.
The deleterious effect on diversity is somewhat

The MPT infringes s. 15 of the Charfer and

cannot be justified under s. 1. The Respondent

[government] has not discharged its burden of
showing that the MPT minimally impairs the
rights of racialized teacher candidates. There
were reasonably available alternatives to the
MPT that, on their face, appear to be less

impairing and at least as effective in achieving
the goal of improving student achievement in

math. These include requiring a minimum
number of hours of math instruction or a math

course in B.Ed. programs, requiring an

undergraduate math course as an admissions
requirement for B.Ed. programs or waiting to
see the effects of the other parts of the
Respondent's four-year math strategy.

The Respondent's efforts to address equity
issues related to the MPT do not meet the
minimal impairment requirement where there
are other options available that would not
impair anyone's rights. Racialized teacher
candidates who have been disproportionately
unsuccessful on the MPT should not have to
keep retaking the test. There is a cost to
retaking the test in time and money for those
who are least likely to be able to afford this and

there is no undertaking that going foruvard,

teacher candidates will not have to pay to
retake the MPT.

There is an under-representation of racialized
teachers in Ontario schools. Racialized
students benefit from being taught by

racialized teachers. The deleterious effects of
the MPT on racialized teacher candidates who
have been disproportionately unsuccessful on

the test outweigh its benefits.
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There was considerable research, expert and
statistical evidence demonstrating that standardized
testing generally, and standardized teaching testing in
particular, had a materially higher pass rate for White
candidates compared to racialized candidates.

The first administration of the MPT indicated that
candidates who identified as lndigenous and Black
had a success rate that was 20 percentage points
lower than White candidates. French-speaking
candidates, those speaking other languages, and
those who experience cognitive disabilities had even
less success in passing the test.

There was also evidence from a highly qualified
internationally trained individual who had difficulty
passing the MPT, only doing so on his third attempt.
The Court specifically conrmended the value of this
kind of evidence.

There was dispute as to the quality of some of the
evidence, especially evidence related directly to the
MPT. However, the Court said that while "evidence is
necessary [to demonstrate adverse impact], it cannot
be that a claimant group must wait years before it is in
a position to challenge a regulation that it alleges is
discriminatory."

The purpose of the requirement (i.e., the harm being
addressed) was student proficiency in mathematics. ln
conducting its proportionality analysis between the
goal and means chosen to address it:

Courts will typically look to evidence that the
government explored options other than the
impugned measure and evidence supporting
its reasons for rejecting those alternatives. The
government may adduce evidence that it
consulted with affected parties in order to
demonstrate that it explored a range of
options, though there is no requirement that
the government engage in consultation before
legislating.... The government might also

Barlsten & lolicirors

adduce evidence to show that the less
impairing alternatives proposed are not likely
to achieve the government's objectives or are
othenrrise not workable, or that the proposed
alternatives are not in fact less impairing. ...

Where the infringing measure is predicated on
the existence of a specific problem, the court
may look to evidence that the problem exists
or that existing tools are ineffective in order to
justify the imposition of the infringing measure.

Overall, while the approach to the minimal
impairment stage is deferential, the
government is typically required tcr
demonstrate a reasonable basis, on the
evidence, for concluding that its chosen means
were minimally impairing and that it had sound
reasons for rejecting proposed alternatives.

There was significant research before the Court
indicating that standardized testing of teachers had
only a modest impact on student performance
especially when compared to other strategies such as
enhanced mathematics training for teachers. The
policy makers considered, but rejected, these
alternatives as interfering with the independence of
the training programs for teachers.

The Court concluded that these alternatives were less
impairing of the rights of racialized candidates and that
they would likely be at least as effective as the MpT.

One "elephant in the room" is that the MpT
requirement was not proposed by the regulator.
Rather it was inserted in the legislation by the
government in 2018 as a part of its "getting back to the
basics" initiative. Courts have traditionally been wary
of governments using professional regulatory bodiei
to achieve its policy goals: Szmuilowicz v. Ontario
(Minister of Health), 1995 Canlll 10676 (ON SC),
https://canli i.calt/q 1 Sjd. Wh ile conceptually the Cou rt's
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analysis of the constitutionality of the provision should
not be affected by the origin of the proposal, this
circumstance may have been an implicit consideration
in the Court's proportionality analysis.

Courts have been deferential to regulators enacting
regulations, by-laws or policies, not requiring a

significant amount of evidence to support their
reasonableness: Sobeys West lnc. v. College of
Pharmacists of British Columbia, 2016 BCCA 41
(CanLll), https://canlii.calt/qn3cn. However, things
change dramatically when such an initiative has a
discriminatory adverse impact. Then there is a burden
on regulators to provide persuasive evidence that it
has fully considered and balanced the importance of
the goal being achieved against the discriminatory
impact. That analysis by regulators includes the full
consideration of less discriminatory alternatives'
Evidence that the regulator did this analysis at the time
the decision is made carries more weight than if only
done after the legal challenge has been launched.

ln these circumstances, right-touch regulation is not
just an admirable concept, but a legal requirement'
Thus a good policy making process includes an impact
analysis, such as was very recently recommended by
Harry Cayton in his Report of a Governance Review of
the Law Society of British Columbia, (see especially
pp. 2e-30):
https : //www. lawsocietv. bc. caMebsite/med i a/S hared/
docs/abouVGovernanceReview-202 1 . pdf.

Since an adverse impact, by definition, arises when a
provision or requirement appears neutral on its face,
regulators would be well advised to conduct an impact
analysis for all major policy decisions.
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A New Approach by Regulators to
lntimate Partner Violence?

by Erica Richler
February 2022 - No. 263

The way in which regulators respond to sexual abuse
of clients has evolved over the years. A traditional
approach viewing the conduct as unbecoming evolved
into a new approach viewing the conduct as a
fundamental abuse of power and trust.

The evolving understanding of how regulators should
respond to intimate partner violence by practitioners is

on the cusp of a rethink.

The Recent Approach

The recent response by professional regulators to
intimate partner violence has been an increasing
concern that the conduct is highly unethical and brings
the profession into disrepute. Thus, even though the
conduct usually occurs outside of the practice of the
profession, a meaningful response is called for' A
recent example where this approach was taken,
perhaps with more force than in the past, is found in

Kang (Re), 2A21 LSBC 23 (CanLll),
https://canlii.calUig7ff. ln that case the practitioner
disagreed with the characterization that the behaviour
was "criminal and violent conduct" because the
criminal charges were stayed in the face of a peace
bond, which was protective in nature. The tribunal
said:

The conduct in question is the Respondent's
actions in forcefully grabbing AB's arms and
legs and striking AB in the back of the head two
or three times. This Panel characterizes this
conduct as intimate partner violence.

Canadian courts have censured intimate
partner violence, noting that it occurs in the
privacy of one's home, where one expects to

be safe and often away from the assistance of
the public (see for example, R. v. Donnelly,
20'10 BCSC 1786 at paras. 28 and29). The
seriousness of such acts is also reflected in

legislation, for example, s. 718.2(a)(ii) of the
Criminal Code, which mandates that abusing
an intimate partner is an aggravating factor on
sentence.

This Panel has no hesitation in finding that, in
participating in an act of intimate partner
violence, lhe Respondent engaged in conduct
unbecoming the profession.

Given a number of mitigating factors in that case, the
tribunal found that a two-month suspension was fair
and reasonable.

However, other discipline cases involving intimate
partner violence have resulted in only a fine: Clarke
(Re), 2021 LSBC 39 (Canll I ), https://canlii.calt/iikfk.

Under this recent approach, in addition to disavowing
the conduct, the regulator also wishes to ensure that
the conduct does not replicate itself in the practice of
the profession. As such, courses and therapy may be

added to deterrence sanctions in order to protect

clients and colleagues from future harm.

For example, in Law Society of Ontario v. Al Zahid,
2021 ONLSTH 89 (Canlll), https://canlii.calViqlpn the
practiiioner had been convicted of criminal
harassment for repeated communications and threats
trying to persuade his former intimate partner to obtain
an abortion. The threats included providing copies of
recordings of intimate acts with a threat to use them to
further harass the former intimate partner. ln that case,
the tribunal imposed a reprimand plus a requirement
to continue in treatment for his behaviour.

ln a case involving a health profession, Ontario
(Coltege of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario) v.

Mukherjee, 2019 ONCPSD 16 (Canlll),
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https:/icanlii.calt/hzwcc the practitioner broke a door
into the intimate partner's residence, deliberately
drove into her car and sent death threats by text
message. The tribunal concluded:

Dr. Mukherjee exploited the power imbalance
in his relationship with Ms. B, an intimate
partner and employee, by threatening to
withdraw the monetary support he was
providing her. He did so in a manner that was
aggressive and violent, leading to criminal
convictions.

The penalty reflects the Committee's and
public's expectation that physicians lead by
example, including in matters of intimate
partner violence and abuse. The six-month
suspension and reprimand will serve as
deterrents to Dr. Mukherjee and the
profession, and send a strong message that
such conduct will not be tolerated. lnstruction
in anger management will provide for Dr.
Mukherjee's further rehabilitation. The six
month suspension and instruction in anger
management also satisfy the need to protect
the public, which remains a paramount
principle in determining an appropriate penalty.

The six-month suspension in that case indicates the
increasing seriousness with which such conduct is
being treated by some regulators.

Perhaps a case demonstrating the transition to the
new approach is Onfario (Cotlege of Physicians and
Surgeons of Ontario) v. Dhanoa,2020 ONCPSD 28
(CanLll), httos://canlii.calt/j8dzd. Part of the
allegations related to making death threats and illegal
possession of a knife "in a family setting". There were
also concerns about substance abuse, for which the
practitioner was being treated, and failing to disclose
the charges and findings. ln imposing a five-month
suspension and professionalism courses, the tribunal
said:
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Aggravating factors include that violence was
a component of the criminal conviction. Dr.
Dhanoa was convicted of assault and given a
conditional sentence and probation. The
assault occurred in a family setting, which was
particularly egregious. The fact that this was
male violence against a female augments the
egregiousness of the misconduct. As a
physician, Dr. Dhanoa may be called upon to
treat patients who have been subjected to
domestic assault. He needs to be
approachable and open to doing that. A
conviction of this sort does not inspire
confidence that he will fulfill his duty in that
regard.

The case is significant for explicitly recognizing both
the frequent gender dynamics of the conduct and the
impact of the conduct on future patients who have
experienced intimate partner violence, albeit as
aggravating factors on sanction.

An Emerging New Approach?

ln B.M.D. et al. v. HMTQ,2021 ONSC 5938 (Canlll),
https://canlii.calVihz3o a practitioner was charged and
then pleaded guilty criminally to offences that involved
intimate partner violence. The regulator was required
by legislation to post the charges and, later, the
findings, on the public register. The issue was whether
the summary of the charges and findings should
mention that they involved intimate partner violence.
Even without using the intimate partner's name, many
people would be able to identify her. The intimate
partner filed an affidavit identifying the harm that she
would experience if the posting mentioned the subject
of the findings as being related to intimate partner
violence.

Ultimately the Court concluded that the information
should be posted and that the posting should refer to
intimate partner violence:
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I have concluded that the countervailing public
interest in the College investigating and
reporting on the criminal actions of one of its
professional members outweighs [the intimate
partner'sl privacy interests. Further, I accept
that the physician's commission of an intimate
partner assault would be an important matter
for his current patients and any potential
patients to know about in choosing whether to
accept him as their medical treatment provider.
Such a choice is intimate to each person.
Sadly, too many of a physician's patients may
themselves be victims of intimate partner
violence. Those individuals, if armed with
information that their doctor had committed
such an offence, should be afforded an
opportunity to choose not to be treated by that
physician."

The reasoning in this case suggests that a regulator's
function when dealing with intimate violence goes
beyond disavowing the conduct, protecting the
reputation of the profession, and preventing the
conduct from encroaching into the practice context.
The regulator also has an ongoing obligation to
recognize the harm that can occur to clients and
colleagues of the practitioner. Clients and colleagues
who have experienced intimate partner violence
should have the choice of avoiding dealing with a
practitioner with a history of such conduct. Clients and
colleagues who share their history of intimate partner
violence with a practitioner may legitimately feel that
their trust has been violated if they later learn that the
practitioner has a history of that very behaviour.

The implications of this new approach remain to be
developed. Are all professions equally affected, or is
this new approach primarily applicable to professions
in which disclosure of intimate partner violence may

1 For example, lawyers practising family law are expected
to screen for family violence with their clients.

be anticipated in the course of the professional
relationship?1 Will this approach result in more
frequent disqualification from the profession like there
is for frank acts of sexual abuse? How meaningful is

the distinction between intimate partner violence
involving touching compared to conduct that does not
involve touching (like there often is for sexual abuse)?
How relevant is the distinction between clients and
non-clients (like there sometimes is for sexual abuse)?
Will there be an assumption of vulnerability on the part
of the recipient of the violence (as there is for sexual
abuse) or will the vulnerability have to be proved on a
case-by-case basis?

Finally, will a full implementation of the new approach
require practitioners to notify, proactively, future
employers, colleagues and clients of their history of
intimate partner violence?

While not specifically related to professional
regulation, the federal House of Commons Standing
Committee on the Status of Women is currently
studying the issue of intimate partner and domestic
violence in Canada and will release a report with
recommendations.

This is an important area for regulators of professions
to monitor carefully.
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Date of Expiry of Current
Term

April2022
Aoril2023
Aoril2023 2

April2023
April2022
April2022
Aoril2024
April2024
April2024

4or119.2024
Mav 16.2023
October 14.2024
October 7,2024
December 10.2024
December 10,2024

Date Re-elected/
Reaooointed

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Aoril202l
NA
NA

Aoril9.202l
Mav 16.2020
NA
October 8,2021
December 10-2021
December 10.2021

Date First
Elected/Apnointed

April202l
April202l
AoriI2020
April2020
Aoril2019
April20l9
April2018
April202l
April202l

Aoril9.2020
Mav 16,2019
October 14"2021
October 8.2020
December 10.2020
December 10.2020

District

4 (Central)

7 (Academic)

6 (Western)

5 (Central West)
2 (Eastern)

3 (Central East)
5 (Central West)
1 fNorthern)
4 (Central)

Mississauea
Burlineton
Toronto
Union
Mississauga
Toronto

Name

Elected Members
Dr. Kvle Grice
Dr. Jarrod Goldin
Dr. Colin Goudreau
Dr. Sarah Green
Dr. Paul Groulx
Dr. Steven Lester
Dr. Dennis Mizel
Dr. Aneelo Santin
Dr. Julia Viscomi

Anoointed Members 3

Mr. Gagandeep Dhanda
Ms Robvn Gravelle
Ms Zoe Kariunas
Mr. Shawn Southern
Ms Anuli Ausbeth-Aiaeu
Mr. Markus de Domenico
Vacant

Gouncil Member Terms as of January 14,20221
ITEM 6.9

I Please advise Ms Rose Bustria a.s.a.p. if you aware of aware of any discrepancies.
2 Dr. Goudreau served as a noncouncil committee member of the Discipline Committee prior to being elected to Courcil (the by-laws provide for a nine
consecutive year maximum as either a council or noncouncil committee member).
3 CCO requires at least 6 public members to be properly constituted.
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COUNCIL MEETING  
 

Friday, February 25, 2022 (8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.)  1  
 

Compendium Volume 2  
Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action 
By 

Priority 
Level 3 

     
 6. For Your Information 4 FYI 

(subject to 
questions) 

  

     
2 6.1 C Various Provincial News 

  Releases (from December 
  21, 2021 to February 14, 
  2022)  

   

23 6.2 C  Extract from CCO website 
  COVID-19 page 

   

28 6.3 C  Royal College of Dental 
  Surgeons Vaccination Policy 
  dated October 20, 2021 

   

 Various information/news reports 
re: College of Chiropractors of 
British Columbia (CCBC) 

   

32 6.4 C  Information from the CCBC 
  including AGM material and 
  Statement dated December 2, 
  2021 

   

35 6.5 C  Sample Media reports re: 
  health regulation in British 
  Columbia 

   

  

 
1 Subject to Council’s direction.  
2 The Compendium Volume contains background information and items relevant to Council’s agenda. The 
information is primarily FYI. The Main Agenda includes those high priority matters requiring action or review 
by Council that relate directly to CCO’s public interest mandate.    
3 Subject to Council’s direction.   
4 The FYI section has been pared down considerably. If members/individuals want information included for 
Council, they should include the public interest rationale i.e., how is the article/information relevant to CCO’s 
public interest protection mandate? 
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75 6.6 C  Health Professions Review 
  Board dated November 16, 
  2021 Complainant v  
  College of Chiropractors of 
  British  Columbia 

   

111 6.7 C  Miscellaneous other Media 
  re: health   
  professionals/vaccinations in 
  Ontario 

   

154 6.8 C Grey Areas –   
  November/December 2021, 
  January 2022, February 2022 

   

163 6.9 C Council Members Terms 
  (dated January 14, 2022) 
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